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Problem to b,! Investiaated

The Learcl-, icr eitective ways of helping er'otionaily disturbed

people haL, hc n (1()ing on sinc.2 the late 19th century. The existance

of at lea,,t 37 thcories regarding the etiology of behavioral disorders

with their accompanying therapeutic approaches (Harper, 1959), is

indicativf, of the high degree of uncertainty about what has actually

qone wionq with th,,! disturbed individual and of the failure to find a

satisfactory treatment (Truax and Carkhuff, 1967).

In 1952 Eysenck challenged the therapeutic community by stating,

(in the basis of a review of treatment outcome research, that treatment

produces HO defir)nstratable improvement in disturbed individuals beyond

that which occurs as a result of the passage of time in non-treated

individuals. (Eysenck, 1952). Cross (1964), reached similar conclusions

after examining 9 carefully controlled treatment outcome studies.

In the field of child treatment Levitt (1957) concluded, after

surveying out ome studies of children treated in child guidance clinics,

that "the result., of the present study Fail to support the view that

psychotherapy with "neurotic children" is effective."(Levitt, 1957,

p. 195). Lewis (1965) supported this conclusion.

The crucial role of parents in the personality development of

their children is widely acknowledged (McCandless, 1967)r More recently,

during the past 15 years or so, recognition has been given to the

family system as the matrix within which the childs first significant

relationships are formed and the setting in which distortions in

relating and hence in interpersonal functioning occur. This is reflectedl

in the proliferation of literature on treatment of the family s a

unit (Ackerman, 1958; Boszormenyi-Nagi and Framo, 1969; Freedman, et al,

1965; Haley and Hoffman, 1967; MacGregor et al, 1964; Mishler and
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Waxier, 19(,h Mtir, 1)64).

The pre..ent r-earch derives in conception from several sources:

1) researdl growing out f the challenge leveled by Eysenck and others,

2) recognition of the significance of the interaction of family members

in the develop-,ent of relational difficulties in chilJren and 3) the

filial therapy approach to the treatment of emotionally disturbed

young children developed by Guerney (1964).

Much re-,earch on treatment outcome following Eysenck's assertion

that therapy does not help pointsto the "for better or for worse"

concept, the idea that treatment can be either constructive or deter-

iorative in effect (Bergin, 1966; Rogers, 1967; Truax, 1963; Truax

and Carkhuff, 1963)-. When both facilitative and deteriorative treat-

went are seen as one homogeneous entity they cancel each other out

and treated subjects appear no better off than non-treated subjects

(Bergin, 1966).

When facilitative and deteriorative treatment (defined in terms

of treatment outcome) were examined through the study of !process

recordings of therapeutic interviews, a _rapists ortered

conditions emerged as significantly associated with outcome. Clients

whose therapists offered high levels of accurate empathy, positive

regard and facilitative genuiness made positive behavioral changes,

while those whose therapists offered low levels of these qualities

deteriorated in functioning. (Bergin, 1966; Carkhuff and Truax, 1966;

Patterson, 1966; VanDttr Veen, 1967).

In addition, depth of client self-exploration, crucial to move-

ment in treatment and both positively and significantly related to

treatment outcome, was found to be highly positively associated with

the level of facilitative conditions offered by the therapist (Rogers,
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Other therapL.1 variablv,, are being ree.rched. There is evidence

,0-1;ch sugge-;ts that tere is a positive relationship between relevant

theranist self disclosure (Carkhuff and Bereson, 1967), immediacy of

relationship (Carkhuff, 1969) and several other therapist qualities,

with nositi/e client r_hange.

Bierman, reviewing the literature on therapist activity-positivity,

found that the therapist exerts a potent modeling effect on the

client, that "both egtensive and expressive aspects of therapist

activeness are as.:ociated with client qualtiative as well as quanti-

tative productivity in the process of therapy, with client security,

,,atislaction and continuance, and Rost importantly, with client outcome

benefits attermination" (Bierman, 1967, p.23). Further evidence of the

L,trong modeliny effect of the therapist on the client is the increasing

similariy of values found between therapist and client in cases where

outcome is favorable (Biernan-, 19-'.

Therap si uffereu conditions can be conceptualized as following

along two axs: a cold-war axis, and an active-pas i\,e axis (Bierman,

19(q). 'The wanr active therapist, the therapist wh an vividly con-

ve his understanding of the client.s experience Wth respect, warmth

and genuiness, who can he concrete, and, where apprapriate, self-

revealing, who can play on active intense role in ths treatment process

aiA Tan risk actively confronting the client with di crepancies in his

tilining and Ilric:ioniny, is the facilia-lor of cor'rucive charge in

the 2)an.illi, 1969, p. 53).

(D-awing leaYily on the experiential approach of Carl Rogers

(1957), but adding a didactic element, Truax and I khuff developed

a metho: for training graduate students in clinica 3nd counseling
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psychology to offer high level , of facilitative conditions as helpers

(Traux and Cc7irkhu1f, 1967), Carkhuff developed this further into a

group training program in interpersonal skills for both lay and pro-

fessional helpers (Carkhuff, 1969).

Group training is predicated on the conception that the core of

individual functioning whether healthy or dysfunctional, is interper-

sonal; that the helping procest; is an interpersonal learning or re-

learning process; that group processes are the preferred ways of

working with prOblems in interpersonal functioning (Carkhuff, 1969a,

p. 130).

Trai)ing is conducted through the medium of a communication

workshop. Modeling, experiential and didactic experiences arr

in the training program. The leader provides the group membei.

high levels of the variaLles he is teaching: accurate empathic under-

standing, respect, genuiness and other qualities. Accurate empathy is

the ability to get inside the skin of the other, to truly know how it

feels to be him, to have his pain, his problems, and to be able to

sensitively and accurately communicate this to him (Rogers, 1967;

Carkhuff, 1967; Carkhuff and Berenson, 1967). Respect involves a warm

acceptance and valuing of the other for the unique and particular

individual he is. (Carkhuff, 1969; Carkhuff and Berenson, 1967).

Facilitative genuiness or congruence refers to using one's own

reactions and perceptions constructively, honestly, within the context

of a warm, caring, valuing relationship, to help the other to see how

he is living.

As the group members experience the trainers facilitative

qualities, they are able to explore themselves more fully in the

learning role. Through assuming the part of the helpee or client
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ti,ey develw run standiny ,Jt what the other feels like in the

helping proce,s 3nd are able to knovi the meaning of accurate empathy,

respect and yenuiness to the client. In the process they get closer to

their own feelings, experiences and conflicts, and devleop a better

awarenes them,,elves in interpersonal process.

Within the nurturing atmosphere of the group the trainer teaches

scales and rating procedures for measuring facilitative therapist

variables.1 Using live student dyads involving helper helpee roles

and tape recorded sessions of students with their clients, the leader

helps the trainees to shape up increasingly more facilitative responses,

utilizing immediate feedback and reinforcement. Through all thisthe,-deeder

act-, as role wodel for effective functioning. The levels of effective-

ness the trainees can learn are limited by the levels which the trainer

provides (Carkhuff and Berenson, 1967; Carkhuff, 1968). For training

to be effective, the trainee too must be open to the possibility of

change.

There is evidence that facilitative therapist variables a e

significant in all human relationships of meaning, those between

parent and child, husband and wife, teacher and child (Carkhuff and

Berenson, 1967). In 1968 Carkhuff and Bierman adapted the communication

workshop approach to helping parents of emotionally disturbed children

to meet their children's emotional needs successfully by offering

them higher levels of facilitative conditions (Carkhuff and Bierman,

1970). Five parent couples from a clinic waiting list were given

1. Scales describing and measuring levels of facilitative therapist
variables as well as a scale for measuring client self experiencing
were developed by those working with Rogers in Wisconsin (Rogers,
1967) and further developed and modified by others. (Carkhuff, 1969;
Carkhuff and Berenson, 1967; Traux and Carkhuff, 1967).
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25 hours of training in interpersonal skills.. Twelve other parent

couples from the waiting list of the same clinic were divided equally

into three treatment groups and received 25 hours of traditional

counseling vith high, moderate and low functioning therapists. Eight

parents const:tuted a time-control group. Parents and children were

pre and pot tested on a variety of indices of communication, des-

crimination and adjustment. The :_raining group demonstrated significant

(lain', in the communication of facilitative conditions to marital partners

and other adults, gains which were significantly greater than those of

any of the other treatment or control groups. While the training group

improved their interpersonal skills significantly, these gains did

not generalize to their relationships with their children as measured

in parent child play interactions. The conclusion reached by the authors

was that if improved communication between parents and children was to

be achieved, direct work on the relationship would have to be included

in the training program (Carkhuff and Bierman, 1970).

Following this, Bierman, at the University of Waterloo, conducted

a family actualization workshop designed to rectify the deficienties

of the Carkhuff-Bierman Study by joining a modified version of Guerney's

rilial therapy idea (Guerney, 1964) to the communication workshop

design. (Gillmore-Barrett, 1971; Miller, 1970). Play is recognized to

be the natural way that children express their feelings and work out

problems (Erickson, 1964)..The usefulness of play as a medium through

which to communicate with children is well accepted and utilized in

the treatment of emotionally disturbed children (Haworth, 1964).

Guerney theorized that training parents to be the play therapists for

'their own disturbed childsren would facilitate the correction of rela-

tionship distortion at their very source, the parent child relationship.
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He trained otter, child;t.n under 10 in groups of 6 to A to use

client-ntery,1 1(, conducting play sessions with their

children, both in the clinic under observation and at home. He

focused on helping the parents to reflect the feelings of their

children ii th acceptance and empathy. He found that trained parents

changed their verbal respones in the direction of fewer directive

and more reflerlive responses as opposed to the control group in

which no change occurred (Stover and Guerney, 1967). Children in

the experimental groups became freer in the sense that they expressed

negative roelings r,:ore freely than those in the control group. Guerney's

Hother., I(.1r(wly re.,tated the content of their children's expressions.

They were not able to clarify feelings, a more "therapeutically

c,,aningful type of response" (Stover and Guerney, 1967, p. 114),

and the one which they had aimed for.

Guerney's training involved only mothers. He was Ible to achieve

only the equivalent of level 2 empathy (Carkhuff, 1969) instead of

the minimumally facilitative level 3 empathy desired (Stover and

Guerney, 1967).

The purpose of the Family Actualization Workshop was to teach

parents to improve communication with their disturbed children through:

1) teaching them to provide one another with high levels of facili-

tative qualities so as to improve the quality of their marital relating.

2) having them conduct weekly home play sessions with their children

and 3) working with their children directly in the workshop as well

as indiredtly through tape recordings of home play sessions to raise

the tevelsofertpathy, respect and genuineness they offered their children

(Gilmore-Barrett, 1970; Miller, 1971).

In the Bierman adaptation of Guerney's filial therapy approach

ti
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parents were taught facilitative modes of communicating with their

children through the same combination of experiential, didactic and

modeling experiences with which adult facilitation was taught, as

opposed to Guerney's unstructured discussion group.

In the Bierman study 5 parent couples with emotionally disturbed

sons were selected from the waiting list of a child guidance clinic.

Four other clinic waiting lists couples with disturbed sons comprised

8 control group. The control group received the usual clinic treatment

The Family Actualization workshop families met for twelve four hour

sessions ()4 '? hours) during which they received both experiential

and didactic training in marital communication and parent child

communication. Both groups were pre and post tested along a variety

of selected indices of functioning. The family actualization workshop.

parents "significantly increased their sensitive empathic responses

to their children and to each other over the period of the workshop.

They moved fron, a level of essentially ignoring one another's feelings

to an average !evel of nearly reflectical understanding responsiveness

to each other." (GiImore Barrett, 1971, abstract). Though post test-

ing was not obtained on enough of the control group parents to allow

comparison, (:ov9arison with the parents in the training group in the

Carkhuff Bier-Ian study (1970) and with post levels attained by many

different populations in a variety of workshops (Carkhuff, 1969, pp.

155-56) indicated comparable results despite the fact that the measure

used in the Bierman study involved a more difficult task, responding

empath;cally in a confronting marital dyad as opposed to the self-

exploring helpee role in the other situations (Gilmore-Barrett, 1971,

p. 126).
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The post. iorkshop leve)s of empathy and respect of parents toward

LHicantl; a.ri-atr in the ailLy Actualization group

than in the :)ar.ent training ( -oup in the CarHluff-Bierman study (1970).

The hvpothei that different processes are involved in learning to

commulicate n.ith adults and children was suPported, as was the hypo-

thesis that conducting home play sessions with their children combined

viith a f0co5 on child-parent communication in a communication workshop

providing exper:(-ntial didactic and modeling elements would facilitate

the parent,,' learning to communicate more successfully with their

children. (Gilwore-Barrett, 1971).

Result's of the testing of the children on social and emotional

indices indicated that the chi dren whose parents were in the family

actliali/ation group increased ignificantly in security and in freedom

o rxpress negative feelings over the clinic control group. The family

actualization group children evidenced substantially greater self

confidence than the clinic control group on post testing as shown

by the increased active leadership behavior. "It was concluded that

parents trained to provide empathic understanding via practiced play

,,essions, facilitated the social and emotional functioning of their

emotionally disturbed children." (Miller, 1971,. abstract).

This Study - Its Purpose

It has been demonstrated that the communication workshop

approach has succeeded in training parents of emotionally disturbed

children to offer one another significantly higher levels of.empathic

understanding respect and genuineness than couples receiving conventional 1

clinic counseling (Carkhuff and Bierman, 1970; Gilmore-Barrett 1971)

and that this learning does not generalize to their children (Carkhuff

and Bierman, 1970). It has further been demonstrated that a communi-

cation workshop approach which intervenes in both family systems, the

10
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par,!nt-pareht and the adult child, through a combination of inter-

personal 5kill training and training in relating to a young child

throuqh the medium of play, results in improved relating on both the

marital level and the parent-child level, and that the children of

parents receiving this training improve in emotional and social func-

tioning on a variety of indices significantly more than children whose

parents reveive conventional clinic counseling (Gilmore-Barrett, 1971;

Miller, 1970). The present study proposes to compare the results of

intervention in the parent-child relationship system alone with inter-

vention in both marital and parent-child systems, holding the communi-

cation workshop method of training constant. The purpose is to inves-

tigate 1) v,hether the functioning of the child improves significantly,

as measured on a group of indices, when just the parent child system

is worked with, or whether intervention in the marital system as well

is required to bring about improvement in the child, .:1).Vhetbere.r

learning generalizes from the parent-child system to the husband wife

system (we know the reverse does not occur) and 3) whether parent-

child training results in any generalization to the personal

functioning of the parents as individuals.

11
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Subject,-

From familie,- residing in a large metropolitan area who res-

ponded to a publicity release which appeared in neighborhood

new papers and publication,- appearing on two college campuses

(see Appendic(!c, 1, 11, and 111) children and their famili::s were

accepted for the 'rho met the folic iirig criteria:

Chi dren: (a) a, rzlge from 5 to 11 'ears, (b) I.Q.s above

90. (c) no evider7- in the history or on psychological tests

of brain damage, eiher gross or minimal, or of psycho_ s,

(d) in the parent's view the child had an emotional problem,

(e) the problem appeared to be one involving parent-child

relationships.

Parents: (a) married couples living together, (b) both willing

to particivite in the workshop.

The children involved in the study ranged in age from just 5

years to 11 years; 9 months. Their 1.Q.s were judged to be above

90 on the basis of 2 subtests of the Weschler Intelligence Scale

for Children (WISC), the Vocabulary Subtest and the Block Design

Subtest (We5chier, 1949). Following the pre-testing, one family

dropped out of the study expressing the feeling that the experience

was going to take up more time than they had realized. During the

course of the study one father withdrew.

Group Assignment: On the basis of the parent's degree of self-

exploration, as rated by other parents in the study in a Group

Dyadic Procedure, the 9 parent couples were divided into 2 groups.

The Group Dyadic Procedure consisted of each parent participatins

in a four minute interaction tAilt.g.another group member in which
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the firs person, th discl(,ser, discussed us feelings about a

personal problem. The secord person, the understander, was in-

structed to resrond as helpfully as possible (see Appendix IV).

Participants were rated by Ihe for their levels of openness

about discussing f::.elings and hel' 21.J1rss0 The groups were then

divided on the basis of balancing 7h Fr for leve of se1f-expora-

tion. In some instances this critF.-_, al, le was insuffcient

so that children's scores on the Chll -erl Anxiety Scale (Davidson

and Sarason, 1963, see Appendix Mi) id e Behavioral Symptom

Checkli5t (Achenback, 1966, see Appe ces IX and XX) were also

used to achieve a balance. Five famiiies it,ere assigned to the

group receiving communication trairCng in both parent-child and

mai.ital relations (The Sunday Group), and four were assigned to

the group receiving training in the area of parent-child relations

alone (The Saturday group). The Sunday group children had an

average age of 7 years and 6 months, the Saturday group 9 years,

and 9 months.

Parent-Child Communication Workshops.

Therapist. Training of both groups was done by a female therapist

who had previously conducted two parent communication workshops

and two student communication workshops, had had 9 years of indivi-

dual and group therapy experience and offered facilitative levels

of therapist variables. A male therapist participated in the first

three sessions of both workshops and then withdrew when he round

himself unable to :ontinue the tine commitment. Since his active

involvement had been fairly minimal n: s'jnificant disturbance in

the groups was discernable after his w thdrawal.
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Facilities. Both work,,,,hc!ps were conducted at a state college

with whi(h (iroup lf:adf.r was connected. Parent meetings took

place in a c()uference roor . containing a largc ble around which

the whole group and the therapist sat. Next d-or, visible through

a one way screen and audible through a speake .ystem, was a play

room equipped with play therapy materials. Anclher similar play

room and nbervation room a short distance from these rooms were

also used by the workshops.

The Saturday Group. The four couples in the Saturday group met

for 14 four hour weekly sessions. The sessions were devoted to

communication training on the parent-child level. Parents were

taught the meaning and value of play in child life, and the im-

portance of empathic understanding and unconditional regard in

their relations with their children. They observed play demon-

strations by experienced therapists and learned to discriminate

different leVels of helpfulness. They then began conducting home

play sessions with their own children, which were taped and then

played in the workshop for feedback and shaping practice. At each

session parents played with their own children and were observed

by the group through the one way screens. Immediate feedback and

shaping practice Followed these demonstrations.

The therapist supplied high levels of facilitative conditions

to the parents in their struggles to relate more effectively to

their children. The therapist was a model for effective communica-

tion with both adults and children. However, no direct training

in adult communication was attempted with this group. When marital

problems came up in the group, as they frequently did the therapist

responded with high levels of conditions in dyadic interactions in

14
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the work,;hnp, a5 in an unstructured therapy group.

Saturday Group Training: Parent-Child Communication.

Sec,siorl 1. a) The leaders introduced themselves and describe:

briefly their professional backgrounds, b) The group members in-

troduced themselve,, and told why they were there, giving a feel

for their individual problems. c) The leaders oLtlined the structure

of the workshop indicating the parent-child focus through the

medium of play. d) The group observed a play demonstration by an

experienced v.rson. This was then discussed especially with

regard to limits. e) The "Play Therapy Manual for rarents" was

given out and discussed (see Appendix V). Parents were given

lists of toys to get for their home play sessions (F Appendix

VI). Several more expensive play items on the list were supplied

by the therapists. Parents were lent cassette tape recorders and

cassettes with which to tape home play sessions. f) Each parent was

instructed to conduct a hour home play session with his child and

tape record it, making an effort to tune in to the child and

follow his interests as described in the manual.

Session 2. a) Parents were oriented to the concept of the

facilitative conditions: empathy, unconditional regard, and

genuineness and their importance in human relations. The "Empathic

Understanding in Interpersonal Process Between Helping Adult and

Young Child" scale was given out and discussed (see Appendix VII).

The leader defined level 3 or minimally facilitative empathy as

reflecting the feeling and the words of the child as expressed

both in his play and his words back to him, with higher levels

adding to empathic understanding and lower levels subtracting or

taking away. 13) Two excerpts from a therapits-child interaction
15
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v4ert. pldyid tc) illu.,)trate level 3 ecipathy. c) Jr pE,_rent-

Lhild pLly tilinute., (arlier fo, warm-up pur ses. Excerpts

wt.,re rated for empa-,:hy, disct ssc- and more.

lad Htat lye repo,e,-, shaped up. The leader es-lage in dyads

with the ,)ateri!: dround their feelings about the pl ses_ions,

their haw;.Jp,, t teir reactions. d) Excerpts froff ona t3pec home

pldy On mr, played, rated for empathy and discLssed.

Se,,sion 3. a) The "Unconditional Respect of Adul 'award Child"

scale was cii\wn out and disucssed (see Appendix VIII) ID Two

excerpts from a therapits-child interaction tape wer( played

illustrating levels 3 and 4 unconditional respect. c) Four

parent-child play sessions were observed with excerpts rated

for empathy and respect, discussed and additional responses shaped.

d) Excerpts from 2 taped home play sessions were played, rated, etc.

Session 4 a) The empathy and respect scales were reviewed.

The role of the adult with a playing child was reviewed in the

"Play Therapy Manual for Parents: with particular emphasis on

accurate understanding and reflecting, letting the child take the

lead, uncritical acceptance and enforcing limits. Several don't

were stressed: don't criticize, don't ask questions as a rule,

don't direct the play, don't teach, moralize or give information .

don't engage in "ocial conversation". (see Appendix V, p. 4-6).

b) One excerpt was played From a therapist-child interaction tape

to illustrate level 3 or higher empathy and respect. c) Four parent-

child play demonstrat.ions were observed. d) Excerpt.E- from 4 taped

hour play wore played, etc. e) This was th, last session

in which the male therapist participated.

16
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Session 5 and 6. Essentially the same as c and d of Session 4.

Session 7. a) The Child Self-Expressiveness scale was introduced

(see Appendix IX) and discussed. b) Several examples of different

levels of expressiveness were played from therapist-child inter-

action tane. c) Play sessions were observed or heard on tape,

rated and disc:ussed, with shaping and dyadic interactions between

leader ;)nd parents as in previous sessions, with the additional

rating of the child for level of expressiveness of feelings as

reflected in both play and other verbal and non-verbal behaviors.

Session 8 - 13. These sessions were similar in most ways.

a) Four parent-child play demonstrations were ob5erved, excerpts

were played and rated for empathy, respect and child expressiveness,

discussed, responses shaped, and therapist-parent dyads engaged

in around the parents' feelings and problems about the play

session. b) Taped home sessions were treated as in a. c) One

additional (h.montration by an experienced therapist took place

in session 10. d) Parent discussions of their problems in their

play sessions from session 8 on were more and more focused on

their marital relations and the strains within them, with a

feeling emerging that the problem with the child was just a symptom

of a family problem. The leader acted as a facilitative therapist

in helping couples to talk with one another about their problems

without teaching any adult communication skills. e) After session

8 one father withdrew from the group. His wife continued.

Session 14. This session was devoted to an evaluation of the

workshop experience by each parent.

In addition to the workshop meetings, individual sessions with

marital couples were held as needed to help work through blocks

17
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and plataus. These ranged from one to three per family.

The Sunday Group The live couples in the Sunday group met for

fourteen eekly 4 hour sessions.

As with the Saturday grcup, the meaning and value of play in

child lif and the importance of the facilitative conditiens in

parent-(hil 1 interactions were discussed. Parents conducted

wec..kly homy play sessions with their children, were observed by

the group playing with their children and received feedback about

their levels of helpfulness through group ratings, discussions

and shaping of more helpful responses. (Please see description

of Saturday group fpr more details). The group focused an equal

p o r t i o n of its time on communication between the parents and

cormunication between parents and child. The therapist used

shaping and modeling as weli as didactic and experiential learning

procedures to train the parents to communicate with one another

in a facilitative way.

Facilitative cond;tions and their importance were discussed,

scales were learned, and both live and taped dyads were heard,

rated and discussed and more helpful responses shaped.

Sunday Croup' Training: Marital Communication.

Session I. a) The leadrs introduced themselves. b) The parents

introduced themselves and described their concerns about their

children and themselves. c) An outline was given of the structure

of the workshop, indicating the two focuses: parent relations and

parent-child relations. d) An orientation to th-t facilitative

...-,r)nditions was given: empathy, respect, genuineness and experiencing,

Their importance in the helping process between people was described.
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e) The Empathic Understanding in Inter-Personal Process scale was

given out, read and discussed (see Appendix 4). Minimal facili-

tation or level 3 empathy was described as an equivalent exchange,

with higher levels adding to and deepening the helper's understand-

ing of his difficulty and lower levels taking away from his ex-

periencing of bt:in(j understood. f) The Immediacy of Experiencing

and Exploration ,cale and the Rules for Attending and Empathic

Respondiny were given out, read and discussed. (see Appendix XI

and X11). q) Group members were asked to give each other a one

sentence statement of a genuine personal concern to which the

recipient was intructed to respond by identifying the emotion

in one word.

Session 2. a) The empathi and experiencing scales were reviewed

as well as the attending rules. b) Group members made one sentence

feeling di,;closures to one another to which the responder was

instructed to make a one sentence empathic response avoiding

questions, advise, reassurance or discussion of a third person.

c) Group members were given cassette tape recorders and cassettes

to take home and were asked to have a one half hour dyad with

another group member, not their partner, in which each was helper

and helpee alternately. As helper each was to be as empathic as

possible. As helpee each was to self-explore as deeply as he could.

Session 3. a) The Communication of Respect in Interpersonal

Process scale was given out and discussed (see wendix XIII).

b) Instructions to helpers were reviewed. c) Excerpts from 2, taped

dyads were played. Group members rated and discussed them for n'e

empathy of helpers and experiencing of helpees. Additional helper
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respons, were ',haped.

Sessions 4. a) The Personal Interaction Manual 4 was in-

troduced (see Appendix XIV) and its overall conception discussed.

b) Section F of the manual was read and discussed. c) Two live

dyads betweiJn non-marital couples took place. At the end of the

dyads th(_- leader took on the helper role to further deepen the

i_xperiencing of his problem and to present a model for

high lcvels of empathy and regard. d) Group members rated the

helpers for empathy and regard and the helpees for level of ex-

reriencinq of their problems. Ratings were discussed and additional

responses shaped. e) Excerpts from one taped dyad were played,

rated and discussed with shaping practice following this.

Session 5. a) Section F of the manual was reviewed for helper

and helpee tasks. Women in the group were instructed to be helpers,

to strive tor level 3 empathy and respect minimally. Men were to

work toward', helpee experiencing at level 4. b) Five five-minute

dyads were held between non-marital couples. These were rated,

discussed as in previous sessions, with the leader assuming the

helper role to deepen the experience.

Session 6. This session was similar to sessioa 5 with men's

and women's roles reversed.

Session 7. One marital dyad took place in which each spouse

assumed both roles. Scales for rating immediacy and self-disclosure

were distt*ibuted, read and discussed. (see Appendices XV and XVI).

Session 8. a) The immediacy and self-disclosure scales were

reviewed. b) Section G of the manual was read. Active use of

oneself in the helping procers through dealing with the immediacy

of the interaction and u,,ing one's perceptions of the other

20
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sensitivel and facilitativf'ly was discussed. c) Two marital

dyad,, wt.te held ond r:ited lor immediacy and self-disclo5ure as

well as empathy and respect. The leader took on the helper role

to deepen the experiencing of the helpee and help him further

explore the marital issues v:hich were emerging.

Se5sion 9. f=t) The scale measuring genuineness was read and

( see Appendix XVII). b) Two marital dyads took place

and were rdted ds in 8c with the addition of the genuineness

rating.

Ses ion 10. Two marital dyads were held as in session 9b.

Session 11. a) Bierman's Personal Interaction Coding Inventory

was introduced and discussed (see Appendix XVIII). b) One marital

dyad took place. The helper was rated on the P.1.C.I.

Session 12. a) Sections G and H on the P.I.C.I. were reviewed.

h) Two marital dyads were held as in session 11B.

Session.13. a) One marital dyad was held as in session 11b.

Session 14. a) One marital dyad was held. b) Each member

evaluated his experience in the group.

Sunda/Group Training: Parent-Child Communication.

The paren -child communication training was similar to that of

the Saturday Group. Because of the time factor somewhat fewer

live play demonstrations took place some weeks than in the Saturday

group. One important discrepancy in the training of the two groups

which contaminates the study and biases it in favor of the Sunday

Group is that in the Ilth session the Sunday Group began to use

the P.I.C.L in working with their children. That is they begarr

to use themselves more actively in their interactions with their

children in the play sessions, as they were in their marital

21
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int(!racti,,w,. Fri. essi() 1 11 through 14 they tried actively to

use qualities ,0 genuinenes', immediacy and self-disclosure. Rating

of the parents as helpers was on the P.I.C.I. and discussion and

shaping via=, in r(-lation to actively as well as warmth, empathy

and acceptanco.

The Saturdai group did not work on activity explicitly, though

deeper levels of empathy were interpreted and modeled by the

leader in terms of immediacy, that is, what was happening in the

relationship then and there.

Measures

Both paper and pencil and interpersonal process measures were

administered to both the Saturday and Sunday groups during the

two week., prior to the first group sessions and the two weeks

following the last group sessions.

Paper and Pc,.ncil Measures: Children

Five paptfr and pencil measures were used to assess changes in

functioning in the children. The first was the Behavior Symptom

Checklist (Achenback, 1966, p. 10), which both parents and the

child's teacher filled out. This measure contains 53 behavior

symptoms arranged alphabetically, 31 describing problems with the

self and 23 with the environment. Parents were instructed to check

the symptoms which were part of their concern in seeking help with

the child. Tcouhers were asked to check (,ymptoms they had observed

or which parents had expre.,sed concern about to them. Two forms

were used, one for boys and one fo, girls. (see Appendicef: MX and XX

Four additional paper and pencil measures were administered to

the children directly by a senior psychology student under the

22
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supervisir)n f)l an experiencd clinical psychologist. The

Slo,)son Oval Reading Test (SORT) was used to assess changes in

academic f(!nct ioninq. (Siosson, 1963) (see Appendix XXI). It

tests the child's ability to recognize and pronounce words at

increasingly diFticult levels. Each level contains 20 words.

The child is asked to read the words until he misses an entire

list. TI-1 sum of correctly pronounced words makes up the row

score. The level attained represents school achievement.

The general anxiety scale (Davidson and Sarason, 19609,

see Appendix XXI). It tests the child's ability to recognize and

pronounce word's at increasingly difficult levels. Each level

contains 20 words. The child is asked to read the words until

he mis,;es an entire list. The sum of correctly pronounced words

makes up the row score. The level, attained represents School

achievement.

The genetal anxiety scale (Davidson and Sarason, 1963, see

Appendix XXII) consiste oF 45 questions dealing with fears, to

which the child responds negatively or positively. Two separate

scores are calculated. The "yes" answers to 34 items indicate

the degree of anxiety. The "no" answers to the 11 lie items com-

prise a lie score and contain such questions as "Do you ever worry?"

and "Are you c.ver unhappy".

A S(.!ntence Completion Test (see Appendix XXIII) was used to

assess change in expressed feelings about family members. It

contains 14 items, each an unfinished sentence constructed to

reflect a positive, negative or neutral response from a child

toward a family member.

23 1

The Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1966, see

Appendix XXIV) was used to assess change in creativity, in creative
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Iwnce in iwproved functioning of the children.

The test contains two parts, one verbal, one figural. Each

comes in 2 forms, forms A & B. A forms were used for pretesting,

B forms for post testing. Tests were scored by Personnel Press,

hic., from whom the tests were obtained. Varbal forms were scored

for fluency, flexibility and originality. Figural forms were

c,cored for fluency, flexibi'ity, originality and elaboration.

Paper and Pencil Measures: Parents

Four paper and pencil measures were completed by the parents.

The Relationship Inventory (RI) (Barrett-Leonard, 1962; see

Appendix XXV) was used to assess change in facilitative conditions

offered within the family. Two forms, Spouse-to-Self and Spouse-

to-Child, were used. The Spouse-to-Self form consisted of 64

c'tatements describing the quality of the relationship each person

felt hK ',pou-,e offered him. Qualities measured were: empathic

understanding, level of regard, unconditionality of regard and

congruence. A total score representing general level of facili-

tative conditions offered was obtained. The form Spouse-to-Child

included the four scales or qualities described in the Spouse-to-

Self form plus three additional scales: disclosure and concreteness,

activeness, and democratic control developed by Bierman (1967).

The Family Unit Inventory (Van der Veen, 1966 see Appendix

XXVI) indicates the way in which the individual perceives his family

interacting and functioning, and was used to reflect change in the

functioning of family members. The Family Unit Inventory consists

of 80 items describing the family's characteristics. Typical items

are: we are an affectionate family" and "we can usually depend on

24
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one anothcr". Each item can be scored frow 0 to 8 indicatinu the

degree to which hi stateilent is true. A fawily adjustment score

is obtained on the bais of criteria established by professional

clinicians' ratings of the items.

The Person Orientation Inventory (POI) (Shostrom, 1966, see

A)p(:ndix XXVII) was used to assess changes in the self-actualization

(:jf the parents. It consists of 150 paired v:-.7'Lle and behavioral

judgment statements. The responde is asked to choose the

statement which is most true of hi7 For example, 12a) "I feel

guilty when I am selfish". h) I dc feel c_Hty when I am

selfish". 78a) "Self int-2rest is mcura1", "Self interest is

unnatural". The items were scored or 2 basic scales and for ten

sub scale., in terms of tiorm estabLshed by Shostrom for this

test (1966).

The two major scales are described by Shostrom (1966) as follows:

Time Competence: Measures degree to which one is "present"
oriented. Th7self actualized person lives fully in the present.

Inner Directed Support: The self actualized person is essentially
innar directed, though he is sensitive to a degree to others'
approval.

The ten sub scales follow:

Self Actualizing Value: High scorers hold and live by values

of self-actualizing people

Existentiality: High scorers are flexible in the application

1.-eling_l_lectlyity: Measures degree of responsiveness to ones'

own needs and feelings.

Spontaniety: A high score reflects freedom to be oneself, to
be spontaneous.

Self Re ard: High scorers possesshigh self warmth based on a
perception of oneself as strong or worthy.

25
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Self-Acceptance: Measures self-acceptance despite weaknesses.

Nature of Man, Constructive: The high scorer views man as

essentially good.

Synergy: Measures the ability to see opposites of life as

meaningfully related.

Acceptance of Aggression: Measures the degree of ability to

accopt on '', own aggression.

Capacity for Intimate Contact: Meac,ures capacity for intimate

relationships unencumbered by expectations or obligations.

(Adapted from Shostrom, 1966, p. 6 and 15-21).

The Adjective Check List (ACL) (Gough, L65, see Appendix

:.XXVII0 was used in this study to assess changes in self

perception. It consists of 300 adject;ves. The testee is

instructed to check those adjectives which describe rim, There

are 24 scals which can be derived from the responses. The

following scales were used in this study:

Deferenc,e: Refers to the seeking of subordinate roles.

Nurturance: Refers to engaging rn behaviors which extend

material or emotional benefits to others.

Liability: Refers to inner restlessness, an inability to

tolerate consistancy and routine. High scorer is spontaneous,

but tempermental, excitable, nervous.

Autonomy: Refers to ability to act independently of others,

or of social values and expectations, The high scorer is indepen-

dent, but also assertive and self-willed. He tends to be indiffer-

ent to the feelings of others. The low scorer prefers to follow

others.

26
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Aggression: Refers to engaging in behaviors which cB :ach

or hurt others. High scorers are competitive and aggress' e.

Low scorers ar,-- more conforminc, patiently diligent and sircere.

Dominance: Refers to seeking and susaining leadership

roles in urour:, or to being inflLential and cont7olling in

individual rel.TA ionships. High scorers are forceful and

confident. Lc..,/ scorers are unsure and avoid havin2 to ma

choices or de( sions.

Counseli Readiness: Ref-:-.--s to readiness for couns ing

help. The h :1-1 scorer is worried about himself, unduly anxious,

unable to enjoy life fully. The low scorer is more or less free

of these concerns. He is self-confident, poised, outgoing

Exhibition: Refers to behavior which immediately illicits

the attention of others. High scorers are self-centered. Low

scorers tend toward apathy, self-doubt and inhibition.

Abasement: Refers to the tendancy to express feelings of

inferiority through self-criticism and guilt. High scorers

feel weak and lack self.acceptance. Low scorers are optomistic,

poised, productive, confident, effective.

Personal Lijustment: Refers to a positive attitude toward

life more than an absence of problems. The high scorer is

dependable, peaceable, trusting, friendly, loyal, wholesome.

The low scorer is moody and dissatisfied and feels at odds

with others. He is aloof, defensive, anxious, worrying and

unfriendly.

27
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Self- nfidence: The high score, 's assertive, -utgoing,

Persistant an actionist. He wants to ge- things dor, and is

impatient vith people standing in his way He is for i.7u1,

ambitious, opportunistic. The low scorer is a less e'

perc,on. I-2 has difficulty taking action, He appears ..--,assum-

ing, mild. reserved. (Adapted directly from Gough and -ieilbrun,

1965, pp 5-9).

Interpersonal Process Measures: Children

Parents were asked to engage in 4 hol:.r play ses,i7-s with

their children in a playroom described on p. 2 of this c?ocument.

Parents were told in part:

"During this time we would like you to try to enable
your child to play freely with you, for, as you pro-
bably know, children express what is on their minds
through the means of play. As you play with your
child try to really listen to what he is bringing out.
Step into his shoes for a moment and put into words
what you feel he is experiencing at that moment of
time..." (see Appendix XX' IX ).

The child was told that his parents were interested in

learning how to play with him in a different "special" way.

Three measures were derived from the pre and post play

sessions one a child measure, the other two parent measures.

Children were rated for expressiveness, for the degree to which

they expressed their feelings, attitudes and inner reactions in

words, sounds and play (Morris, 1969, see Appendix IX). The scale

contains 5 levels. At stage 1 verbalization is at a minimum.

At stage 3 some feelings and attitudes are expressed wbally

or in some other manner but are ambiguous. At stage 5 there

is an indication of "owned" feelings.
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Exce-r be -ated for child expressiveness were taken

from the i! 7-1c1 3/L points of the play sessions and re-recorded

randomly o tape of excerpts. Each excerpt was minimally of

2 minutes c.ura:ion and contained at least 2 parent-child verbal

statements. REA.ers had had experience in play therapy with child-

ren and h,..7 hEid experience in communication workshop training.

They were -1-Hned prior to actually rating the material in this

study on e,rpts previously rated for a similar study. The two

raters graded independently. Ratings discrepant by a value of

.5 or greater were discussed and jointly evaluated. A criterion

of 8 out 10 ratings falling within .5 of each other was maintained.

The 2 indepehdent ratings were averaged.
f-
1 Interpersonal Process Measures: Parents

Two parent measures were made on the basis of the parent-

child play sessions described in the preceding section.: Inter-

personal Process Measures: Children. These were 'parent level

of empathic understanding of child, and parent level of respect

toward the child. Parent empathy and respect were measured

on scales derived from thos of (Carkhuff (1969), see Appendices

VII and VIII). Both scales contain five points. At level one

empathy, the adult pays no attention to even the most obvious

feelings of the child. He may be bored, critical or concerned

with his own ideas. At level 2 empathy the adult subtracts

noticeably from the child's feelings, resporng mainly what

the child is doing rr laying. He may show some awareness

of some,of the childs surface feelings but his communications

draih off some cf the affect and mixup the meaning. At level 3

the adults expressions match those of the child. The adult
29
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i-,ack to the child the same content and affect which

haL, commu-iicated to him in words (and/or play) or another

f non-verbal communication. At level 4 the adult adds

-Lably to the expressions oF the child, enabling the child

erience and/or express feelings he was previously unable

t(- res,,, At level 5 the adult adds significantly to the

s expression. He is thoroughly "together" or "tuned in"

tc child's deep level meanings and experiencing.

At level 1 on the respect scale the adult showsactive disres-

pect for the child. At level 2 he shows no_rsplILL. He may be

bor.: ignore the child. At level 3 the adult showsintereSt

or I Kinlonly when the child does certain things, only when

the child follows his lead. At level 4 the adult shows some

respe=t For the child's independence. He lets the child lead

the v\-3y. At level 5 the adult shows a clf....2E_EflEeEta_carinal_f_or

and enjoyment oF the child.

The procedure for rating parent empathy and respect for the

chi was the same as that described for the rating of child

expressiveness in the previous section, Interpersonal Process

Measures: Children, on p. 27.

Two interpersonal process measures of parents were derived

from marital dyads. (see Appendix XX X ). Parents spent one

hrw scussing their feelings about one another both before

and er the workshop experience. The dyads were divided
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int(' follf fninut(. During the iir'A fifteen minute

c,eqlm'nt one parfl-it, the helpee, was instructed to think of a major

problem he was currently experiencing in his relationship with

his partner and to tell his partner about it in a non-condemning

way, focusing on the way the problem made his feel inside. The

partner, the helper, was instructed to listen and respond with

understanding of the other's feelings. In the second fifteen

minute segment the roles were reversed. The former helpee was

instructed to listen and express understanding of his partner's

expression of feeiing about the marital problem he had raised in'

the first fifteen minute segment. Following this, the entire

procedure was repeated with a new marital problem being raised and

explored by the parent who had not raised the previous one. Each

spouse was thus able to be both helper and helpee in relation to

a problem he was experiencing in the marriage and a problem his

partner was experiencing in the marriage. 'The dyads were tape

recorded. Each spouse was rated for empathic understanding of

the other (see Appendix X) and self-experiencing (see Appendix XII).

The empathy scale was described briefly on page 7. The Experiencing

Scale (Gendlin, Tomlinson, Mathiew and Klein, 1967) assesses the

degree to which the helpee is able to show what he is like as a

person. The scale contains seven levels. At level 1, the helpee

shar(!c nothing private about himself. At level 3, the helpee

tells about a happening and his personal reaction to it. At
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level 5 he struggles to explore himself. At level 7 he is in

very close touch with his inner experiencing and understands his

Feelings quickly (see Appendix X1).

One excerpt was taken from each 15 minute segment of the

hour-long dyads, and consisted of a minimum of 2 minutes from

the W31s point of the segment. The excerpt was continued beyond

2 rhinute, where necessary to contain two interchanges. Each

person was rated twice as helpee prior to the workshop experience

and twice after the workshop experience. The same rating

pi-ocedurec, were used as those described for rating the parent-

child play session excerpts on page 12.
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Results and Discussion

lfltfr2er rii 1 Procee,c, Measur(!s: Parents

Em,)alhic Undertandiny. An analy,,is of variance using a

least squares solution for unequal group size (Winer, 1962) was

done on the ratings of parent empathic understanding of the child

(P-C) and parent empathic understanding of his spouse (P-P) to-

gether (see Table 1). Results showed: 1) There was a highly

significant overall pre-post change for both groups together and

all parents (F(1,14)=50.6399, p ( .001); the average overall pre

score was1.60, the post score 2.28, and the change score .68

(see Table 2); there were no significant changes between conditions

(P-P/P-C empathy, Saturday group/Sunday group,mothers/fathers).

2) Combining pre and post scores, parent-child empathy exceeded

parent-parent empathy (F(l,14)=5.816, p < .05); the difference was

the same for every condition (pre/post, Saturday/Sunday, mothers/

fathers). Thus, there were no significant interactions among'

the variables, reflecting a difference in baseline, but no difference

in the experimental effects;

The average* scores for parent-parent empathy for both groups

combined were: pre, 1.50; post, 2.16; and change, .66. The

change score was significant (t (13)=5.197, p (.005) Hays, 1963),

the average scores for parent-child empathy for both groups combined

were: pre, 1.68; post, 2.38; and change, .07. The change score

was significant (t (16)=5.745, p < .005). 3) With pre and post

scores combined there was a significant difference between the

* Weighted averages are presented here since groups were of uneven
size.
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the Saturday group aid the Sunday group (F(1,14).5.228, p < .05),

with the Sunday group higher; the Saturday/Sunday difference is

alv-) a ')a,,eline difference involvinu a constalt differential from

,,tart to finish with no interactions with other variables; average

empathy scores (parent-child and parent-parent) for the Saturday

group were: pre, 1.47, post, 2.02; and change, .55; the empathy

incrase wac, significant (t (12)=2.96, p < .01); averae empathy

scorec, (p3rent-parent and parent-child) for the Sunday group were:

pre, 1.68; w)st, 2.47; and change, .79; the empathy increase was

highly siqnificant (t p < .001); for pre, post and

chalye o-.-ore-, on parent-parent and parent-child empathy in each

grrAlp individually, please see Table 2; t-tests were done on the

ch;Inge ,,corc'-,, which were all found to be significant (see Table

2). 4) Differences in empathy between mothers and fathers did

not reach ,;ignificance, nor did interactions between any of the

variables.

The findings on level of communicated empathy (parent-parent

and parent-child) indicated that there was no statistically sig-

nificant difference between the one experimental intervention in

the family system (parent-child) in the Saturday group and the

two interventions (parent-child and parent-parent) in the Sundoy

group. Neither experimental approach can be said to have been

citatistically oiore effective than the other. Both groups together

improved significantly and the only significant differences between

them were baseiine differences.

The change scores for the Sunday grow), parent-parent and

parent-child both separately and together, are higher than those

of the Saturday group and represent a weak trend toward greater

chan]e in the Sunday group which failed to reach significance.
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On parent-child empathy the Sunday group moved from approaching

understanding of the child's experience to nearly reflective

responding to the child's feelings (levei 2.5 on he empathy

scale). This represents a meaningful move toward facilitation,

somewhat greater than that achieved in the Gilmore-Barrett ,:itudy

(1971) or the Stover-Guerney study (1967).

There was a great deal of variability in the Saturday group.

Change scores ranged from -.18 to 1.63. One couple changed a

great deal, one moderately, and three parents very little. As

a group the" moved from virtually ignoring their children's ex-

perience Lo accurately communicating understanding of the content

or the child's experience.

Neither group reached level three on the empathy scale, which

represents a real contact with the child's being or inner exper-

iencing. The parent as therapist has a problem which the pro-

fessional therapist does not have. He is seeking to understand

and to release feelings in the child which involve him, the parent,

deeply. Tht, child cannot express his deepest hurts, angers and

fears to the parent unless the parent is ready to "hear" him. It

requires considerable struggle for the parent to be able to deal

with the deeper issues in his relationship with his child. Achiev-

ing a higher level of parent-child empathy may require longer

practice and/or deeper experiencing of himself on the part of the

parent.

Summarizing,intervention in the parent-child system seems to

have had effects in the parent. parent system. Saturday parents

were not trained in parent-parent empathy, as wer2 the Sunday parents.

Never-the-less, they improved significantly in communicated empathy

toward one another, indicating a generalization of learning from

the parent-child training. This is different from the findings
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Variable

TABLE I.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON RATED EMPATHY

df ss MS denom.

A 1 .8194 8194 AE
1 8.3961 8.3961 BE
1 1.9898 1.9898

D(C) 2 .0823 .0412
E(D(C)) 14 5.3283 .3806
AB 1 .0024 .0024 ABE
AC 1 .0000 .0000 AE
AD(C) 2 .3547 .1774 AE
AE(D(C)) 14 1.9575 .1398
BC 1 .2310 .2310 BE
BD(C) 2 .1164 .0832 BE
BE(D(C)) 14 2.3209 .1658
ABC 1 .0264 .0264 ABE
ABD(C) 2 .0402 .0201 ABE
ABE(D(C)) 14 1.7338 .1238

5.861 K.05
50.6399 ii.001

5.228 t.05
.1083 NS

.0193 NS

.0000 NS
1.2686 NS

1.3932 NS
.5018 NS

we O. 00

.2132 NS

.1624 NS
ae Imo IMO .01

A Pareni-Child/Parent-Parent B = Pre/Post C = Saturday/Sunday

D(C) Mother/Father E(D(C)) = Subjects

36
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1-, 3LE 2

t.1.12211.1222112/.._§...S2If and Si nificancet

Pre Post Chan e

P-P/P-C, Sat./Sun.,
Mo/Fa

1.60 2.28

P-P, Sat./Sun., Mo/Fa 1.50 2.16

P-C, Sat./Sun., Mo/Fa 1.68 2.38 .70***

Sat., P-P/P-C, Mo/Fa 1047 2.02

Sun., P-P/P-C, Mo/Fa 1.68 2.47

Sat., P-P, Mo/Fa 1.33 1.92 59*

S3t., P-C, Mo/Fa 1.58 2.10 .52*

Sun., P-P, Mo/Fa 1.59 4-33 .74***

Sun., P-C, Mo/Fa 1.76 2.59 .83*** 1

1

5

Mo., Sat/Sun, P-P/P-C 1.60 2.28 .68*** t

Fa., Sat/Sun, P-P/P-C 1.59 2.28 .69***
,

* p .05 ** p .01 * * * .005 .001

Significanct? dt_ternined by t-test except where indicah-ti.

31 an rest in ANOVAR
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of the Carkhuff-Bierman study in which there was no generalization

from thi2 rarital system to the parental system (1970).

Given the statistical equivelents, there are never-the-less

qualitative differences between the groups. The quality of the

absolute levels reached and the magnitude of the change score

differences suggests that the Sunday group, with the dual inter-

ventions, might still be qualitatively superior. It would require

larger nubers oF subjects and better control for baseline differ-

ences to bring it out.

Parent Level of Communicated Respect for the Child. An

analysis of variance using a least squares solution for unequal

group size was done on the ratings of parent respect for the child

(-)ee Table 3). Results showed that there was a highly significant

overall pre-post change for both groups together and all parents

(F(1,14),.18.907, p < .01). The effects due to the Saturday-Sunday

group or mother-father variables did not reach significance.

The average overall pre score was 3.15, the post score 3.69,

and the change score .54. Scores for the Saturday group were:

pre, 2.98; post, 3.53; and change, .55. The same scores for the

Sunday group were 3.29, 3.81 and .52. T.4test5 were done on all three

change scores and were found to be significant: Saturday, (t(7)=.

2.132, p < .05); Sunday, (t(9)=5.996, p .005); both, (t(17)=4.582,

p < 005).

The findings on level of parent-child communicated respect,

like the empathy findings, indicate that the difference between

experimental intervention in the parent-child system alone, (Sat-

urday group) and intervention in both parent-child and parent-

parent systems (Sunday group) did not reach significane. We
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TABLE 3

Analysis of Variance on Rated Respect.

Variable df SS MS Denom
inator

F P

1

A 1 2.705 ' 2.705 AD 18.9.07 t.01

B I .84n .840 D 1.574 NS

C(B) 2 .017 .009 D .017 NS

D(C(B)) 14 7.471 .534 ___ NS

AB 1 .000 .000 AD .000 NS

AC(B) 2 .188 .094 , AD .675 NS

AD(C(B)) 14 2.003 .143
,
--- NS

A Pre/Post

D(C(B)) - Subjects

B = Saturday/Sunday C(B) = Mothers/Fathers
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TABLE h

Weirthte hean ick,s2esicores and asnificance

__ _....

Pre Post Change

-,at/Sun, tio ;a 3.15 3.69

Sat., Mo/141 2.9k:. 353 .55*

.,tirg., MoRa 3.29 3.1

c.1

*A

,

r;1

41
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F I GURE

Pre Prst Pzirent-Chl d Respect Scores

-(cr the Saturday and Sunday Grouv

Pre
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cannot say that one group's experience was statistically more

effective than the other. Both groups changed from a pre-test

level at which the parent was leading the child in the play

situation and showing interest and liking when the child followed,

to a post-test level at which there was a willingness toallow

the child to choose for himself, to respect his decisions and

his ability to use Jie play situation constructively for himself

more of the time. Whilc the Sunday parents moved farther in this

direction, they had started at a higher level and actually had a

slightly lower change score. The differences between groups did

not reach ,significance (see Table 3).

Gaining communication of respect for the child does not seem

to depend on working out issues between the parents. There is no

evidence in these findings for the classical child guidance assump-

tion that it is necessary for parents to work nut mArit=l trIcir,r1c

in order to work out feelings of acceptance-rejection for the

child. The evidence here, and from the empathy findings, is that if

yod want to bring about change in the parent-child system it may

be enough to work directly on the parent-child system. Overall

family involvement may not be necessary.

A strong correlation was found between parent-child empathy

and parent-child respect (r..76, p < .02). This seems consistant

with the findings of this study that both groups improved signifi-

cantly together and individually on these scales.

Parent Level of Self-Experiencing. An analysis of variance

using a lea-A square solution for unequal group size was done on

ratings of parent self-experiencing in ma,ital dyads. Results

showed that there was a significant overall (Saturday/Sunday,

43
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mother/father) pre to cost change. (F(1,12) = 12.161, p ç .01).

.)ee Ta5le Pre-post diffelences on the Saturday/Sunday and

her/father varia'Dles did not reach significance. The average

overall pre-score was 2.85, the post-score 3.34, and the change

score .49. Score:, for the Saturday group were: pre, 3.19;

post, 3.43 and change, .24. Scores for theSunday group were:

pre,2.64; post, 3.27; change, .63. T-tests were done on all three

change sc()re. The change score for both groups together was

significant (t(15) 2.7/49, p .01). The Sunday change score

t () r) was significant (t(9) = L.767, p <.05). The Saturday change

score failed to reach significance (t(5) = .890). This could be

hecause the number of subjects was too small, making the test

less sensitive to any possible effect (see Table 6).

Mothers in both groups changed significantly (p< .05) while

fathers did not. However, mothers and fathers were not found to

be ct.tistirAlly different on ANOVAR.

The SatIrday group changed from a pre-test level at which

they could show their reactive feelings to external events, to e

post-test level midway between this point and being able to show

what they were like as persons, being more open about their inner

exper;encing. The Sunday group started on a lower level, a level

at which they ossilated between keeping their feelings concealed

and sometimes showing reactive feelings to external events, moving

to a post-test level of clearly showing reactive feelings around

external events. Neither group was able to be sufficiently in

touch with their inner experiencing to show fully who they were,

how they experienced things personally (level 4 on the Gendlin

Scale). This is an especially different task in a marital dyad

in which the helpee is discussing problems in the relationship.
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It requiret, con-iderable maturity to discus,, the marital problem

in terms of one's own inner experiencing of oneself in the problem

with the other, as opposed to criticizing and attacking.

The data on experiencing are equivocal and difficult to

interpret, On one hand ANOVA tells us there are no differential

effects. On the other hand, the within group analyses (t-tests)

shows that the Sunday group, in which the parents worked on them-

'selves as persons, changed significantly, while the Saturday

group did not, While we can!t say with any concluseviness that

one yroup was better than the other in its change, we also need

to acknowledge the t-test results which show a significant change

in the group in which the participants worked directly on them-

selves. There does not seem to have been generalization from

parent-child training to adult self-experiencing. There is some

evidence thai working on oneself directly does have an effect.

The people in the Sunday group were engaged in a personal

growth process moving toward being in greater touch with them-

selves (see Figure 3).
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TABLE 5

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON RATED EXPERIENCING

Variable df ss MS denominator F P

A 1 1.914 1.914 AD 12.161 cO'

B 1 .921 .921 D .889 NS'

C(B) 2 1.528 .764 D .737 NS

D(C(B)) 12 12.437 1.036 ..-- NS'

AB 1 .284 .284 AD 1.805 NS

A C(B) 2 .253 .126 AD .80 NS

A D(C(B)) 12 1.889 .157 ......
_ NS

A - Pre/post

D(C(8) = Subjects

B = Sat./Sun.

46

C(B) = Mothers/Fathers
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TABLE 6

Mean ExperiencIng_Scores and Siylificance

Pre Post

Sat/Sun, Mo/Fa 2.85 3.34

Sat, Mo/Fa 3.19 3.43

Sun, Mo/Fa 2.64 3.27

Mo, Sat/Sun 2.8438 3.4781

Fa, Sat/Sun 2.8500 3.1938

Change

. 49**

. 24

. 63*

.63*

314

* p .05

** p. 101
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f (;URE

mecto Pos t Parent Sp-)F- Experlendincl

Score6 r-or SattircAay and Su;iday Groups

3. 11
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Interprsonal Process Measures: Children

Self-Expressiveness. Ar analysis of variance using a least

squares solution for unequal group size was done or rated child

expressiveness in parent-child play sessions. Results showed

there was a significant overall change for both groups together

(F(1.7)=8.529, p < .05). Differences between groups did not

reach significance. Overall scores were: pre, 2.82; post, 3.16;

change, 34. The Sunday scores were: pre, 3.32; post, 4.06;

change, 474. T-tests were done on the change es The overall

change score was significant (t(8)=2.919, p .01). The Sunday

change score was significant (t(4)=3.133, p <.O1). The 'aturday

change score failed to reach significance (t(3)=1.078). Again,

the number of subjects was small, rendering the statistical test

less sensitive to any possible effect.

The ANOVA findings on level of child self-expressiveness

indicate that there was no statistically significant difference

between the changes in the Saturday group children, whose parents

received parent-child training only, and the Sunday group children,

whose parents received both marital and parent-child training.

The Wit! *n group differences found the Sunday group had changed

significantly, the Saturday had not. (see Tables 7 and 8).

Scores of children in the Saturday group showed a great

deal of variability. Pre-scores ran9ed from i.875 to 3.270 Post-

scores ranged from 1.78 to 408. Change scorc=!s ranged from - .15

to Two children were virtual1y unchanged, onr! changed

moderately and one changed greatly. As a grep -! moved from a
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T

rs-)r-tu--)t a. ehich tv children expressed some feeling in-

v, orld/()r lav much of !he time, to a post-te'J level at which som

t(yling and attltudes were expressed consistently, though they

were amhiquous a., to meaning.

The Sunday ,;roup children's change scores were less variable.

Tiley ,,tared, as a group, at a much higher level than the Saturday

qrnup. They were expressing feelings consistently, though not

fc:eling, on the pre-test. They moved to a post-test

level at which they were gtite f eeiy expressing specific feelings,

largel/ throuuh symbolic play.

Again we have egJivocal findings on the groups, and the big

-1,Te (-0c Figur-e 4) representing the Sunday group change. The

Sunday qr( up children, like the Sunday group parents, appear to

have been involved in a real change process, in the way they were

bringing out their feelings. With no differential in parent

offered mpathy and respect between the two groups, why should

there be thiL, big slope in the experiencing gain of the Sunday

group children? The same slope occurred in the Sunday group

parent self-experienci,ls change. Perhaps it is the change in the

parents, the parents' increased openness with tKeir feelings,

actin9 a a model for more openness in the children. Perhaps the

children see the parents being more self-disclosing than formerl\/

and fe91 freer to express what is inside of A-1w. There is 61

great deal in the literature supporting this idea, the idea of the

modeling effects of helping agents on those they help (Bierman,

19,7). In afidition, as part of a !possible modeling effect of the

Sunday parents on their children, there is tentative evidence in

the literature that helper self-disclosure effects helpee self-

dir,clor;ure (Carkhuff and Berenson, 1967, p.30). This reasoning
a)
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t he pa r.!nt , full/ th

(hi Id _01-1 be wor rully iiseI
A Pitron Dr)du(t moment correlation done oq change scores

parent el I -e..2<periencinq and child sclf-expressiveness in

b,)th ar(;uc, cor1)in!d rt...$ultf.d in an r ()f .5158. While this
s,

rm.,Ach ignili(_anc(ignificance (it the .05 level in a one-

.622) , it doe',; indicate a mo'ierate positive asoci-

ation heteen thel,e variables. A moderate positive association

was also found between: parent-child empathy and chilf self-

expre,,.,iventss (r-.513); parent-child respect and child

(r,.454); and parent-child respect and empathy

tncrethr vvith child ,elf-expressiveness (r=.522). There is, in

other w..-)rcl,, a ,,tatistically non-signit;cant moderate trend for

the child' (.xpressivoness s) increase with increased parent

focilitaLv(' :onditions and heightened parent self-experiencing.

51
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TABLE 7

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON RATED CHILD
SELF-EXPRESSIVENESS

Varinhft df

A 1 1.417

2.189

C(B) 7 5,444

AB 1 .170

AC(B) 7 .163

MS

1.417

2.189

.778

.170

.166

denominator

AC

AC

8.529

2.815

CO5

NS

NS

1.023 NS

Pre/Poc,t B Saturday/Sunday C - Subjects

52
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TABLE 8

Meal Child Self-Expressiveness Scores and Signif:r.ancel-

Sat./Sun,

Sat.,

Sun.,

*p

.0.1.1.11.=

Post Change

3.66

3.16 .34

4.06 .74**

-17.05 Sig, det. by t-test

01
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Paper and Pencil Mec7su-e: Parents

lnJ(.ntr)ry: STouse-to-Self. Average pre and post

scalw, and the total on the, Relationship

Inventay: '4)out-to-Self form, were com?ared for each group

j the two-tailed Wilcoxon Sign Test. Neither group's total

change score reached significance, nor did any of the individual

scales in the Saturday group. In the Sunday group average scores

f)n two ,(Ial(-, reached significance. On both the Regard ari Con-

gruence average pre-tests scores were significantly higher

thal av'erage Post-tests scores (p < .05, and p < .02 respectively).

The Sunday .1roup spouses seem to have seen one another as offering

lower levels of regard and congruence after undergoing the experi-

mental gr()np experience. Another way of viewing this finding is

to hypo.,:hesize that a change in partners' perceptions of one another

occurred during the process of leErning about and practicing facili-

tation in the group. Post-test perceptions can be seen as involving

a new view of the marital relationship, one which understands and

acknowledges more clearly failures in the relationship and newly

articulated expectations of it. The parents seem to have become

more critical of what they were getting from one another. The

changed perception took place in the Sunday grouo more sharply

than ;n the Saturday group, where it is a trend which does not

reach significance, suggesting that there are some differences in

the results of the two kinds of interventionsThe Sunday parents

seem to have become more intensely aware of their feeling reactions

and of their partners' effects on them. This may be because their

self-experincing was deepening and they were more aware of what

was happening to them in the relationship (the self-experiencing

55
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te Slay grOup was significantly higher i)w,t than pr(,; that

ol the (-_,atrclay gro J p was not),

ft is :nteresting to note that the phenomenon described

hert, al,o ,,ccurred with thi's instrumen in the Gilmore-Barrett

study. It ..)as felt that the instrumert was an invalid one for

measuring f'acilitation in a study involving pre post testing.

(Gilmore-Barrett, 1)71, p. 129-130).

Rel Honship Inveritory: Spouse-to-Child. Parents' perceptions

of facilitative conditions offerred to the child by their partners

before and aft (-I. treatment were tested for significance using the

two-cailed Wilcoxon Sign Test. Average changes on the individual

scales and n the totals failed to reach significance in the

Saturday group. The Sunday group average changes reached signif-

icance on the total ,)core which includes Level of Regard, Empathy,

Unconditionality of regard and Congruence (p 4 .05), as well as

on the ground total score, which includes the above plus Disclosure

and Concreteness, Activeness and DemocrAtic Control (p< .02).

Individual scale score changes did not reach significance. On

both Sunday totals the pre-test was higher than the post-test.

Again, two interpreta0ons are possible. On the surface it

appears that the Sumlay group parents saw one anoiher as deter-

iorating in the level of facilitation they offerred their children

after die qrour --ience. A more reasonable hypothesis, in

viow of the significant positive changes on the experiential

for empathy and respect, would seem to be that the parerits'

coPceptio'o of cacilitation changed as a result of the group ex-

peric ce in learning about and practicing facilitation, and that

4r.:46
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tey ec [T.,)r-E, aware of tH- impact ct eacl, on the other. They

were in !ouch with their inner experie-lcing and more con-

scirmc, of Ihc intraction in their relationhip, which they per-

3r0 critically.

Fawili Unit inventor/. An analysis of variance using a least

squares -,oiution for groups of unequal size was done on: the

pre and pot ,,cores of both groups together, on pre/post-mother/

fathr variables and on pre/post-Saturday/Sunday variables. All

failed to reach significance. A two-tailed Wilcoxon Sign Test

found that pre po'it changes within each group had failed to reach

significance.

Personal Orientation inventory_(POl). An analyses of variance

using a least squares solution for groups of unequal size was

done on each.scaie of the POI for both groups together on pre/

post scores, pre/post-mother/father variables and on pre/post-

Saturday/Sunday variables. In addition, a two-tailed Wilcoxon

_Sign fest was done on pre/post scores of each group individually.

The followinq findings were of interest (see Tables 9 and 10, and

Figure 6):

I. Time Competency.

a) ANOVA . Time Competency increased pre to post (p < .037)

Parents in both groups became more present oriented, a characteristic

of self actualizing people. Between group differences did not

rearh significance, nor did father/mother differences.

b) Wilcoxon Sign Test. Within group differences did not

reach significance.

2. !nner Directedness.

a) ANOVk, . Chaige in inner directedness did not reach

significance ( p < .08), but tended to increase pre to post

57
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both c:ro L-ther. Ile self actual zing person is essen-

a I 1 v innr,r diroc ed, guided y inner hot vat ion rather lan

r no I n f 1 ticheY

b) WHcoxon Sign Test, The Sunday grow) changed significantly

(P .0 Th- Saturday gro p change fal led to reach s qnifican

Here thu lrE.atrnenl diff rence between the groups a-pers to have

had I "ffc:rf,nt comes.

ing Value.

) ANOVA . The Sunday group increased uore pre to post than

the Saturday groun though the change failed to reach significance

(p The Saturday group actually decreased slightly. This

scale ,u-asures whether or not the indiv dual possess the values of

-11-ac ualizing pe pte.

b) Wilcoxon Sign Test.. No significant change found wlthin

groups.

/4 Etentiai I _y.

ANOVA Existentiality increased pre to post for both

groups together (p (.02) Parents beca e more flexible in apply ng

principles and values to life, Other variables did not reach

significance.

b) Wilxonon Sign Test. The groups individually d d not

chalge siqriificantl

5 Spontani _y.

) ANOVA Pre to post'dif_erences did not reach signif cance

but d d increase For both groups together (p .076). Other variables

did not reach significance. Spontan ety refers to the ability to

express feeling; behaviorally, to be oneself.

b) Wilcoxon Sign.Test. The Sunday group changed significantly

ss
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(p< ). The Saturday qotp change Fai led to reach si jni cance.

6 Naturo cl Man-Construct'

) ANOVA Pre to past d fferences failed to re sig

cance () < 08) but increased for both groups together. Other

va iables Fai l d to reach significalce. The hi h scorer vie

man is e ,entially good.

ilco on Sign Test. No significant withn g oup changes

were round.

7. Synerjy

) ANOVA . The Sunday group pre to post inc ease was h gher

than that ol the Saturday group. This difference reached border-

line signif cance (p < .09) This scale refers to the ab lity

to see oppo ites as meaning ully related and both part of life.

b_ Wilcoxon S gn Test. No significant within group changes

fo

Accept_nce of Aggression

ANOVA The pre to post increase of both groups together

was significant (p < .049) The pre to post mother/father increase

was significant (p< .04), wIth mothers changing more than fathers.

The Sunday jroup increased significantly more than the Saturday

group pre to P s (p < .05 ). This scale measures acceptance of

one's o n aggression.

b) Wilcoxon S gn Test. No significant differences were found

In summary, on the POI there was a-significant pre to post

improvement in both groups together on one of the two major scales

(Time p-tency) and an improvement of borderl ne significance on

the other (Inner Directed) Of the ten minor scales, significant

improvement occurred on two (Existentiality and acceptance of

Aggression) and a trend tow rd significance occurred on two
ti
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(Spontoniet and Nature or Man-Constructive) There was a dis.inct

tendancy for the S-nday grcylp gains to be higher than than those

the Sat rday group. The Sunday group gains were1 significantly

h gher on three scale- (1nnr Directed, Spontaniety and Acceptance

of Aggre5sionL There was in addition, borderline significance on

two addi ir--1 rale5 (Syne gy and Self-Actualizing Value) Mothers

improvod ,,ignificantly more than fathers on one scale, Acceptance

f Aggresi n.

The data suggest th=t both groups, zaken together improved

but taken separately the Sunday group is the only one to show

improvment, Members -f the Sunday grou, a:e acting more from

their inner _xperiencing. They're more inner di ected, span-

tan bus and accepting of their aggressive feelings. They're also

better able to reconsile conflicts (synergy). There is no clear

evidence of Saturday group change.

Examining the POI profiles of both groups pre and post, and

comparin- them w th mean POI scores for a self-actualized and a

non-self actualized sample, it is clear that the Sunday group

po t-tes_ comes much closer thal the Saturday group post test

app o imating the self-actualized group's profile (see F gures

9 and 10) In addition, the Sunday group improved consistently

across most scales and is consistantly at or near the norms.

The Sa=urday clroup, which tested lower on the pre tests, changed

less. (see Figures 9 and 10

Adjective Checklist. An analyses of :variance was done on each

scale of the Adjective Checklist used in this study for both

groups together on pre/post p e/post-mother/father and pre/post-

Saturday/Sunday variables. The two-tailed Wilcoxon Sign Test

60
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TABLE 9

Lfiaasf_of P e-Post Increases on 101 Scales
tor Both Grouss Alone and To ether

Sca Both Groups Saturday Sunday

Time Competent
Inner Directed
Self-Actualizing

Value

p .0 7
p < .08

NS

E istentiality p < .02
Feeling Reactivity NS
Spontaniety p c .76
Self-Regard NS
Self-Acceptance NS
Nature of Man

'Constructive p C 081

.rqy
ptance of

Aggression* p < .049
Capacity for Intimate NS
Contact

N

NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

NS
NS

NS
NS

NS
p < .02
p < .087

NS
NS

NS
NS

NS
9

p < .05
NS

ANOVA (S gni icance of groups together or between groups)

Wilcoxen S qn TeSt ( i hin groups significance)

* Mothers changed signif cantly more than fathers. p (
051
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1-4BLE 10

Avrage f_re-Post aid Saturda -Sunda Scores
on the POI

PRE POST

Scale Sat. Sun. Both
-------

Sat. Sun. Both

-----_-__
Time p4.0 15.9 15.00 14.6 18.00 16.3
Comptent

Inner Directed 73.09 80.2 77.0 74-6 87.5 81.0
Self-Actualizin- 17.9 18 1 18.0 17, 20. 18 5

Value
Existentiality 17.1 19.9 18.5 18 4 22.7 20.6
reeling 12.1 14.5 13.3 12.9 15.7 14.3
F6.,activity
Spontaniety 10.1 11.6 10.9 10.3 13.5 11.1
45-11 Regard 10.1 10.5 10.3 9.7 11.7 10.7

if Acceptance 14.1 15.9 15.0 14.1 17.2 15.7
Nature of Man 10.4 10.3 10.4 11.3 11.3 13.3
Constructive

Synergy 6.0 6.4 6.2 5.6 7.3 6.5
Acceptance of 14.4 14.6 14.5 14.3 16.5 15-4

Aggrossion
Capacity for 15.1 17.3 16.2 15.4 18 8 17.,
Intimate Conta-
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roup individually.

in tore , h I I ind 1 2 )

Au t -) r

AN VA . NG significance was f.und

Wi

nc r,

rday

(=once-. -Ple

heIr

IhI t con-

th POI.

D ,

.n S gn T-

dU fly Ore

The Sunday group's perception

post Trinificant .05' The

lange in self-perception did rr)t reach signifi-

1day group reai ized that they were living more in

Jwn expt_ ien ing. They recognized their change.

tanf with theil increase in self-expe encing and

a) AN0,1 The Sunday group viewed th-mselves as becoming

lore domnint pre to post, the Saturday group less dominant. The

diff

nioihtrs vi

cc between the gr signi i;ant (p .05) The Sunday

themselve as increasing the fath rs as remaining

the same. 6,J h Saturday parents viewed themselves as becoming

less dom nant, t especially the mothers. Something different

was happening in each g oup. The Saturday single focus on the

child a-wears tohave resulted in nore awareness of parents re a-

tionship to the child.

) Wilcoxon Sign Test. No signi icance was found within

grou s pre to post.

3 Exibi I C)

) ANOVA Pa. ents in both groups together viewed themselves

6s deeceasing on the Exibition scale p e to post ( p < .05). There

was a borderline diffe ence between the Saturday and Sunday group

per eptions of themselves pre t- post.(p < ,68), wIth the Saturday

group seeing :hemselves decre7-ing more than did the Sunday g-oup.
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(11111 (1.1y r

Tiii Adj

in ii tally hicg cr. I v 2 )

ive Lhoel,ii,,t data presents wme ev itI I lilfe

ential of the two treatments on seif perception. The

Saturday ent, with its almost exclusive emphas s on follow ng

and accenting the child, was very impactfui on the parents' elf--

perceptions around their controll ngness and sel -centeredness.

They 1 li7ed how mh less controlling and self-centered

they became. The Sunday group, on the other hand which co-cen-

trated much more 1 themselves as persons in their own right-

highlighted in ther self-perceptions how much more self-directed

and !-,elf -illed th y were becoming. Working just with the child

in a non-directive way changed the Saturday group se f-concepts

so they vi -wed the selves as less controlling and self-cente ed.

ThIs k nd of change in self-concept looks attributable to the

Saturday treatment. Here is some evidence of effect on adult

self-concept from working with a child.

It is dis-ppointing that, in this inte personal form of treat-

ment, the parents' failed to change the r self-concepts around

posi ive qualities of relating_ such as nurturance. Somehow,

they failed to real ze how much more nurturing they were becoming.
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TABLE 11

P e and Post Chances and Significance on
ATTaTve Ch'ckHst Scales

Both Groups Saturday Sunday

Deference
Nurturance
Lability
Autonomy
Aygru2ssi on
DominancL

Counseling
Readiness

Exhibition

Personal Ad]
Self-Confidence
Aba-Jement

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

NS
p 05

NS
Ni

post

NS NS
NS NS
NS NS
NS p4 .05 pre,post
NS NS

pre)post pre<pos
changed in differefit d rections

P ( .05

NS NS
Sat. decreased m re t an Sun.

p < .068
NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS

1ANOVA

Wilcoxon Sign Test

67
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26.6

40 0

48

56

.6

59

52.6

58.6

34.

47-6

ersonal
Adjustm nt

elf-Con
dence

Abasement

) ! Pr P

on the

-67-

TABLE 12

and SaturdaJSunday Scores
ecti7;e Chec ris

So_urda

13( th

54

55

5r5

45.2

48

45.5

50.2

44,

47.2

46.7

Sunda

40.3

47.5

49.2

50.6

55.8

52.2

51.4

51,3

40.6

47,

146.3 61.7 54,
1

Saturday

F M Both F

46 57

54 47.2

51.8 44.4

46.8 42 8

46.2 48.8

46. 38.

59.2 48

40.8 41 2

46.6
fi

47.8

63.4

51.6

45.6

55.2

51.5

50.6

48.1

44 8

47 5

42.

54,

26.

42.6

39.7

58.3

66.6

50.6

48.6

Pest_

M Both

54.5 40.2

48. 45.3

48. 43.8

43.5 50.9

50. 58.5

37.5 44.0

56. 52.3

49.2 46 8 48.

48.6 49.4 49.0

43.6 50. 46 8

51 8 4528 48

47. 49. 48.

47.7 43 45.3

59.8 50.2 55.

41.0 52.3 39. 45.7 43 4

49.1 37.3 45. 41 1 47 2

41.7 52. 46 9 144.6

59.3 47.
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TABLE 13

Ar_11/1i_cj___ILianc on h'JaLn Paer and Pencil lea Ste

Measure Pre Mean Post Mean

Conditions Tria s T ials

sa

6.0P

General
Anxiety
Scale

17.0
2.2

entence 33.25
Corriplet ion

Torrance
Verbal

1.2ncy

Flexibil-
ity

Original-
ity

Torrance
Figural
Fluency
Flexibil
ity

Original
ity

Elabora-
tion

Behavior
Symptom

Checklist
Teachers
Parents
(Both)

3925
53.0

0

13 4
5.0

38.8

37.8
48 0

56.4

5.0
78

6.33

15.241 11.8
2 25 4

33 . 4 36.2

13.33
3.44

34.96

NS NS

p < .10* NS

NS

NS

38.44 41.25 39 8 40.44
50.22 47.25 45.6 46.33

53.89 46 0 51.2 I 48.89

39.75 36.2 37.78 40 0 40.6
48.5 42.4 45.11 42.5 48.0

42.25 45.8 44.22 51.6 63.4

54.25 46.6 50.0 61.0 52.0

NS
NS

NS

NS

NS

NS
NS

2.0 3.11 2.0

*Baseline d f rence

**Groups chan ed in di ffererit di rec ions. Sat. pre >post
Sun., prec Kist
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Paper a_nd Penci 1 easures: Children.

The childr na,er and penci easu ec, were analre- u ng

analy is of variance a two Lactor mixed d: ign with repealed

measures on 7,ne factor.

RehelYi2E_LVI'2121_12_221.ilis-

Teacher= Evaluations. The pre to po t differences bet een

q oups reach d e line sign ficance w th each group changing

in a different direction (p ( 10) The Saturday group was

en as dcci -asing 2 5 symptoms on the average pre to post. T e

Sunday group was seen as increasing an average of one sy ptom

pre to post. There appears to have been an advantage to the

Sattrday group children in their parents' focusing exclusively

on Ihe relationships wit_h thei children.

Parenls' Evaluations. The erage joint parental evaluation

of their %snildren's symptom picture was very close to that of the

teachers. Children in the Saturday group were perceived by their

parents a5 having an avcrage of 2,3 fewer symp oms pre to post,

while children in the Sunday group ere seen as having an avera-e

of 1.3 more 'ymptoms. This difference was also of borderline

significan (p < 10)

osson Ora :iittsiimatal, There was a significant pre to post

improvement in both groups together (P < .05) indicating ;m-

ovement in the academic functioning of both groups, which to-

ther increased an average of .8 of a readin- level Differences

between groups failed to reach significance. This lends support

to the thesis that intervention i1n the parent-child sYstem alone

can result in changes in ch ld.functioning comparable to' those

70
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ihr l )()1, 1) I), nt tit I (I ii r i 1,-11

V

1112111'1 worked

Genral Anxiet_5cale. Anxiety levels in both groups decreased

nre r.c cist, hut the change did not rea:h signif cance for either

th groups inqether. This was disappointing in

jnr re,v,e in r ed empathy and respect in the parents.

The har ..vas about the same for both groups and seems to have

n uneft cted hy the dif erences in group treat ent.

sSen_encf.' Compl _jon lest. The e was a baseline difference between

th tw or--)up-, with the Sunday g-oup hIgher both pre and post

(r) .1 but pre to post changes did not reach significance.

Torrance Test o Creative ThInking. None of the chances on the

1nrraneverha l scales reached siqnificaice. On the f g al

y increa ed ignificantly pre to post for both

jroup, toc., ther (p < .005). There was no significant difference

between group_ It is interesting that in the G:lmore-Barrett

study (1971) this scale was also the only one on wh ch the ex-

periinental group improved significantly. G lmore-Barrett notes

that a newly published repert by Howey, Hoffmeister, Coates and

White questions the internal reliab lity and val di y of the

Torrance Test, suggesting that only the or ginality dimension

seems valid and reliable G lmore-Barrett, 1971, p. 121-122.)

On liqural F lxibility the groups changed in dif erent direc-

ti ns ( p ( -0) The Sunday group improved pre to post- wh le

the Saturday group scored. lower.

In summary, results on child paper-and-pencil measures are

71
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hat sparse. Ho ever, th Saturday children did at least

as well as the Sunday children, possibly a little better if

the n)n significant reduction in anxiety is considered. (see

Table
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Summa

The.purpose of th s study was to compare the results of

intervention in the parent-child relationship system alone

w th intervention in both marital and parent-child systems

holding the communicat on workshop method of train ng constant.

How does this study answer the three questions posed at the

end of the section, Problem to be Investigated?

1. Doe, the functioning of the child improve significantly,

as oleasu ed (in a group of indices, when just the parent-child

system is wr)rked on, or is intervention in the marital system

el

answer to this questIon is that the Saturday child en improved

at least much as the Sunday children. Saturday parents

improved signif candy on the levels of empathy and respect

[hey offerred their ch ldren, as d d Sunday parents. Saturday

ch ldren and Sunday ch ldren improved signif cantly on the

Slosson 0 al Reading Test and the Torrance Figural Original ty

Scale. Both groups decreased somewhat in anxiety. The Saturday

group al nu dec eased in number of symptoms pre to pest while

the Sund y group increased. The one area in which the Sunday

children did better was in sel -express veness, and here the

interaction with their more self-actualizing parents seems to

hav_ been a factor. Overall however, the exclus ve focus of the

Saturday parents on their relationships w th their children seens

to have been a distinct advantage to the children. It was an

advantage to the parents as well in that they became aware of

i red t bring about improvement in the child? The
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their impact on their children and perceived themselves as having

become less dominating and self-centerad as reflected in their

significant dec ease on the Dominance and Exibiti n Scales of the

Adjective Checklist, These findings challenge the tradit onal

child guidance assumpt on that in order to help parents and

children with relational problems the parents' marital dif

culties must first be worked out. E- idently if you want to wo k

on improving parent-child relations and helping the child to

function better, you shou d concentrate on the parent-child

relationsh P.

2. D_es learnIng generalize from the parent-child sy_tem

the:husband-wife system? (We know the reverse does not occur)

Some generalization did occur in the Saturday group from adult-

child to adult-adult communication. The Saturday parents improved

significantly on the level of empathy they offerred one another

pre to post though they received no communication tra n ng on

the adult level. They learned how to listen to one another better.

However, they did not get into the self-experiencing process that

the Sunday group d d, nor did they participate in the growth

process the Sunday group experienced.

3 1 the parents improve in their functioning as individuals.

There is considerable evidence for positive growth in the Sunday

group parents as individuals that is lacking for the Saturday

group. This can be Seen in the s gn fiCant Sunday changes in

self-experienc ng in inner-directedness. spontaniety, acceptance

f aggressi.on andbordertine significance in synCrgy -(301 scales)'
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and in the significant increase in self perceived autonomy

(Adjective Checklist). These results point to the power of the

dual interventions both for changes In the parents in their own

personal g owth and for theIr potency as models for personal

growth for their children (relationship of parent self-experiencing

and child f-expressiveness) The essence of the growth process

does not occur, i5 not geneited, unless the Individual engages

vith himself as per -n in his own right, not only as a helper

to another.

The parents in the Satu- ay group changed the r self concept

as reflected their chalges on the Dominance and Exibition

s- les of the Adjective Checklist. There were also some chan es

on the POI. However a comparison of the pre to post profiles of

both groups with each other and with profiles of self actualizing

individuals clearly shows the qualitative dif -erence in the two

groups' personal growth.

Parent-child training alone appears to produce real and positive

change_ in children and in parents. In s tuations where oth

interventions cannot be made due to limitations of time and
.

personnel and other factors, this appears to be a good way to

offer help to families of children with relational efficulties.

This work should be replicated with larger numbers of subjects

and better Control for basel ne differences to see whether -the

results can be repeated or improved upon, and to see whether

stat stical sIgnificance w thin groups can be more accurately assessed.

Future research on changes in children's behavior should use more

measures of growth in creative living and experiencing in-the dhild,

-measures of the childs' being more centered in himself. We need post
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fivt. indicat(r., of change toward better functioning, such

the POI i ror adults inst'ad of focusing on negatives,

yrnptorn reduct on.
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Appendix

Press Release

He.p with Parent Child Problems

your elementary school age ch Id having problems -

w ith discipline, th friends ith brothers and sisters,

w th himself Would you like to participate in a group

aimed at helping parents to be more effective in dealing

w ith the problems their child en are having? Would you

like to learn to get in better touch with the way your ch ld

feels, to open up communication between you so your child

feels really understood?

The Parent-Ch ld Communication Workshop is a new

approach to helping parents and children who are experiencing

problems in their relationship to deal with (!.sch other

respectfully and openly, to develop a better sense of

mutual trust and closene, to develop a true family

intimacy so that family members can be a direct source

f help to one another in worki g out problems.

Assis ant P-ofessor Mur el Santilli of SUNYAB School

of Social Welfare and Direct r of Social Work Service at

the Child Study Center at Buffalo State- is now in the process

f organizing several wOrkShop groups which will be starting

soon. Children of parents irithe groups will be directly

involved i- the -treatment p Ocess. If you are interested

in partftIpatng, c ntact Professor Santilli at 862-6315,

831- 526, or 884-49 0, now. NO fee is involved.

lee
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Appendix II

Initial Telephone Conversation or Intake Interview with Parents

THE PARENT COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP

The Parent Communication Work hop is a new approach to he_p ng

children who are experiencing dif iculties in their ilves

difficulties with discipline, with friends th family rela-

tionships, wi h themselves.

We know that when a child is disturbed, his relationsh ps

th n his family are disturbed. We are learning some of the

ways family members can stop disturbing one another, can in-

stead help each other to feel valued and strong to grow and

realize their potentiali ies.

The workshops are composed of parent couples who meet together

and work intensively to improve the quality of fam ly living,

to improve the communication among fam ly members so that they

can really understand one another's feelings, and can be open

and helpful to one another. As they grow in understanding and

helpfulness, the quality of their living together changes. A

new life-style can emerge, one of invotvement of intensity of

family living.

Because play is the way young children express their deepest

feelings, play is used in this approach to enable the parents

to enter the child's world, to see through his eyes, to share

his experiences. Parents conduct.at-home play sessions with

their troubled child as a way of develoPing an intimate rela-

tionship with him, of Sharing ex erienceS w th him in a parti
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cular way, apart from discipline and management. The under-

standing and closeness developed in the play relationship can

spill over into other areas of the parent-child relationship

and deepen the whole quality of their living together.

I will soon be starting two Parent Communica-gon Workshops

for -arents of chl ldren between the ages of five and eleven who

are having emotional problems. These particular groups will be

for families whose children are having emotional problems only;

at this time children who are retarded or who have learning

problems or neurological problems cannot be included, The

groups will meet on a weekend morning afternoon for 12 four

hour sessions. Because W2 are studying the effectiveness of

this method of help ng, several tests will be made of both

parents and children before and after the workshop takes place.

Regular attendance is very important. The others in the group

will be depending on you to be there to make the experience a

full one.

Does this sound like

participating in?

hing you would be interested in

(If answer is yes oceed with telephone que ionnai ie.
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PARENT COMMUNICAT1 N WORKSH PS

TE EPHONE RESPONSES

Name of all

Address:

Childs name:

Grade:

Other ch ldren in fami y and ages:

Nature of the problem:

Speci6l class placement so why)

Previous psychological testing:

Place of Testing:

Treatment if any:

Times they could meet:

Schoo

Phone no

th Date:

mmm,IFIEW.MEE

Additiona_ notes:

Check: Age 5 - 11

Parents feel there is a p oblem
Both parents in home willing to participate_
No clear indication of retardat on or organicity

Disposi :ion

Yes

ma,WILK.~~.
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Appendix lV

Group Dyadic Procedure

As another in helping us and you get more of a feel
for each other we are asking you to participate in an exper-
ience in rapid group acquaintance. This involves your
telling the group something important .about who you are. Each
of you has 2 index cards. Write two direct clear statements
about a problem you are now experiencing_(one on each card
Choose a problem which is personal and of real

. importance in
your life. Ask yourself, "What is really eating at me now?
We want it_to be about something that you would like to improve
in yourseff, a concern, a dissatisfaction, an embarrassment
confusion in a relaticinship, etc. It should be a 5pecific,
frank, bold statement, not a question. Please avoid statements
that are comfortably abstract or non-personal.

Be as brief as possible (only_2-3 sentences on each card)
You will have lots of time to talk about your feelings. You
will be asked to read only one statement. Chances_are that
your written statement will not be easy to read before a
group. We are asking you to do this, unless you are feeling
keenly :ncomfortable. We are asking you to focus on:your
Feelings about your concern and to express them openly.

Now take five minutes to wr'te your statements.

One person the discloser starts by reading one of his
statements to the group...then any other oerson (the understander
in the group may talk with him. The talk lasts just four
minutes and involves just these two people. The understanders
job is to be as helpful, as possible to the other person by
trying to understand the fee_linas the other person is expressing
in the staTT7--The un-derS-ander should avoid asking questions,
giving advice or giving explanations for the problem but
rather should concentrate on understanding how the discloser
feels inside about what he is discussing. The talk then
W5UTd'focuS on the discloser and his concern, he by exploring
the feelings relating to the.concern he has ratSed and the
understander by showing understanding of these feelings.
After four minutes I'll say "finish up". Then the rest of the
group will give their impressions of the disclosure on the
forms provided. After that we wIll continue around the room
until each person-has disclosed -:on-ce and helped once.
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t.i.OW,LA .16V

Group Descri on Form

Your name Oate

irmtructions fur Group Debcription

Please give_your impression of every group member (except yourself)
on the items. below. Indicate how each person appeared to you as a dis-
closer and as an understander. Some ratings will probably be difficult-
but please give your best guesses.

First fill in the fi -st name of each person sitting at the table
starting at an agreed on spot. Then read the items carefully. Place
one or more plus or minus marks in the boxes under each pe-s^ns name after
he participates.

++4- I strongly feel that this w-s
very true of him.

1 feel that this was true of him.--

I feel this was probably true of
him, or more true than not true.

Discloser

ITEMS

He was openly himself.
I feel he really wanted
to explore his feelings.
He seemed to explore
many different feelings.
He seemed very involved
in what he was saying
about himself.
I feel that he was real
and genuine.

Understander

6 He .nearly al- ays knew
exactly what the other
person meant.
He may have understood
the .other's words, but
he did not see the way
he felt.
He appreciated exactly
how the things which
the other person ex-
perienced felt to,the
other person.
There are times.when I

feel that his oUtward
response was quite dif
erent from the way he felt
underneath.

feel this was probably not true
of him, or more untrue than true .

eel this was not true of him.

I strongly fee
untrue of him.

GROUP MEMBERS

that this was very
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Appendix V

P AY TWAAPY MANUAL

FOR PARENTS

WHY PLAY SESSIONS Young chil ren expr ss many of their feelings and needs

through play. It is hard for them to use words for the communication of

important and/or emotionally charged experiences, as adults do. Play is the

natural way they work through many of their most significant experiences.

For this reason, when childrenrare experiencing difficulties in their lives

and in their relationships with people, play is used as the medium for working

out the problems by professional therapists. In this workshop you, the par-

ents, are going to be helped to use play as a way of understanding your child

better and of communicating your understanding to him.

One purpose of the play sessions is to help the child express feelings

that have become bottled up within him, feelings which he may barely be awa e

f or may not have allowed himself to recognize at all. These are feelings

which the child has been unable to cope with and which are getting in the

way .of his feeling good about himself, liking himself, approving of himse

Anger, disappointment, confusion, jealousy, deprivatien, fear, and guilt

are some of the kinds of feelngs children have difficul y dealing with which

they can work through in play.

In the play session with you, your c ild can communica e his feelings to

you through play. You will have to "tune in" to what he is tellih, you

through his play. Your acceptance of his feelings helps your child to work

the feelings out, to find acceptable ways of coping with them and to be free

of the stress and discomfort caused by the bottled up feelings.

The play sessions can build your child's trust and confidence in you.

He will feel your deep concern for and acceptance of him and will feel freer

to be fully open with you about his experiences and feelings. He will feel

he can count on Your understanding and acceptance no matter what kind of

prOblem he is experiencing. This is a very good and important feeling.

The play sessions can bUild a child's confidence in himself. He can

see himself as a good and a capable lerson as a result of your play relation-

ship with him. In the play situation his ideas are recognized as important

and yalid ones. This bUilds his self-esteem, his picture of himself as an

able person. In the play session's he s free to Make his own choices,
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2.

to make mistakes and learn from them. This develops his c nfidence in his

ability to make decisions and diminishes hi4 fear of making mistakes. It is

important for him to know that he has choices and is responsible for the out-.

come of his choices.

By giving your child your complete attention during play 'sessions you

build his feeling of his worth and help him to feel like a more lovable and

valuable individual. This is very important to his feeling of confidence in

himself and to his overall good functioning in his relations with you and

others in h s life.
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The Play Sessions - It is important to observe all of the following condi ions

if the play sessions are to result in closer understanding between parent and

child.

1. When - Set aside a time (to begin with, at least /2 hour, and later

somewhat longer) every week for a session with your child. Hopefully, this

will be at a time and place where you are completely isolated from the rest

of the family and can guarantee no interruptions. If the phone rings, let

it ring. Try to have arrangements for other children so they will not inter-

rupt this session. Your uninterrupted attention is one of the most important

conditions for fruitful play sessions. Do not impede your progress by changing

the time each week or cancelling a session. Such changes have undesirable

effects that go far beyond what you would suppose. Whether they say so or

not children tend to feel that cancellations and changes. reflect disapproval

of their behavior in the previous play session. It also breeds lack of confi-

dence and trust -- the very things which we are trying to promote. If a

change is absolutely necessary, it should be discussed in advance with the

child. Once you begin play sessions, you should consider their availability

to the child as a form of contract which you cannot break.

2. Where - Select a room for play where there will be least concern if

things get spoiled or broken. Least preferred is the child's own room where

other toys might be distracting. Water may be spilled, clay smeared, or

toys dropped, and broken, so a basement or kitchen floor would be bes

3. Materials to Use - The choice of toys is very important to the success

of the play sessions. The following toys are recommended because they can

help a child express feelings:

Inflated plastic bop bag east 4

Dartgun with -darts

Plastic or rubber kn

Nonhardcning .modeling clay

Plastic cowboys, Indians, soldiers

Family of puppets ,

-Doll family (mother, father, brother, sister- baby)

Baby bottle

Bowl for water

Crayons, points

House box for doll furniture and family

Cups and sauc rs

Drawing paper
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Tinker toy or similar construe i n toy

Plastic doll house, furniture for living room, dining room,
bedroom and bathroom

2 plastic telephones

Plastic tank

Playing cards

Play money

Set of dinosaurs or so)

An 8 ft. length of rope

These toys ar- reserved for use in the play ssion only. They should not

be used by another child at all, except in his own play session if you are

having sessions with him. The child may not take or use toys out of the

session (his own drawing or painting is an exception ) Ordinarily, he may

not add any of his own toys. The toys have been especially selected in

order to help the childrelease his aggressions and to re-enact his feelings

in relation to family members in 3 safe and accepted place.

4. What to Tell Your Child - it is not necessary to go into a long

explanation with the child. You may simply say you want to spend more time

with him. Older children may insist on further details. In this case, place

the emphasis on your wanting to spend time alone with your child in a special

play setting. Not that you want to help hill, but that you want to be together

have fun, and improve your relationship. There is usually very little diffi

culty in getting the child to participate.

Some children, of course, take more time than othe-:s to feel comfortable

enough to express themselves freely. On some occasions, children object to

having sessions. But most of the time they enjoy the sessions and look forward

to them.

S. What_ you,_the_parent,do. Your role in the play sessionis to

establish an atmosphere in which your child is free to play out his ideas and

feelings while experiencing your ins2I2EL_Es22tans22_arld_Tylerstanc4ng. This

is very different from the way adults Usually relate to children. You estab-

lish the ground rules: the time, the place, and a few basic rules. But what

the child does and says in play sessions is strictly up to him. He may use

the toys to express things he has not been able to express adequately before,

or to express things he often expresses but in a more direct and more extreme

manner. He may want to use the time to be very aggressive; he may want to

just sit and do nothing or he may wish_ to leave after_a few minutes. These

ate his decisions. This is his time to use as hp wishes. Theimport_allt_thiyIL

fori/pu .to_ do is to_give,your-full_aitent_ion.to everythinhc :_says and_does_;

9
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to_understand what he is ex ressin- in his LA and let him know tha-

understand. This will give your child the go-ahead to express more of his

deeper feelings.

Let the child be the leader In the play session. If he asks you to

participate in an activity, engage in it fully, but follow his ideas about

,11(LIrs_}.11911_1121.11sio. what role you are to play.

You can best demonstrate to your child that you accept and understand

his feelings by reflecting his feelings and actions back to him. Use a tone

of voice which shows the quality of the feeling the child is expressing and

the intensity of the feeling. For instance, if your child is showing anger

by hitting a baby doll hard, reflect his wish to hurt the doll in your voice,

iefl "you rea4_iy want to hurt the baby, he makes you good mad."

Here are some examples of ways you can reflect feelings you see your

child expressing in his play:

"You want to shoot him dead."

"You feel badly that you didn't hit the target."

"That makes you mac* "

"It makes you real mad when i_ doesn't go t-gether the way you want it to.-

"You're really beating him up.

"You want to win this game badly. You want to change the rules (when
child is cheating or changing rules) so you can win."

"You don't like other people's rules. You like to be boss."

"You like being the baby."

"You like to sit on my lap."

interpretations of your child's fee .ings should be made in a direct-

feeling_, but uncritical way which conveys your aeceptance of his feelings.

Here are a. few don'ts:

Don't criticize

Don't Ask questions as a rule. Occasional questions are a right

Don't direct your child into activities. Make suggestions only
when they fit into the child's play ideas, and drop them if they
don't interest him

Don't toach, moralize or give information (except for s-ie thing
specifie your child asks you).

Don't engage in "social" conversation. Restrict your comments to
what the child is doing .and experiencing, as other, conversation
takes away from his activities and lessens_the values-of the play
session.
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6.

Try to make t e play sessions a time when you are c mpletely "with"

your child, a time of warmth, spontaniety, and closeness. At first it may

seem a little strange to relate to your child in the manner described in

this manual. Sometimes it may be difficult. It is probably quite different

from the way you relate in other situations. But, with practice, and dis-

cussion in the workshops you will come to feel more comfortable with it.

The important thing is to try to ELILKETItif_ia_i2p1.A1114ajalEtt_ta

see the world as he sees it, which may be very different from the way

you see it. Try to understand your child's feelings through what he 3 doing

or saying, and let him know that you unders-and - that you know what he's

feeling and that it's all right with you.

There are some restrictions on the child's activity in the play sessions.

These "limits" shou d be adhered to consistantly. If the child breaks a

"limit," point out that this particular behavior is not allowed. Tell

him that if it occurs a second time the play session will end. Make

sure he understands. If the limit is broken a second time, end the play

session immediately. There should be no further warning,no second chance.

The play session is simply.ended without moralizing or criticism.

The "Emi s" are:

YOUR CHILD MAY NOT HURT OR ENDANGER YOU IN ANY WAY.

YOUR CHILD MAY NOT DAMAGE THE PLAY ROOM (he.can mess it up, but
not paint walls, make holes in structural things, etc.)

YOUR CHILD MAY NOT POKE THE BOP BAG WITH A SHARP IMPLEMENT.

Other Hod& may be used if necessary but these should be discussed

in the workshop. There should be no limit_ on.what the child samAncluding

swearing, "dirty" words, and hostile comments towards the parent or others.

Don't discuss limits with your child until the need arises. Don't

try to prevent or discourage him from breaking a limit. When the prohibited

behavior does occur, or is about to occur, let him know ihe consequences if

he does it, or does it again. If he continues to do the prohibited act,

the play session is ended. If he chooses to 'repeat it at another play session

a) recognize his strong desire to do what he did, and, b) always without

exception, end the session immediatey YOur _purpose is, not to prevent

the behavior, but to allow him to make-the- ctoice and to experience the_

consequences.
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7

Some thing_ your child does which are not prohibited may be distaste u

or worrisome to you. Bring them up in the workshop, but don prohibit

them in the play sessions.

Discourage your child from _eaving the playro during play sessions

by having him go to the bathroom before you start.

6. Children's Reactions - This can be a very rewarding experience for

both parent and child. Some children move quickly in a direction opposite

to the way they have been behaving; some at first behave like themselves

but in an exaggerated or more forceful manner. Some become very aggressive,

some very quie some may resort to very babylike behavior, some like to

order the parent around, taking complete control of the situation. Some

of the children are unable to express their feelings in the beginning.

Some, at first act as though they have only negative feelings. Others

may want you to make decisions, they may do hings just to please you

because you are spending this time alone with thm Try to refledt all

of these feelings as they occur, rather than to give explanations or

to make the choices for the child. You should learn a great deal about

bow your child feels at times toward his family and/or himself. You

probably will also learn more about your own feelings towards your child.

Adapted by n from Cue ney, 1969.
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10t4E PLAY

toys be lent

4

NS

,.:)6fMUN1

by the ChjId Study Center

ly of dolls (27)
ly of puppets (S)

infiaabIe Bop
fox puppet

tse r(ty7; arc to be purchascd by each family 1± Lh is a financial
probtm in _ved in obaining llem please speak to Mrs Santlili. Most
rhino can be found in S I 10-

patic dart gum and dar
rubber knife
post) baby bott. lie
84,x li inch pad without 1 nes
small box of craym - 154
plastic doll house - furniture for bathroom, living room
bedroom and kitcnen (Toilet lid should open)

04-11..hardening clay - 1 lb,

s All tinker toy set - $1 (optional)
package Jf play mom.), 29t

of dinosaur, about 10
two plastic telephones
playing cards
a few doll cups aid saucers
smal1 plastic c wboys, soldiers,and indfans

IS, toy tank
16 an ft ft. length of r-pe

ieo a dol t. house 1 ch yuu can make: cut a 2 x 3 ft. cardboard
io A 4 inches n heAght. Using a magic ma ker or crayon draw
AdnM hause into four rooms.

as e

dfay og:; .!Ai

Pareits wIll ,t?,ak a;

vhe box-hov e and 7;se them for parent-child

.ch to Loep a record -f pl y sesstons
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Appo vil

Adult-Child Empathy Scalei

The degree to which the adult is sensit_ve to the child's current feelings
and his ability to express this understanding in words which are suited to the
child.

Level 1. The adult 2.412.ng_alaaLiss to even the most obvi u- feelings of the
child.

The adult may be bored or not intere_ted. Or, he may be expressing
ideas that he has already made up in his own mine which totally shut out what
the child is saying. He may ignore the child or be critical or disparaging of
him.

The adult either does not re pond to the child or responds critically.

The adult .2141sLasta_mtisalux f-o__ the child's feelings.

Whe adult may show some awareness of the child's obvious surface
feelings, but what he says drains off some of the feeling and mixes up the
meaning. The adult may express his own ideas about what is going on but these
do not fit with the expressions of the child. The adult may understand the
child's words, but not his feelings.

The adult responds to what the child is doing or saying, not :eeling.
He reflects the content of the play or play related activities in a po itive way.

Level 3.. The adult expres ion matches the expression of the child.

The expressions of the adult in response to the expressed feelings
the child, in words and/or play or another form of non-verbal communication,
are essentially interphangoable with those of the child in that they express
essentially the same affect and meaning. The adult verbalizes or acts out
vocally or somehow communicates the equivalent of what the child has expressed
both as to content and affect.

The adult responds wit_ accurate wderstanding of the surface feelings
of the child but may not respond to or may misinterpret the degper feelings.

Level A. The adult AJA_Imusway to the child exp_essions.

The responr2s of the adult A§Lacisis9.2111x to the expressions of the
child in words, and/or play or another form of non.;verbal communication in such
a way as to express feelings at a level deeper than the child was able to express
himself. The adult verbalizes, or acts out vocally or in some way communicates
more than the child hati expressed. The adult's responses add deeper awareness o_
feeling and meaning to the expressions of the child.

Level 5. The adult Adds_ verv _much to the child's expressions.

The adult's responses add significantly to the feeling and meaning of the
expressions of the child in words and/or play or another form of non-verbal
expression. The adult responds with accuracy to all of the child's deoper as well
as surface feelings. He is thoroughly "together" or "tuned in" on the child's
wavelength.

1. Adopted from '!Empathic Understanding in Interper onal Process: A Scale for
Measurement" developed by Robert Carkhuff OCarkhuff, R.R.,
Relations, Volume I. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969, pp. 174-

94
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UNCOND1T TONAL RESP T TOW

Level . The adult shoa disres ect for the child.
The adult communicates te The child that the child's feclioge _

iences are not worth considering. Or, th. adelt communicates to the dhild that the
child is not able to act constructively, decide and do what Is beat for himself.
The adult may become the only judge of what is best. He may criticize or ridicule
the child. He may take over and tell the child what to do. He may talk down to the
child. He may control the situation throJgh questions. He mcy show active dislike
of the child. In many ways then, the adult communicates a total disrespect for this
Child.

evel_2. The adult show no, ct or liking o Ime child.
While the adult shows no active disrespect, the adult may seam bored or

uninterested. The adult may respond mechanically or passively or ignore the child
The 'adult shows no fear interest in the clild's feelings, experiences and potentials.
He does not appreciate the individuality and specialness of this child Be shows on
liking of this child or enjoyment of being with him.

.1.21_24

follows.
acceptab

He shows
the way in
active enjoyment of being with this child of liking him.

The adult shows #1tara8t oF 111c#113 onIX b711" !ka-cALYLOJELJMILEWILINialgt
The adult leads the w:=1, b4t shows interest in the child if the child

The adul a interest in and acceptance of the child depends an the Child's
behavior.

The adul
The adul

eresc in th
the Interact_

shows _some respect for the_sh:Uceen.
is open to let the child express himself and choo e f
child's ideas, feelings, and decisions. Hs lets t _ chIld lead
ea while the adult follows with some interest. There is little

Level 5 The adult elea-ly shows ca
child.
The ndult shows that he values the child as an individual who

to be himself. The adult clearly shows liking for the child. The adult obvious_
enjoys being with this child. The adult Aoticeably appreciates the child's special-
ness and individuality and really reapects thc zhild's ideas and abilities. The adult
encourages the child to lead the way and ehe &cult follows with lively interest. The
adult's acceptance of the child is uncondltional, there are no strings attadhed. The
adult's acceptance of the child does not depend on the child's acceptable behavior.

enjo,
In eary, the adult h a very deep caring f r the child and a real

h m.

Adapted by Bierman from Carkhurf, 1969.
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COI 0 $_ELF-.EXPRESS1VENE SCALE

This scale attempts to measure the degree to which a ctilid
verbally expresses his feelings, attitudes and ineer reactions
during therapeutic interviews or play therapy. The stages of
self-expression contain the following elements, which'you will
be asked to keep In mind while you a0e rating.

They are_11%ted order.cf.Irrportence.

1. Affect

Content

In e action

The degree to which personal feelings and
inner reactions are expressed at the time
they are felt - ranging from no feelings
expressed to deep feelings expressed freely.

Child's speech - ranging from the mechanical
and superficial to meaningful.

h Therapist - Ranging from complete Ignoring
of the therapist to meaningful fluid communica-
tion.

Duration Verbal and non-verbal resoonses ranging
from a minimum to uninhibited expression.

You will be asked to rate each segment_according to the
following stages. Please choose a stage which is your model
impression of each segment.

STAGE i

VerbalIzat ion
Modally there Is

or any kind of response, e c. is at_a minimum.
tle response to the therap st or envtronment.

STAGE_7.

Some responses, such os: talking about external ob acts or
events. Content is expressed in a mechanical "matter of fact"
manner. No affect or, feelings are communicated either verbally
or in a spontaneous way, such as joyful shouting and laughter.
Child may reject the retporises of the therapist by contradicting
him or by changing the. subject.

Some feel_nos and attitudes are expressed verbally,: or in some
other manner, (such as shouting, groaning, hitting, banging, or
throwing things) but are ambiguous to meaning. Content is still
bound to external-events ansirObjeCts. Child interaCts with thera-
pist in a positive way (accepting ideas, comments, suggegtions),
but is still soMewhat inhibited in eXpression of specif_IC feelings,
attitudes, and emotions. Mtnimal level of effective onterection
.and expression.

lOj 1969.
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STAGE 4

Feelings and attitudes are more f ee y expressed but are
symbolically projected through play ob ects. The child does not
reveal that they are hit own fe lings, e.g. the child makes dolls
jump on each other and cry "ou or has a toy dog that "just
likes to play" with the thetap st's toy dog.) The child may also
express personal emotion and feelings directed towards envitonmen
objects.

STAGE S

Clear spontaneous expression of se f' ,to the th raipist,
expressed in the first person. There is indication of "owned"
feelings, directly expressed, about feelings and emotions
ongoi_nq at the time. ("It really makes me mad just to think about
itf", or (-Toy, I'm really having fun with you"). This spontaneous
expression may be combined with non-verbal responses (laughter,
crying, hitting) as long as the specificity of the response is clear
and direct. Talk is personally relevant and meaningful to child
and therapist.

a
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Level 1

ath_c bilderatandine, in Int .rsonal Processes III

A Sc:a%e 2r NeJ3Lrepv:

The verbal and behavioral ezprssionc -f the helper either do noçaitteid to or
detract significantly from the verbal and behavioral expressions o. the helpee( )
in that they communicate significantly less of the helpee's feelings and
experiences than the helpee has communicated himself.
Example: Thl helper communicates no awareness of even the most obvious,

expressed surface feelings of the second person. The helper II.ay
be bored or disinterested or simply operating from a preconceived
frame of reference which totally excluders that of the helpee(s).

In summary, the helper does everything but express that he is listening,
understanding or being sensitive to even the most obvious feelings of the helpee
in such a way as to detract si-nificaatly from the communications of the helpee.

Level_a
-While the helper responds to _the expressed feelings of the helpee(s)0 he does
so in such a way that he subtracts noticeable affect from the communications of
the helpee.
Example: The helper may c(disounIcate some awareness of abvious su face

feelings ef the helpee but his communications drain off a level
of the affAct and distort the level of-mean/tn. The helper may
communicate his oun ideas of what may be going on but these are
not congruent with the ex:Iressions of the helpee.

In summary, the helper tends to respond to other than what the helpee is
expressing or indicating.

Level 3
The expressions of the helper in response to the expressions of the helpee
are essentially interchangeable with those of the helpee in that they express
essentially the same affect and meaning.
Example: The helper responds with accurate understanding of the surface

feelings of the helpee but may not respond to or may misinterpret
the deeper feelings.

In summary, the helper is responding so as to neither subtract from nor add to
the expressions of the helpee; but he Ooes not respond accurately to how that
person really feels beneath the surface feelings, he indicates a willingness
and openness to do so. Level 3 constitutes the minimal level of facilitative
interpersonal functioning.

Level 4
The responses of the helper add noticegblv to the expressions of the helpee( )
in such a way as to express feelings a level deeper than the helpee was able to
express himself.
Example: The helper communicates his understanding of the expressions of

the helpee at a level deeper than they were expressed, and thus
enables the helpee to experience and/or express feelings which
he was unable to express previously.

In summary, the helper's responses add deeper feeling and meaning to the
expressions of the helpee.
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Scale 1

Ley01....5

the helper's responses add s qificantiv to the feeling and meaning of. he

expressions of the helpe;Th in such a way as to (1) accurately express
feelings levels below what the person himself was able to express or (2) in
i:he event of ongoing deep self-exploration on the helpee's part to be fu ly
with him in his deepest moments.
Example: The helper responds with accuracy to all of the person's

deeper as well as surfeee feelings. He is together" with
the helpee or "tuned in" on his wavelength The helper and
the other person might proceed together to explore previously
unexplored areas of human existence.

In summary, the helper is responding with a full awareness of who the other
person is and a comprehensive and accurate empathic understanding of his most
deep feelings.

The pre
scales
1966)

ent scale is a revision derived from, earlier versi ns of empathy
Carkhuff, 1963; Carkhuff and Berenson, 1967; Truax and Carkhuff,
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Level 1

I 000 4Ik
p z.c L\-eI_Lr=c4 121

Form 1-R

The helpee does not discuss any mate ial which is relevant
either to him or to his relationship with the helper. He is primarily
engaged in telling a story where neither he nor the helper are directly
used as points of reference. The helpee avoids any direct expressions
of feelings that would lead him to reveal himself to the helper. The
manner of expression tends to be matter of fact or have a rehearsed
quality.

Level 2

The helpee relates the story being told to himself or to
the helper but does so only to clarify the story. He simply discusses
the material without exploring the significance or the meaning of the
material. Any emotions mentioned are described as part of the story,
not the helpee or helper, and a;:e not elaborated beyond the level of
pure description. There is no personal Npwnership" of a reaction to
the story. The manner of expression tends to be mechanical and
remote - or if aroused- will remain can- tant throughout and not be
referred to directly.

Level 3

The hapee is primarily involved in telling a story relevant
to himself or to his relationship to the helper but he does so rigidly
or mechanically. He goes beyond the story at times to make paren-
thetical comments about his feelings, reactions and responses, but
these associations are basel on non-immediate events only. Such
comments can be an acco=t of feelings about the story, his feel-
ings at the time of the event .nibed, or comments about the personal
significance of the event to h.m. ):ne helpee's focus is upon telling
his story "better" or elaborating on but he does not use the story
to show what he or Ich- helper is lik- as a person.

Level 4

The helpee is cleriv discussing material which is releV .nt
to him or to his reltion'iip th the helper. He is aware of his
feelings and reactions anf3 is aL to expreris tham.directly. His
expressions are spontans, and with emotional proximity.
The helpee is expre3si.:N w_ he e helper is like as a person.
If he is principally trLkin aLou helper, he alsoMust express
aspects of himself - his i cf.:..kns,. needs. etc. - in order to
rate a.four. He is not, how73ver, eng5%ced 'in a Struggle to explore
himself orjlis relationship to the helper, nor is he using his feel-
ings as a basis fot unth!rstanding.

Gendlin- Tomlinson, Ma hi-w -nd Kl-in.

1.00
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1

The helpee is now using his feelings in a struggle to explore
himself or his relationship with the helper. He is actively and
spontaneously engaged in a probing to newly discover feelings, exper-
iences, and meanings. For example: he may start with his feelings
in a given area and work to understand these feelings, to differentiate
them or to understand how and kn what situations they arise. This may
be a fearful, difficult process for the be3pee and the evnr--qinn
of this io ouffiain o xc.t.= rive.

Level 6

The helpee is clearly examining the significance of his or
the helper's feelings and is able to arrive at conclusions about them
or to use them as the point of departure for further exploration. The
helpee is Wole to use the results of explora ion in specIfic areas to
arrive at deeper and more comprehensive unde standin

Level

Thehelpee does not need a narrative as a point of departure.

He can travel freely among feelings and uhderstand them quickly.. He
has no difficulty tying together what he is feeling and present5a
clear picture of what is - their words and actiolls.
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RULES

Relax. Inhale and el:hale deeply.

2. Stopthinkin- about anythin else. Turn vow: w.i.un aticy from your personal
concerns. Don't thinh about what you're going to say to the other or do for
him.

Just pay attention to the helpee. Physically lean in toward hjrn. Make your-
self receptive open, ron o take him in.

Open yourself up for res_onding. Unfold your hands and arms, uncross your
letys unclench your uncover your mouth part your lips.

5. Listen quietly Really try o know and feel what its lihe to be the helpee
at this moment. Let him in under your skin.

Some do s

e Pondimi

1. Verbally respond to the helpee e4pression without introducing any h n-- new.
You may need to start by smplc ropcating his last words.

Point your wortx t e feeling side of the h pe. -ords.

Give _h hel- bact: at Lcact the feeling and meaning he .ave you.

Use a tone og voice snd hand gestures which show the quality of feeling the
other is expressing and the strength of that feelinc,

B gin wIth the ';Yorr. "You 7eci..

Mo quections

No ndvice

No explaininq the problem

OF

,. No conning out of hurtgul feelings

No responding about a third.
he/peels :feelings.

-son or about the situation, only about the
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v1/4-C1

The Communication of Rcs.ect in Interiersonal Proc

A Scale for Measu e ent
1

Robert R. Carkhuff
State Un versity of Nei.: York at Buffalo

Level 1
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the first person communicates clear
lack of respect (or negative regard) for the second person(s).
Example: The first person communicates to the second person that the second

person's feelings and experiences are not worthy of consideration
or that the second person is not capable of acting constructively.
The first person may become the sole focus of evaluation.

In summary, in many ways the first person communicates a total lack of respect
for the feelings, experiences and potentials of the second person.

Level .2

the first per on responds to the second person in such a way as to communicate
little respect for the feelings and experiences and potentials of the second
person.
Example: The first person may responimechanically or passively or ignore

many of the feelings of the second person.
In summary, in many ways the first person displays a lack of respect or
concern for the second person's feelings, experiences and potentials.

Leve.1_3
the first person communicates a positive respect and concern for the second
person's feelings, experiences and potentials.
Example: The first person communicates respect and concern for the second

person's ability to express himself and to deal constructively
with his life situation.

In summary, in many ways the first person communicates that who the second per-
son is and what he does matters to the first person. Level 3 constitutes the
minimal level of facilitatiVe interpersonal functioning.

Leve_1_4_

The facilitator clearly communicates a very deep respect and concern for the
second person.
Example: The facilitator's responses enables the-second person to feel free

to be himeelf and to experience being valued as an individual.
In summary, the facilitator communicates a very deep caring for the feelings
experiences and potentials of the second person.

Level 5

The facilitator communicates the very deepest respcct for the second person's
worth as a person and his potentials .as A free individual.
Example: The facilitator cares very deeply for the human potentinls of

the second person.
In summary, the facilitator is committed to thi value of the other person as
a human being.
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(Rev. 7/67b)

1
The present sckle, "Respect or Positive Regard in Interpersonal

Processes, has been derived in part from "A tentative scale for the measure-.
ment of unconditional positive regard" by C. B. Truax which has been validated
in extensive process and outcome research on counseling and psychotherapy
(summarized in Truax and Carkhuff, 1967) and in part from an earlier version which
has been validated in extensive process and outcome research on counseling and
psychotherapy (summarized in Carkhuff and Berenaon, 1967). In addition, similar
measures of similar constructs have received extensive support in the literature o
of counseling and therapy and education. The present scale was written to
apply to all interpersonal processes and represents a systematic attempt to
reduce the ambiguity and increase the reliability of the scale. In the process
many important delineations and additions have been made. For comparative pur-
poses, the levels of the present scale are approximately equal to the stages
of both the earlier scales, although the systematic emphasis upon the positive
regard rather than upon unconditionality represents a pronounced divergence of
emphasis and the systematic deemphasis of concern for advice-giving and direction-
ality, both of which may or may not communicate high levels as well as low
levee of respect.

104
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PESOiL DTrJcTIO1I

L?q,er1inentai Form

Ralph Blerman

University of TlaterlOO

4aterloo, Ontario, March, 1970
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As you examine the Personal Interaction Coding Inventory (Biernan, 1969)
you will likely find that nore than one category "fits" you. You may be some ways
with certain people. Other ways of relating may come out with other people. We
swing around the circle. We oscillate between different ways of relating and nay
be capable of the full circle. We may have within us all of the modes of relating--
the killing, the distancing, as well as the more loving. the active and the passiv

Yet, we are more fully developed in sone ways. Certain ways are stronger
in our hierarchy of interaction moe.as. We relate to ourselves and to the signifi-
cant people in our lives in a few characteristic ways much more often than in other
ways. For one thing, our culture fosters much relating of type A (to get things
done) and of type E (for social and professional relations). The key issue is
where we tend to swing most of the ttme. This makes the difference. Which sector
do you tend to sweep, even though you could sweep the whole spectru&

it is possible to enact our characteristic individual ways, as well as
to build new ways, by followin; concrete interaction rules which are spelled out
for each section. It is also possible to generate group interaction systene by
having two or three persons play various combinations of rules (Satir, 1967;
ZweberA & Miller, 1968). For example, different kinds of family systens can be
generated. Three "closed systems' which stunt individual growth and promote the
members' being 'dead to themselves' are the "rescue system," the "coalition system,
and the "lethal system" (Satir, 1967; Sweien & Miller, 1968). In the "resew-
system," one member follows the rules for sector B or C to always blame and attack;
a second nember, following E, always placates, agrees, submits; and, the third
member, the rescuer, follows D by changing the subject to irrelevancies. In
"coalition systems," two people always disagree (sector B and C) while the third
person agrees (sector E); or, two agree (sector E) while the third diaagrees (B
and C). In 'lethal systems," everyone agrees with everyone else (all play E).

Vastly different are the open or vitalizing systems. In "facilitative
systems," participants neither agree nor disagree. Instead of attacking or sub-
mitting, a person who is stewing over something explores his experience of the
problem, how his own feelings relate to the problem and he explores resolutions of
the problem in terns of changes in his ways of relating. Instead of agreeing or
disagreeing; the facilitator offers help by conveying respect for the other's in-
divlduality as well as by communicating accurate empathic understanding of the
other's experience. At the minimally facilitative level (F), the helper is an
alter-ego, seeing the world through the other's eyes, conveying his acceptance
of and interest in the other, but otherwise not actively revealing his self. In
more actively vitalizing, encountering systems (0 and H); the helper both: (a)

anticipates and deepens the other's expressions, intensifying the immediacy and
expressiveness of the interaction; and he (b) constructively discloses his sub-
jective experience to open new doors for exploration and encounter.

It is possible to readily enact the closed system. These require little
more than: (a) assignment of roles; (b) reading of interaction rules by each
member; and, (c) assignment of a task for the group to carry out, such as "Plan
something you can do together as a family," or itiscuss a significant family prob..
lem," or "Discuss your problem child with the school psychologist.". It is r ben
necessary for a group leader or a coach to help participants stick ri idl to
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theLr assigned roles in a give: interaction.

Of course, it is of great importance that the family
discuss their feelings and thoughts and reactions dur ng
and/or after the game. Strong emphasis is placed on
'gut feelings,' i.e., the physical body reactions to the
role being played. For example, when an individual must
always agree, he may experience body tenseness: tight stomach
deep anger, etc. Ona who "alwaya disagrees" may experience body
heat, shaking, and headache. The "irrelevant one" may
feel "crazy as a loon." (Satir, 1967, p. 187).

Uhile the closed systems are dismayingly easy to enact, !using pretty
well developed in our interaction repertoires, the open systems require engagement
in an intensive interpersonal learning process. They require a facilitative
leader who himself can model and gradually build the new behaviors. For they are
typically very new, running counter to a lifetime and a culture of closed system
functioning.

By enacting the full sequence of systems, you can freshly experience your
own strongest ways of relating or the nature of your present family system. You
can also sense new ways of relating. You can directly experience not only where
you usually are but where you can .gra award, where you can more fully be.
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Sector

REASON WITH AIE) PROG 0

Respond to all statements in a logical, objecttve, reaso ing way. RatLonaltza
feelings away.

Reaction to the other Disclosures and DlrectLon of the Interactton.

Excerpt from a dyadic helping interview In which the woman helpee is
discussing her overweight.

Helper: You can make 10 pound celebrations and things like this, where you
go out and dance. If you can give lots of pleasure to it, I think you'll
stand a better chance.

Helpee: Yeah, that's a good idea, that one, like 10 pounds celebration, or a 15
pound, but it wouldn't be dinner. (laughs)

Helper: (seriously, ignoring the humor) Obviously

Helpee: I don t know what kind of celebration. We don't dance.

Helper: go do...What do you do?

Helpee: Nothing

Helper: !lathing I think you should find something to do.

Helpee: We do nothing He has the car club and I've got nothing

Helper: Uh huh.

Helpee: I stay home We d even go to a show.

Helpe s Um hum. Tdell, there's sornet hing you could do anyway, go to a shoi, CT go
to a drive-in or uh

Helpee: I know what would be something nice - of course we'd never get to
like Watkins Glen.

Helper: Uh huh. Vow that'd be something, and he'd really be rootin for you too
and he'd be giving you a pat on the back because he'd get out to go to
Watkins Glen for the races (chuckles).

Helpee: Yeah. We never go. (mournfully)
I used to go roller skating an awful lot. People are trying now to get
me to go roller skating. That is good exercise. But I'm not going to go
up there! And Lounce around!

Helper: Yeah (per u tory) I'd like to sort of _ell you what I about
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-A2-

exerc sing. I think it'll help keep you in tone but, I remember reading
up on it, and I think if you ran a mile or walked a mile you lose some-
thing like an ounce (Helpee chuckles). So the real secret as far as I'm
concerned, the way I look at it, is just you gotta cut down on the food
and lose that way. The exercise is nice to keep you in tone but really,
I personally don't think, that s not the way you're gonna lose your
weight. Not in the long run.

Helpee: No, but at the same time you could be do ng both.

Helper: Oh, yeah, especiall if it's giving you pleasure, well tha an_ her
thing. But the Emily way of losing weight, that's, uh you know... It'll
perhaps make what you have look better. In other words, it'll if it's
toned up, it's always going to look better than if it's flabby.

Helpee: Yeah (per ctory).

Helper: Would you want to figure out something like that? In fact, I got, I've
got a book in there..

Example fr-- a dyadic help_ng interview:
.

Helper: But gee, you did the opposite, you smiled and you felt met about it.
And, geez, I felt good. I think this is the kind of thing that can
happen between you and she. If you act the way you Iasi.

Helpee: I think people do that all the time, they act the way they feel

Helper: Do you?

Helpee: Uh yeah.

Helper: You act angry.

Helpee: Pardon?

Helper: You act angry.

Helpee: Yes,

Helper: And here's more feelings than anger.

Helpee: Yes. I know when I was feeling down in the d acted that way

Helper: Yeah, you act depressed and sad.

Hel e: I could hardly be interested in anything

Helper: Yeah, that 1 usy company to be with people And its hard for someb
like your g rl riend to stick with you when you're that way.

Belpee: Yes.
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Helper: Playbe now you have sore idea of why it happens and what it's like when it
does. I don'

Helpee: Possibly, yes.

ow. Maybe you can prevent it a bit better. Could you?

Helper: Do you know why it happe ? The k nd of things that lead to it?

Helpee: Vell, being depressed and that nd expecting the worst I think is a big,
is the number one.

Helper: Yeah. 'Things are gonna be mIserable for me or I'm not gonna get what I
want or I'm gonna fail.

Helpee: Yes.

Helper: Do you have any reason to feel depressed between

Helpee: No.

Helper: No. So a
hmm?

Example from a

and April?

now ill then, you could almost be optimistic

interaction:

She rying): It's carrying through into my other relationships with people.
feel so stupid, ridiculously stupid. I walk around with a rea4y bed
feriority complex. I feel that if I do say something that I feel is wrong,
I think I shouldn't have said that, people are thinking I'm crazy and I'm
an idiot.

He: But how ci_e when I say "you did the r ght thi " you still feel like that?

She: Because I feel i ecure now, about everything

He: This is nothing new. Look I told you to tell thoee girls to go to hell
at least eight times in the last two weeka over hat party. Now Aot once
have you told any of them to go to hell.

II. Self.-disclosure,

"To my trained ear, what really bothering you,..
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Sector B

CLOBBER

Respond to all statements in an openly sasaultive way. Always angrily insult the
other, inflicting as much pain and punishment as possible. Eliminate the other as
a distinct being, as a person of worth in his own right.

PieslamaWALLY

You J8sentkally Communicate

"You are always wrong, bad, sick, crazy or stupid."

ctioi o the OthEr & Self Disclosure

Be a hawk. Actively seek to injure, hurt, destroy.
with low blows, throwing everything possible in as a weapon.
up hurts at the other. Drag the totally irrelevant past into
off nuclear cannons even when a cap-gun would do (Adapted f

He: Why were you late?

She: I tried my best

He: Yeah? You and who else? Your mother is never on

She: That's got nothing to do with it

He: The hell it doesn't. You're jus is oppy as she is.

She: (getting louder) You don't say 7h&s picking whose d
the floor every morning?

elimtnate the other

Wildly flail away
Throw all your built
the fight. Shoot
am Bach & Wyden, 1969)

either.

ear off

He: (sarcastic but controlled) I happen to go to work. What have you got
all dayi

She: (shouting)

to do

ing to get along on the money you don t make that's what.

(turning away from her) Why should I knock myself out for an ungrateful
bitch like you?

(from Bach 6: Wyd n, 1969, p.

He: You're just a bitch, like your mother.

She: You think you're such a he man. Well, I'l
I never come. I fake 1_

Ditection of the Interaction

s burn it all down.

e: -ou in on a seer . You know,
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Secto- C

IF IRECTLY ATTACK

n a cov ly a-saul.tive way.

"I am righteous. You dont measure up. You are less ofapro

Responses ttQther ' Disc

belit e the other

Ignoring
Cursory withdrawal of attention by, for examp e, gazing out the window

or glairictug through a magazine while the other ta ks, bored yawning, etc.

Total withdrawal of attention by, for example, leaving the room or
falling asleep while the other talks

Indirect B1amine
1 Questions or requests aimed at get i

wrong do ng, or questions in which the other person
wrong.

by empha

person is

Father:

Son:

the other person to admit to
s asked why he did something

2. Lecturing, moralizing, explaining the necessity for correct behavior
izing general principles and long range consequences.
3. Self-justification, involving encuses or reasons for b havior that
being blamed for.
ExamPle:

Do you feel I was justified in giving you a good scolding and whack for
the shape the house was in in the hour we were gone? (Indirect Blame,
category 1).

Weil sort of, but Betty and Tommy, they did acme of it t o (Se
justification, a form of Ind rect Blame)

Father: Well I figured you were the oldest, you were in charge, you should be
able to control'em without pounding 'am around.

Son: Well, that Tommy, I tried to watch T. V. and he'd just jump on ne and I'd
hit him and tell him to sid in his seat and he wouldn't and he'd keep
doing it. After I hit him he'd pick up them orange peels and he'd sta
throwing 'em at me ... (Self-justification, a form of Indirect Blame)

(From in, 1967, co_ 32).
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o you thi u're being proper?"
"realistic.'

; 'appr priate- or "p o-essional"

Example of mutual blaming between husb nd and wife:

He: The only thing I'm complaining about is the fact that when m home, every
night, when I'm home, except maybe on occasion, I always put Maxine to bed.
You'll say your hands are fulls you're very tired, "Okay Tom put Maxine to
bed." It's just the feeling I get that you want to avaid the responsibility
of putting the kid to bed.

She (crying ): I just take it for granted that a man would come home a-
three s_ ll children, he'd try to help.

Example from a child guidance interview in which the father is re-
sisting the school's pressure.

Father: Uell, I can't quite get what you're driving at I would say that Iv
if you mean -- Do I usually react negatively when somebody, when I'm
supposed to do something, or when I'm presented with a situation where
people want you to go along in a certain pattern or something like that,
do I usually react negatively or have I reacted negatively ...

Clinictan: Um hum.

Fathe I would think that I am probably no willing to go along readily with
uh, with situations just because they are presented to me. I more or
less try ro do what T wAn* to do in light of my own aat of circums'aric a.
Just because a thing is presented to me, I don't automatically say
'Fine, that's what I'm gonna do.' No. I'm more of a loner as far as
this type of thing. I would do what I want to do usually.

Clinician: I'm not sure that I was expressing myself quite clearly in what I wos
trying to bring out. Do you find yourself becoming angry about thing
often? Uhere you feel upset about it inside. You know, angry about
what's going on. You were very angry about this whole school thing.

Father: I I can't say, really, if I'm angry. 19 I react strongly to things
19 I've got a loud way of expressing myself. I have a temper. I don t
feel that I really get angry where I hold a grudge and so on like that,
I'm more explosive and then it goes.

(later)

Clinician: The way you look at it, you don't see it quite as anger, you see it
more in terms of expressing yourself. But you do have a lot of feelings
about it. But what I'm kind of asking you too is perhaps the reaction
that other people get. its. K9 have you noticed whether your husband
seems to get angry about things? Something that's going on at work or
in the neighborhood or in other types of areas 0... Could you give me
some examples?

Example

She: I really didn't think that 1 was an ogre, but that you felt I was n 011gr
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and I feel very bad about being understood that way.

He: You felt that in the past you were always a paragon of virtue.

Self Disclosure,

Cool, distancing behavior: speaking in a drab, cold voice, icy and
unrelieved even by hurtful violence.

Suffering and shaming: 'How can you say that; after all I've sacrificed
for you!" 'Why do you alwaNs ask ue to suggest a place to go, you never make any
suggestions yourself." "You are just the type of person who would want to go to
the beach when I have such a splitting headache." "You never have my supper
ready on time like other wives do for their husbands." "If you weren't so busy at
the office, we could have sex more often. (Adapted from Satir, 1967' Zweben
Miller, 1968).

Direction

1hy don't you act your age.
you'd stand up like a man instead of 90

'Can' ou be more pro 11"
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Sector D

BE _IRRELEVAiTT, CHANGE_THE SUBJECT

Disrupt all ei nificant transactions by being irrelevant, changing the
subject,
or

by diverting attention through non-verbal means. Make it impossible for yourself
and the others to openly negotiate differences.

Diagr mmaticallv

Ybu E8ser-ItifllES9PRUalfAtft

"I have no hope of us ever getting together in a
keep it coo1."

Examples

elimInate both sel
other

Ily satis yi way, so le

In response to a request to plan for a weekend vacation, you might say:
'Uhere is the laun mower?' "Have you ueen my glasses?" "Mat a nice new dress."
"1 wonder if mother has gotten away this year." (Adapted from Satir, 1967;
Zweben & Iij1ier, 1968)

As a Helper

Anal:ze away the other's feelings. Divert attention from the here and
now. Turn away, to the past or to consider explanatory causes ("Why._ ").4 Drain
off feelings. Fragment, analyze experiences into components. Remain detached.
Broaden the other's actions and feelings into personality traits. e.g., "de
pendency," "hostility," "mother-fixated."

"Does that remind you of anything "I wonder why you brought that up?"
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Sector E

AGREE. PIICATES REASSTE

No matter what you think or feel, try to tailor yourself to fit the others at all
costs. Always agree. Accommodate. Actively evade fighting. Smile away the
angers.

Pagranmiatca lly

You Essentially Communicate

eliminate yourself

"I am alwaw, wrong, bad, sick, crazy, or stupid. You are always right, go
healthy, sane, or bri ht."

Examples

"Anything you would like to do., car." "I'm just not very good at those things,
please tell me how." "Let's not get upset about it; I'm sure we can find some-.
thing we'd all like to do." "Of course I'll manage to de those errands for you;
I have my whole lunch hour free." (Adapted from &air, 1967; Zweben & Miller,
1968).
Make chit.-chat: lhat did you do today?' 1mrlhat's on T. V.? "r1hatbo for dinne

Whatever you would like.

She: Anything special you want to do?

He: Oh, I don't know.

As a Helper.

Mhke light sociable conversation. Ask interested questions about details, nod a
lot, show your agreement. Summarize the content of what the other said, avoid the
feelings. If any strong feelings arise, give reassurance and support, diluting
the feelings, "It must feel really rewarding to know that you've done a good job
at raising your family." "You don't have to worry. In this office you can say
what you want It's just between you and me."
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Sector F

EiRATHIZE

As a helper, show your respect for the other person as
show that you understand haw the other feels about wha
agree no disagree but communicate sensitive underatan.
Sense the other's world from his own point of view as

Dia ammaticall

Yc_aEmmunicate

a separate human being and
he is telling you. Neither

ng of the other's feelings.
f it were your own,

refl et the other

"What you feel is significant. I want to know your full pre ent and changIng
awareness. I am reaching out to receive your meaning. I am with you."

Exarr roles

"You feel torn about him -- you admire h
resent hta.' 'Your insides are churning
You're flying hi-h:"

EMPATHY.

and want to get closer but you also,
"It's so exciting to be on your way:

Empathy Scale

The degree to which the helper Is sensitive to the helpee's current feelings and
his ability to express this understanding in smile which are suited to the helpee.

Level 1. The helper puil_m_attEatim to even the most obvIous feelings of the
other person.

The helper may be bored or not interested. Or, he may be expressing
ideas that he has already made up in his own mind which totally shut out what the
helpee is saying.

Level 2. The helper subt acts noticeably from the other s feeling
The helper may show some awareness of the other's obvious surface

feelings but what he says drains off sone of the feeling and mixes up the meaning
The helper may express his awn ideas about what is going on but these do not fit
with the expressions of the other person. The helper may understand the other's
wovis, but not his feelings.

Level 3. The helper's expression matches the expression of the oth r p
The helper expresses essentially the same feelings and me n

helpee expressed. The helpee could have said just what the helper sa

on.
that the
thout
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changing any of his feeling and meaning.
The helper shows accurate understandi g of the surface feelings of the

other person. The helper matches the outwardly expressed feeliag side of the
helpee's words. But the helper may not respond to or he may misunderstand the
helpee's deeper feelings

.Level 4. The helper adds tice to the other s expressio
The helper e-presses the 1iniard side of the helpee's feelings, antici-

pating what else the helpee has there now. The helper brings forward immediate
feelings which the helpee has not been able to put into words f-r himself.

Level 5. The helper adds vy much to the other's expressions. He is t ether
with the other or uned in" on his wave length, picking up the other's

most deep feelings. The helper carries forward what is at the edge of the helpee's
awareness in the immediate moment, putting into words that which the helpee is only
vaguely in touch with.

(Adapted from Carkhuff, 1969)

Some d Give ypur attention to the other. (I) Give your attention
_

with your tys_E: Look at the other. Uith a small child, meet the child at his
eye level by, for example, sitting on a low stool or on the floor.

(2) Give your attention with your bgiy: physically lean in toward the
other. Drop your bodily barriers: unfold your hands and arms, uncross your legs,
unclench your teeth, uncover your mouth, part your lips.

(3) Give your attention with your ears. Listen quietly for a minute.
(0 Give your attention with your thoughts: stop thinking of any-

thing else, Think oilly of the other person, of sensing what it's like to be him
at the moment. It is best not to try to be logical and consistent. Stop your-
self from trying to fit together a unified organized description of the person, where
there are no contradictions. Often, in trying to help others, we try to logically
puzzle out the connections between the other's feelings, problems, and life
history. Let such logical analyzing thoughts pass by if they come. Keep from
telling yourself about the person's pattern. Begin taking the other person in in
a new, different way. Let your impressions come freely. Get an overall impression
of the other person in the moment. Just sense how he is right now. Don't cone
to any hard and fast conclusions. Let your impressions come freely, so you will
directly sense the moment-to-noment changes in him.

(5) Give your attention with y'ur whole self: reach for feeling what
it's like to be the other at this moment. Let yourself flow in under his skin
Let your bodily feel of what's going on in him come freshly forward. Let your
bodily sense of him make itself felt to you, all new.

Some do's. Emma ,vour understantn of the other't. orresent feltng
(1) Let your words Enid gestures come from your bodily sense of the

other. Let your feel of the other come through into your voice and let it be
expressed in any other way that seems right.

(2) Begin with the words "You feel...." Point your words toward the
feeling side of the other's words.. With a child, reflect the childs mnaloaux
expressed feelings.

(3) Latch, with your words and gestures the s me feelings and meanings
which the other has in the immediate moment.

In working with a family, a couple or a group, make multIple idr tifi-
cations, recognizing the feelings and meanings whIch each member has.
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( ) Express the moment-to-moment changes in the o her.
If you find yourself getting lost, take another moment of silence and

listen again for your bodily sense of what is going on in the other right now.
Let yourself sense the moment-to-moment changes in the other. He may have moved
forward and you need to follow.

(5) If you find yourself blocking, focus your attent.-3n on that. Focus
your attention on your blocking or your flatness or your doubting of the other or
your unwillingness to go along. Ask hat is this unwil ingness and let it
come forward.

Some don'ts. ) No questions.
(2) No advice.
(3) Ho explaining the problem away.
(4) No conning out of hurtful feelings.
(5) Ho responding about a third person or about the situation only

about the other's feelings. In working with a family or couple, no responding
as if the third person isn't there.

Example from a parent-child InteractIon,

Son: Watch what I'm doing.

Father: You want me to pay attention to yaii.

Examples from play with children: 'You're rea4y knocking Popeye down
hard. You want to hurt him." "The boy-doll is very angry at the Mamie doll."
"It feels funny and a little scarey to be here in a strange new place with e
strange person.'

Example

She: I really didn't th nk that I was an ogre, but that you felt I was an ogre,
and I feel very bad about being understood that way.

He: You feel hurt by what I said.

Example from a dyadic helping tnterv lew in which the helper facilitates
a man's exploration of his hurts around the news that he is unable to father any
children. Note how the helper sensitively follows the helpee's meaning from
moment to moment.

Helpee: to show everybody how much of a
kids!

I am. And now I can't have any

Helper: Like you might be the laughing stock of the community.

Helpee: Yes that's what I m afraid of. (Pa e ) It's so terribly stupid.

Helper: You think that you shouldn't be worrIed about something like that --
but dammit, you are!

Helpee: I am, yeah. Terribly.
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Helper: And 41 you. And V :y hard.

Helpee: I've tried to learn as much about -- sex, reproduc on, as I possibly
can, so that I could sort of be a source of informatión Now it seems
so stupid, if I can't have kids. I don't know.

Helper: You've tried so hard to give the 1- ge of being, you know, a real hi
masculine man.

Helpee: Like these friends of ours. !le were good friends. I guess we still are
good friends. The wife was always saying how her husband's sort of an
average lover. And Miriam would sort of say how great I was. And then,
now they've got four kids, and we haven't got any.

Lxamp1e from a dyadic helping Interview with a woman helpee.

Helpee: (tears subsiding, voice getting harder ) ... and she gave a whole spiel
about why I shouldn't go away because, uh, you know he may not be there
when I come back. And I'll be ruining my life if I go away and discover
that, you know, it was the wrong thing to do, that this is really the
person I wanted. (Voice breaking) And she just twisted my mind so much
that I wanted to go away. I didn't feel that much for him and yet she
just

Helper: (reflectin
resent now.

Helpee: I do

RES CT

he's just done s. me tbingo to that I really really
ally hate her for t "

UicondLtioria I Respect Scale

level 1. The helper shows digrespect for the helpee.
The helper communicates to the helpee that the helpee's feelings and

experiences are not worth convidering. Or, the helper communicates to the helpee
that the helpee is not able to act constructively, to decide and do what is best
for himself. The helper may become the only judge of what is best. He may
criticize or ridicule the helpee. He may take over and tell the helpee what to do.
He may talk down to the helpee. He may control the situation through questions.
He may show active dislike of the helpee. In many ways, then, the helper communi-
cates a total disrespect for this helpee.

Level 2. The helper shows no respect or liking for the helpee.
While the helper shows no active disrespect, the h,-Aper may seem bored

or uninterested. The helper may respond mechanically or passively or ignore the
helpee. The helper shows no clear interest in the helpee's feelings, experiences
and potentials. He does not appreciate the individuality and specialness of this
helpee. He shims no liking of this helpee or enjoyment of being with him.

Jcve13.. The helper shows interest or likin onl when the hel ee does certain
things. The helper leads the way, but shows interest in the helpee if the

helpee follows. The helper's interest in and acceptance of the other depends on the
other's acceptable behavior.

120
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Level 4. The helper shows sone es ec o her' e endence.
The helper is open to let the helpee express himself and choose for

himself. He shows interest in the helpee's ideas, feelings, and decisions He
lets the helpee lead the way in the interaction while the helper follows w th some
interest. There is little active enjoyment of being with this helpee, of liking
him.

5. The helper clearly shows deep reaTect. caring fort a_ nt of the
helpee. The helper shows that he values the other as an individual who

free to be himself. The helper clearly shows liking for the helpee. The helper
cbviously enjoys being with this helpee. The helper noticeably appreciates the
other's specialness and individuality and really respects the other's ideas and
abilities.

The helper encourages the other to lead the way and the helper follows with lively
interest. The helper acceptance of the other is uncondit/onal there are no
strings attached. The helper's acceptance of the helpee does not depend on the
!-elpee's acceptable behavior.

In summary, the helper shows a very deep caring for the other and a real
eyment of him.

Sore d gicresswarWandacctance. Speak in a warm voice. Show
end sidp.

Show respect for the other's uni ue experLence and interests and for his
abili,y to do things in ways that are best for him. Especially in working with a
child, you may find that the child's interests and his ways of doing things seem
foolish to you. Try to suspend your critical judgements. Instead, assume for
the moment tLit everything this person says or does has meaning from his own point
of view. The child's interests often show how he is making sense of, and finding
his place in, a very complicated world.

Some don'ts. (1) Don't compare Ale helpee w th other_ ('everybody feels
that way at sometime." "Try to do it like the other children do.")

(2) Don't talk down, teach, or sermonize as if the other doesn't know
his ABC's. Don't give information except for something specific you are asked

(3) Don't criticize.
(4) Don't direct the other into activities. In play with a child, make

sugge tions only when they fit into the child's play ideas and drop them if they
don't interest him

III. DIRECTION

Direct attentionto self-experience.
about it."

nterested in how vovi feel.



A. Attending

1
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Helper Check

contaca-

2. Postural attending

Bodily openness

Initial listening

5. ImpressIonistIc receptiveness

Understanding

1. Express other's feeling

Feelings of immediate moment

Feelings expressed in voice tone and gestures.

Concretes hereadn experience vs. abstracts there-and-then.

No questio

No advice.

No explajniri

No conning

9. No externalIzation

C. Respect

1. Uarms friendly

2, Accepting, uncritical

No comparisons

vo lecturing or sermoning

No direction of ether's specific activites or conter
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a Helpee

EXPLORE YOURSELF

Letttng your words cone from your feelings, search for better s lf understanding
in the major problems which you are now experiencing. Get a better, closer
sense of your own inner experiencing.

You Essentially Communicate
"I want to get with myself. I want to know my full present and chagng experie ce.
I want to understand the meanings of my ideas feelings actions,"

ExperIencing Scale Overview

The degree to which the helpee expresses his own feelings and reactIons. How
much the helpee is looking for the neaning of his thought-, feelings, and perso
happenings.

Level 1. The helpee shows nothing private about himself. He sImply tells about
sonething that happened without talking about his part in it.

Leyel 2. The helpee tells about something that happened and about his part in it,
but does not own up to a personal reaction to the story.

Level 3. The helpee tells about something that happened and about his personal
reactions to it.

Level 4. The helpee shows what be is like as a person.

Level 5. The helpee struggles to explore himself.

Level6. The helpee is arriving at understand ng of the meanings of his feelings.

Level 7. The helpee travels freely a ong his feelIngs and understands them quickly.

Experiencing Scale

The degree to which the helpee expresses his feelings and reac ions. How
much the helpee is looking for the meaning of his thoughts, feelings, and personal
happenings.

- _
Level 1. 1112-1321Pee shows nothing-REintS-022A-himpe

The helpee simply tells about sone happening w thout talking about his
part in it. The helpee may be telling a story that he is connected with in sone
way, but he says nothing about himself, or about his feelings, thoughts, or
reactions.

If the helpee nentions himself at all, he shows nothing private or tender
about hinaelf but he only shows the public picture of his life.

The helpee's way of expressing himself tends to sound rehearsed
f tact.

Level 2. ,The.helpee tells about_a happeling and ebo_,
The helpee clearly talks abcs ). his part in :_:1( happerim,

centrates on telling the story of the t-ppening and

c10,1
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eactIonn . Lny commen a about the story are to " get the story across" and not
to tell about himself. Any feelings nentioned are described as part of the story,
not as telling about himself, and the feelings are not explored or developed
further than simple description. The helpee does not own up to a personal reaction
to the story.

The helpee's way of expressing himself may be less mechanical and more
alive than at Level 1. The helpee may seem to be emotionally aroused or involved.
Sut his excitement will remain the same through all parts of the story and the
helpee will not talk about his present feelings.

_Leve_l_30 The hel ee tells about ha en n and about his o ac
The helpee concentrates on telling a story ir ihich he also tells h

personal reactions. Personal feelings are still tied ci-apietely to situa ions
which they came up. The helpee goes beyond the story to add his reactions, but
these reactions are based on the outside happenings only. They are not told to
show what he is like as ri person. The helpee may tell his feelings about the story-
his feelings at the time of the happenings, or the importance of the happeninga to
him. The heipen's main attention is upon telling his story "better" or making it
fuller, but he _opes not use the story to show what he is like as a person.

Leve 4. The hel ee shows what he s like erson.
The helpee is now clearly telling s mething about himse (his feeling

his picture of himself). His words are about himself. While there words may be
said as part of a story, they do not tell the story better but thy describe the
person. Sometimes, the helpee may have a lot of trouble finding words to describe
himself and the expression of this trouble alone is enough to rate him at Level 4.

There ale a few different ways in which the helpee could express himself
at Level 4. The helpee may give a flowing expression of many feelings. Cr, the
heirla may express one feeling and spend tine on it to show the importance it has
Jr his picture of himself. Or, the holpee may specifically say that he has the

feelings, but that he needs help to bring them out.
The helpee is now expressing his feelings in order to tell what he is

like. He is not struggling to explore deeper feelings nor is he using his
feelings to reach a better understanding of himself.

Level 5. The heloee strum/ s to explore himseiff.
The helpee is now using his feelings in a struggle to find self-under-

standing. There are different ways in which the helpee my work at Level 5. The
helpee may start with one feeling area and work to understand the different sides
of the feeling or to understand how and in what situations the feelings cone up
The helpee mey also start with some part of his self-picture and work to understand
how this cane about or to clarify what this self-picture means for him. Or, the

helpee may start with many situations and explore the common feelings involved.
The helpee at Level 5 is clearly exploring himself in order to arrive at

self-understanding. This may be very hard for the helpee and may not be kept up.
The expression of this trouble in reaching an understanding of himself is enough
to rate at Level 5 as long as the helpee is able to explore his feelings or Mrt
self-image.

Leve1i_6. The heliee Is arrivl at understanding_of the.jamnkmjAills:___
The helpee reaches conclusions about the meaning of his fallings ov

self- ic-ure. Or, he uses his concluons as a take off point fon rAore eel
exploration. His understandings of h:.riself are whAt TJ:nks ip 11.:JI o of

1Z
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feeling or his talk about outside happenings. At Level 6 the helpee uses the
results of his exploring his feelings to arrive at deeper and wider self-under-
standing.

Lev 1T. The_ helaee travele_freelemonsandunderstapds_themoulekly.
The helpee does not start from a story of outside happenings. He

travels freely between his feelings and understands them quickly. He has no
trouble in tying together what he is saying and reaching a clear picture of hinr
self. He has no trouble in understanding the meaning which hiR thoughts, actions,
and feelings have for him. He moves easily from one inward exrcrience to another
and is able to tie them together into a personal S4erstandlng of the neaning of
his living.

(Adapted from Gendl n Tomlinson, Uathjew, & Klein. A scale for the rating of
experiencing).

Some do's. (Adapted from Gendlin, 1969) 1. mink_au.sais.mand
problem. Choose a major personal problem to think about. Hake sure you choose
a meaningful personal problem of real importance in your life. Ask yourself, "What
is really eating at me now?" Choose the thing which seems uost meaningful to you,
something you are working on, something you want to change or improve in yourself
a problem, a concern, a dissatisfactLon, an embarrassuent, confusion in a rela-
tionship, etc.

2. Before you begin to speak, wait (WW2 for a while without thinking
or explaining or talking "at" yourself. Keep from answering yourself or telling
yourself about the problem. Let words go by if they come.

3. Freshly sense of the problem. Focus your attention
into that area of your body where you usually feel things and let yourself feel
the problem. Let your bodily feel of what's wrong come freshly forward. Let your
bodily sense of the problem make itself freshly felt, all new.

I:. Let our_words and bodil -estures come from the,feeling.
Sense the sharpened feeling, the felt shift, when these just right words come
Let your feelings come through into your voice and be expressed in any other way
that feels right.

5. Freshly sense how your whole problem feels. Ask: "Ilhat's the crux
of it? What's the essence of it?" Wait, don't decide anything, feel it all, and
let the min crux arise freshly to you from the feeling.

6. Iftdourselg, focus your attention on that. F el
the nature of your blocking or your flatness or your doubting or your unwi
ness. Ask "Atat is this unwilliegness?" and let the whole unwillingness come
fresh. Explore that.

7. LLy2afeelou, take another moment of silence
and listen for what.freshly cones when you ask, "What is central for me right n
If the helper interferes, ask him to be quiet with you for a while.

C. all.m_x2mr_Ettliamt as they move forward to new levels; Take what
is fresh or new in your feel..and go very easy. Just as you feel it, try to let
some new words or word pictures and body geaturas arise from what is fresh to you
in the moment.

e don'ts. 1. No talking about someone elsels problem, or about
situations or even passing concerns 1 ke the course you're taking or exam.

2. No distancing from your experience by intellectualizing, depers nal-
generalizing.

3. No rushing on with words. Let there be silence, waiting, gently
letting the words come from the feeling.

1g6

izin
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Sector G

GENERA lEDIATE EXPER

Promote the immediacy and decrease the remoteness of the other's relatio h p to
his experiencing. Stimulate the other to generate new inner experience.

Yon Easentiall Communicate

The time is mine and yours to IntensIfy our living.

a_ Helper

I. ReactIons to the others disclosures.

1X- Work at the edge of the othe_ focused awareness. SeekDeepen e

for the implicit, still unformulated present experiencing toward which the other

avert expressions point.

First match the ou a dly expressed feelIng sIde of the other s words.

Then stay gently quiet for a moment. Don't tell yourself anything Don't think.

Let your bLdily sense of the other person make itself freshly felt to you. When

the feeling moves forward inside of you, respond agai Ange_taltias_ahat else he

has there NOW. Point your words to the concretely felt not yet formulated, ex-

perience the helpee has in the immediate momen Strive to engender the other

carrying forward what else he dir ctly and feelingly has there.

A. Recognize the inward side of the feeljng, implIed by the outward expression.

Emialt, from a communication workshop session.

Helpee: iihen I said he didn't want to be a little kid, I felt as though I wanted
to be a little kid. I feel as though I want to escape.

Helper: I heard you say you wanted to run, but when I saw you say it
gleam in your eye.

say a

Helpee: I don't know what it is. It's really mixed up. It's a real feeling
running but it's not a desperate, it's very deliberate. I Jest want:

say "No, don't ask me." I want to be a little kid, I don't know,
of bitchy in a way,

Helper: (reflecting) want to be irrQ n ble, I don wart to ,%.1. An :In- wore,
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to measure up, to keep iapressing people wIth
_ abilItIes. I want to

be irresponsible, I want to be played wLth I want someo to take
care of me."

Helpee: (cries softly)

Exam les from play with children: "You like to do very hard things to
show yourself and me that you are good at things. Sometimes you don't feel too
good about yourself, even wonder if you can do anything right." "You're afraid
Monde likes your sister better and it makes you sad, and angry at Nomie.

B. Recognize the smtAys.A.t.

Go beyond the helpee's experience of himself as passively victimized or
as driven to act by external causes. Recognize the active feelings and response
tendencies which are at the edge of the person's awareness.

--- A

ExamPle.

"It's not an It. It's something you do,"

"It's such a load, caring for all these people. You're squeezed out.
you can't even scream."

Example

Helpee: I just spent the weekend with my parents and something very strange and
disturbing happened. I feel so alone. It's like they're fading away,
almost like, like, like they're dying for ne.

Helper& You're killing them off in your heart.

Example from a communication workshop group session, In this helper-
helpee interaction, the helpee, a g_ l explores her feelings toward a girlfriend.

Helper: ... You 're trying to make it empty .,. There's some block there. You
know you want to talk, but not now

Helpee: Last night, a sort of crazy thing happeied. I was bugging G (another
girl) and one of the fellows said "Uhat's going on?" Another guy said
"S (the helpee, a girl) is in love with G (another girl)." This scared
me. Uh, I had to run away from it. I feel very close to G. It is love.
But to admit this is frieitening.

Helper: It's okay to see it, for yourself to say it, but -- when
says it .

y el e

Helpee: Yes, I can say it to G privately, or in jest, but to have eomeboy ssy
like that, it was frIghtening. And then, thenv I-I got hurt. Becavse
he said 'You know what we call girls like you?"

Helper: You were really pissed off at him

Helpee: (chuckle ) I wanted to really pun sh him. 0. K. kid! No more rides
for y914.

12b
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Helper: You d f

Helpee: I guess I just didn't knou what to do.

Helper: You're feelin that right now.

Helpee: I get mixed up. All confused.

Helper: So many2 so many feelings inside of you, you can't

Helpee:

Helper:

Helpee:

Helper=

Helpee:

Helper:

Helpee:

Helper:

Helpee:

Helper:

Helpee:

Helper:

Helpee:

Helper:

Helpee:

Things are O. K. until somebody tarta accus ng,
dirty. Then suddenly it is dirty.

one of them.

king things

You're mad at him for making something that was pleasant and nice for you
seem bad and rotten.

Sort of like, you're not allowed to have feel ngs, you're not allowed to
show these feelings because someone might say that they're di ty.

And maybe some of that's right here (i.e. in the group session, where
the dyad is working ). Talking about feel nge.

Probably. I, I don't know what to expect. And yet, right now I don't
care. -- Sometimes I get to the point where I really don't care about
what what I feel or how 1 perceive situations. 1 really don't care.

You're saying that, but -- I sense that maybe you're feeling something else,

I suddenly feel very calm. You know, what the hell I know. I know how
I feel about G! I know it isn't dir y! O. Ko9 SO I make it but I'm
not going to let you make it for al. I still love her.

But it's sti 1 scary. You're stlli shaking all over. (He pee laughs)
You'd like to make It go away.

guess you c n make it go a ay.

feels better to let it go away.

gue 0 0 0

There's ange here

not just at him that you're mad, Is at your elf too, for le
him in, for letting yourself get twIsted up and dirtied.

-- It took a long tine for me to realize, to sort it out --- I woke up
at five o'clock this morning and realized that, Is I let him make it
dirty 4411 After I thouLht about it this morning, I wasn't mad at him any
more. I maybe was still h9rt, but I wasn't angry.

It was something more in you n

And I wanted to understand why. I was hur 9 why I couldn't take It as a
joke when that's what it was meant as.
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Helper: Jhy aLI I so se itive?

Helpee: I was a bit angry with myself at that point when I r alized that,
yeah, I do feel close to G and I'm ashamed to show it in publie. This
is a bad thing to show. Lnd I wanted to sort that out and say, "Ohat
the hell it isn't bad" ... I feel better after having sorted it out and
realizing I tent to say 'N.e d d -- but I did it.

Helper: ou r not a victim any more. -Iilybe it was a mean thing to say b t
shit, it really pulled on a doubt that was in me.

C. Recognize the enlcted side othe feeling implied, fo r example, by ex-
pression of d sl te for a sItuation and yet voluntarily remaining in it (Pierce
and Drasgow

Examole from a conunIcation workshop session.

Hel In the last little while, ve been finding myself being -- abrupt with
people -- you know because when I feel that, that they're holding me back
from doing work or taking up ny time and, and it's sort of an up tight
feeling and it makes me really angry. You knows to think that what I have
to do is more important -- than people.

Helper: -I don't like this in myself. I feel so helpless, so unable to be the
person I want to be, so much a victim of the pressures.' ---- .There's also
a stronger part of you that's coming, the part that does say "No." And
you're not on friendly terms _ith that- that part that can say "No" to
people.

Helpee: Yeah, you mean the part that sets lImits, yeah.

Helper: The part that sets limi
nay not like you.

it scares you, becau friends

Helpee: That's exactly right, because as I was w lking across the field this
morning I was thinking that that matters so much that I can't.

Examole from a coumiuntcatlon workshop session.

H-lpee: I told the therapist last night in our group that I was just ac good as
he vas.

helper

Helpee:

Helper I feel you being sc_rezi to fight with him too. It sounds very tenuous
-- I to _c'. the therapist

You were really feeling your oats.

I -- 'Jot I fe_t more lL1e X iyas fighting him.

Helpee: Yeah. It was harder for me to say it. Inside I was raving, you knot
but when I came up, when I came to say it, it was a different story. But
I really did. Doy, some of the things I was saying, I wasn't even
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responding to what he was s ying, I was just saying th n But today
for me, today it's more the scary part, the iear. But I felt strong when
I said those things, very strong, and he seemed strong too, he could
take it. "Tow there's some doubt there --- I wonder what I did.

Halpe 2:. You want to go back and find out if he's still there.

Helper 3: I have sort of a feeling that yo e wondering if, when you went b ck,
if he be angry with you.

Helpee: Yeah, a bit. I'm challenging hi

D. Empathize rcinz_pi.9191_13,1ence.

I see you sitting there, not talking, and I'm trying to feel how you must be
feeling. I sense you're uncomfortable. Perhaps you're feeling 'Can I trust him
or maybe it's more trying to find the ubrds to tell about the feelings inside you."
I can a most use the strength, the joy in you. Your heart is singing."

Seif-Discloure

Disclose fee li :.:a which are simIlar o the hel ee

As the helpee explore , attend to similar feelings and meanings in your own, per-
sonal experience. ThIs is like being helper and helpee at the same time, yet
keeping the focus on the other's exploration of himself.

Some o Reveal similar feelings in a way that (a) shows that you are
like the other with problens and sorrous and vulnerabilities and joys; (b) reveals
you as an unique individual and as an open person, a human being with intimate
inner experience which can be openly shared in this relationship eVen though such
experiences might be extremely embarrassing if told under other circumstances;
(c) helps you get a better sense of, and better express, the other's inward ex-
perience putting into words deeper feelings about the experience than the helpee
has been able to put into words for himself; (d) helps concretize the other's ex-
perience; and, (e) returns the focus to the helpee's continued exploration of himr
self by ending with for example, 'mend you may have been jolted the same way"
"...and I think this is a big thieg for you too, to suddenly see your elf. .1

...and I felt that just now when you were talkin

Some don't- (a) Don't shi.:t the_focus to yourself. Don't reveal.your
self solely out of your own needs. () Don't use your experiences as a subtle
way of giving advice. (c) Don't say I felt the same way" but say how you've felt,
(d) Don't try to divert the other froll focusing oh you.

C nstruct ve L.:haring of Similar Fee .ings

1. Self-disclosure which shifts the focus to the helper. Cr the helper actively
tries te divert the other's attention from focusing upon the helper's personal
life.
2. Self-disclosure which subtly acvises.

No self-cisclosure. No active evasion of self-dIsclosure. The focuf
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exclusively on the other.
4. Self-disclosure characterized by two of the -do's."
5. Ce1fdisclosure characterized by all of the -dols.

from a communication workshop.

Helpee: I'm struggling with e;:amination and evaluatio I don't UMW why --they
just thr into a panic.

Helper: 'Alen I went back to graduate school that first term member constantly
having my stomach in e tight painful ball, waiting to see how I was doing.
It was like life and death hanging in the balance. It 1.9. like life ana
death for you now.

Zzanilia from a co unication workshop.

Helpee: It's so hard for _la to talk ir class. I'm af id.

Helper: I get scared ild say something stupid something not worth while. Lnd
then to top it off, I feel the pressure from the others to talk up,
afra d to say and afraid not to say. I wonder if that's the way it is
for 12m.

Example from a dyadic interview with a child. The boy-a: expressing
his scarednessof his daddy and his guilt over having bad thoughts toward daddy.
The helper, a grown man, let Ws am childhood memories well up in him. The
helper shared how mean he used to feel toward his own pappa when his pappa_strapped
him, how he wished bad things would happen to his pappa and his pappa would get
hurt and, sometimes, that he would even die. It was as if a great weight suddenly
rolled off the boy as he exclaimed, wide-eyed, 'It's 0. N.? You wanted to hurt
yorir daddy too?"

Example from a cornunIcction workshop.

Helpee: I'm feeling sort of, um, generalized unsureness with myself. Like it
sort of generalizing from, uh, from school to, to a couple of personal
relations. And it's always like, um, I'm always looking at myself over
my shoulder. c:fter m doing something I'm questioning myself. Am-
bivalence feelings.

pe7. I get sometimes, where I look at everythIng I do -- twice. verythLng
I do, I examine it, an6 then I don't know if I should have done it Is
that how it is for you?

Exam le from a communicetion workshop.

Helpee: I feel really tender and hind of weak. 3ven though I know, like I'm
afraid to, to do things, even though I know I can do them. Like, I kri
I can get the stuff done, I'm afraid to do it. Like I wee suppose to
call Don Chandler to go and see him to talk about the placement, like
-mow I cen do that, I rehearsed what I could tell him a million times
and yet m just too afraid to go And see him.
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Hel er, "hen I find self holdiAg back, and
I'm really scared somebody is goi.g t
a d I'm just too weak to take it not

enough't0 take it at that time.

0 Direetioi:, if the i teractiou.

look at it, it usually ends where
say Ho to me, m gonna get hur
trog eLough to take it, -Aot trocz

(:d p:ed the Ta-ko Ae
zed in Carkhuff & Zerei..son, 1967, pp. 15 - 6 )-

hen commu icatio .. breaks down, and the helpee ms away to externalize-
tions, do 't run along with him Fw.ction indapeAently of the helpeels focus.
intesi_y your empathic search for perso,a1 meaniag et the very tine when the helpee
flees to apparent meani,glessness. Redouble your efforts to relate seemikey
irrelevant, remote expressio_s to personally meaAngful expetUnces of the helpee.
After all, the helpee's choice of irreleva,t and impersonal material is SJ. some way
persoa1.. It is up to you to stretch, to tune in on his meaAng. Make it very
difficult for the helpee to maintain au externalizi g0 distancing set.

&to. le: (from Carkfuff & Zere o 1967, p 160)

Helpee: That reminds me, theLe's sothtug about this tow-, It's an awfully cold
town. Northerners are so blasted-uh-indifferent. Or I don't know, they
certainly not very warm or easy to know. I've been here since last sum
and I swear I don't ki anybody at all.

Hel It hard to where you stand, at some deep level you feel very much
alone, or eut off.

004,00011P

Helpee: ...A-

then

Helper: I wo_
care?'

fiaally one neighbor stopped i to 'Jo=
didn't see a yone else for another tt7o w

a stick of butter and and
ks.

er if you ot really asking, "loes anyone aroudd here really

Example from a dyadic interview.

Helpee: TTe11 see, I think it boils down to what you choose as your voc o,, iht
you're going to do i. life. In my particular vocation, I don't give a
damn whether it's buildLIg houses or peddlis mortgages or what it is
I'm a busiaessman. L .d if you're a schoolteacher, you want to be the best
school teacher. Probably the beat measure of your success is to look
back 30 years after the first class you graduated &id see what they're
doi4g.

Helper: See what they did, yeah.

Helpee: 21:d this is probably the best way of measw .g your success, a4 if you
look back and if they;ve done wonderfully well. NAybe 10 out of your first
clnas, maybe you harl 10 doctors and 5 schoolteachers and um 2 u,,iversity
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professors a 4

Helper: Thatever I do, I W4 t to do well.

Helpee: & e couple of deb= g od bricklayar- a

Helpe- Yeah, whatever I do

Relpee: you'd probably f el p etty proud of yourself.

Helper: 'I we to do well a d I tlaNt to b- proud of it

Helpee: Yeah, well at this poi t you'd prob-bly feel a bit proud of yourself.

Helper: You feel

Helpee: If you're a schoolteacher.

Helper: You feel proud of yourself.

Helpee: Well, (sigh) .ot particularly proud of myself. It just probably boosts

my ego a little bit more. But I wctild 't go walki g dow the street with

my chest out.

hn

IL-341er: 110,

Helpee: 7:ecause I'd made

H.lp r: ;Aut you feel proud iside you.

Helpee: '?ello if you didn't fa
be the p-int of doing i ,

roud i side yourself, what iu the hell would

Helper: Put agai it comes back to the sane old thi V does..'t like to show
too much of any emotion. Emotiorls are taboos to the ge-eral populace.
I can feel the pain I can feel the pride, I can show it at home. nut

I m not goig to ever broadcast it. I dor't wa7.t to stand out.

later i. the same interview

Helper: 'I am still I co.trol of my life and that a good feeling.°

Helpee; T=4ell, yeah. (laughs) If you're not in con =rol of your life, you're a
problem for someme to take in hand.

Helper: 'llod I won't be a orob

Helpee: o o oe if they Ca ponsIly help it shoule be a burde to the rest of
society.

Helper: I will lot be a burae t- -he rest of society if I_ ca possibly help it.

Helpee: o -- because I'm t o proud. But, uh, if omeo-e is a butte , I suppose
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they should look for

Helper: B t I'm 0.0

Helpee: If you could spiel out E

Helper: Dut I don't even think,
11 work it out my way.

-G9-

ort of help so they won't be a burden.

I your problems and it helps, fine, th good.

f I spiel them out to you, R ould help.

Helpe -Uh, Yeah. If I had a basic deeper problem, I'd spiel it out. Lut it
isn't such a great --- i there is a problem, it isn't such a great one
that I can't overcome it (laughs)

Helper: (laughing) You almost slipped the e

Hel ee: Uos I didn't aluost
slip! (laughs hear-

Ezsapt from a d'a
materIal and then she wants

not really. I.2'jou're in control you don'
ly).

in which the helpee has been dealing wIth paInful
o run.

Helpee: I'm just trying to figure out how we got on
tion (gi sling) because ...

"Because I didn't want to get there."He .er, -h lau-h).

Example from a dyad in e c

Helpee: -then I say what hap2eted
not gonna, I'm not gonna
let her say th-ngs
how ...

nication u---tshop ses

_ pulled out and
et nvolved. uh.

--ithout trying to ?r-

part of the conv a-

on.

uh -- just said "I'm
nd said well "I'll just
ide any clarification of

Helpe night now there's a struggle within you to, you don't know exactly what
you want to do. You ron't know if you can, if you can buy one or the other.

Helpee: Yeah. Sort of I like th what I feel I'm doing and what I started to do
was say things like uh "Let's, uhl let's go on a picnic" or "Let's get
away from it, let's uh so to the lake and go swimming.' So we vent out
to the lake and, uh, sat around with my uncles and drank beer and uh
roasted hot dogs and roasted steaks and just -- let, let ourselves go,
you know

Helper: Tried to get away
was troubling you.

the feeling of -- the real deep problem that

Helpe Yeah (perfunctory). I, I think i nice place, uh, to do it,
because it, it's a cottage on a lake and uh xe had a chance to sort of
get -- uh, relating to nature, the hills ate --

Helper: But you're not quite sure tLztit this was really meaningful.
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Helpee: It certainly didn't jovtcle Lhe right kind of atmosphere for meetLng
people. -- I mean we mat a lot of hot doge and we met a lot cf beer,
but ulh -- we certainly -idn't meet each other.

Help You didn't really get doun to --

Helpee: Vo. Ue adn't really. taik about anythtn
was very nonFmmlving.

Helper: In some way note too you shying a a
really tackling it.

.'e ked -about jobs.

teeping it away, not

Helpee: Yeah. There's so much there tha work with. It's like I said,
the person I'm most concerned about is m7 mother. She's had a lot of
crises, and she's come out one-down instead of one-up in a lot of them
and uh I'm very concerned about her.

Helper eflecting) "How can I help?'

Helpee: Lnd every time 1 try to help I feel that I'm do ng
feel helpless to eo anything about it.

(adaptee from Niener & hehrabien, 1

harm than good

i'.ctively reduce tle helo e's remoteness from his own exper
the helpee closer to his experience of the moment. Generate iMmedia
with ouner hip of feelings.

ence. Bring
e exp iencing

(1) Gene ate immediacy of place. Say e''''this" these" instead of
that or those. 'You dislike this man, instead of Zou dislike that man.

(2) Generate immediacy of time. Refer to present, ongoing experience
instead of past or future ex?erience. "Lou dislike this man' rather than --Zou
dtsliked that man."

(3) Increase personal specilic ty. Explicitly delineate the specific
person. 3ome ,don'tss (a) no implicit, impersonal references, "The (your)
dominant feeling was dislike (of the man ). (b) Uo averinclusion by naming
classes of persons, "One dislikee such men." (c) ITO underinclusion by referring
to a part or aspect of the person, 'You hate the man's guts. (d) No negation
when an affirmative statement is possible, "You didn't dislike the men."

(4) Generate unqueW ed ownershIp of feelings, I feel ... instead
h.nk I feel ..." or -1 guess it s something like this for me.

Exeerat f om a dyadic interv ew.

Helpee: Some people are more gifted with this than others and, you know,
puttins myself in the last category.

Helper: ;nd you d really like to be able to get involved with people.

Nelpee: Yeahd sure, who wouldn t
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He _er: And yol'd like to gct invo ved with me.

Relpee: well, with what ye 7e doing, atanittlx, you know, I think

Helper: seems so hop less.

Helpee: there's, it could -- feelings, yov knau, there's never an em to
feelings everybody has different feelings psople always have feelings.

Helper: y u're having feelings ri h

Nelpee: Yeah, yeah. Of a kine, I guess you could call it. I like to, you
know, gossip, yeah, 1 like to .0..

Helper: (gently reflecting) d like to be honest with yoU but I can't.

Zixa rile from a corAmiunleation workshop.

Helpee: I get afraid to threaten, when I perceive other people as stupid
stopping me. But I don't know my aun values when, when decision time
comes. I don't know if I'd really really -- which is stronger? -- when
I see somebody gets hurt, I block that out, but I always loose the feeling
that I've really stuc!: to my guns. Because I don't see it right through.
I loose my own reasons for sticking to i,

Helper: There was a time when I had to face certain things in my marria-
that time I had moved, and Joanne hadn't. 7Ast she had no idea. She
thought we were just great. To open it up, I had to shatter her world.
Lnd I asked for more. !.nd I caused her great pain. It was very haretto
justify the pain.

Helpee: I feel I won't b ablq to justify making demands on people. If they
really oppose me, an., really resist, then I go away until it gets worse4
The aituation has to be.come really terrible before X

Helper: I wonder if you're experiencing that in any specific ways like I've
experienced, or if it's a hind of general, abstraet issue for you. I

don't know how much of it is the thaoretical questions we're work
in seminar, and how much t very real for you.

Helpec: .ight now i real f.Lm seeing you, with Jean.

Helper: Zut how are ynp in that position? How are ys2m, fighting

aelpee: I'm afraid I'm not. :tit this is what I believe in. I'm just dealing in
small skirmishes, and consolidating my position, until I really feel
strong enough to.

Helper: There must be some specif c ways in which you re needing to say something
Like I can't get a concrete feel of how it is for you.

Helpee: Zecaiae right ncry everywhere that I'm relating to people, I m not as
much as I'd like to be. I don't know how to make the decision. I can't
think of specific people or.situations.
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Hel,ev.: That's what I'd iik to get closer to, I don't know the aliveness of
issue for you. I haou it's philosophically & meaningful one. Lnd I
know that you ask yourself always to be bet But I don't get a se
of what you're really wo-il!ting on.

Helpee: I feel like I've got the greatest built n defense system in the worlf.%
I get to the point where I don't know if X'm 'ust making the issues -- or
if its real Comctiiec I just thirik they're fanctful maneuvers without
digging in. in1 somettues I know that I won't live ca my real problems
in this group. I won't get in touch with my own bad feelings, just the
good ones. I feel immobilized now and I want to go away ard start on the
upward swing again and if I accelerate fast enough, the feelings will go
away and I won't have tc face them.

alEillaILIEEWAELSJIELA26.11aLaILIZEMEE. (Ldapted from Zutler, :ice
'Elgstaff 1962; Rice, 1965). Turn each other on. Be more alive to yourselves.

If the other is deadening and constricting, you model for him by being slightly
more vitalizing and stimulating than him at each interchange. Arouse trains of
association and expand the range of new inner experience generated by the other.

1. Use fresh connotative language: (a) Use fresh stimulating rords
or word combinations; (b) ConvIruct vivid metaphores or figures of speech with
high imagery. Construct high auditory and kinaesthetic images as well as visual
images. Examples from a discussion of a client's/ self-uithholding: _"just flirting
ith things- -drains you' -come on full" -a hidin place from fear" 'a goo& place

to keep your head above ater -- but just your hea- "you want to be out ef water,
all of you, your body keeps squirming around fightIng to get out.

Hel ee:

- ample from a co unication workshop session.

mikture. sto ch'_ churning a bit but I feel quite peacefu

Helper: It's like there's c atom inside of the calm overall.

Helpee: There's a ship in
the storm.

He p

The ship knows it can steer straight through

You know you're goIng to make It. You have real confidence. You could
almost enjoy it

Helpee: Yeah. Enjoy the storm.

Helper: I like that too, when you feel things buffeting, and yet you know you're
strong enough to get through.

2. Expressive voice quality, manifestins high energy, color, range, and
ir-agular and appropriate emphases.

hyoid cadenced or sing-song volce quality, i.e., speaking witL regular
emphases which shifts emphasis from its nanral location for effect rather than for
meaning.

3. Expressive boaily gestures which amplify the meaning: facIal expres-
sions; gross arm movements. plixampleql 'I'm way out here (with large arm novement
pointing beyond helper) ana you're way back there (with large arm movements pointing
beyond helpee). "You experience it like a fog, closing in around you (with
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enveloping arm gesture .

vir ct toward focucin g on exper_ence
See sector F, .rLs a nelpee, Explore your elf. DISCUSS the preliminaries

of focusing (outlined in Sector 17) with the helpee until the helpee's own descrip-
tion convinces you that he grasps them. In a little introductory discussion,
explain each point one at a time. Then invite the helpee to give examples. nis
examples will often show that he hasn't understooe yet. Wore discussion follows.
T.Ihen he comes up with an example that is right, only then can you be convinced
that he understands. Give the focusing instructions informally, in your own
language, vary their order, and wor% repeatedly on steps where difficulty ari-es
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Sector H

;30.COTTTER ChE A _

Experience and e;:press the o,her's impact on yov and yours on him
Act fom your center. Fight cn 7. love, constructiv-Iy.

Dia ui ;icall

include both yourse
and the other in
interaction

"Ipu_Essentia lly ouniçate
"5oth you and I re equally able to love and hurt one another. B ch

wants to be received to be stretched but not consumed, by the other. The time
mine and yours to intensify and passionately express our livings, for neither of
us can retrieve this time we are to ether (adapted from Steinzor, 1967)."

Exa 1-s

-I fe 1 so terribly sad. You knows I think I've been so worried about being a
good wife that it has taken ne avay frommv." "Right now you're so hurt you
can't even tell me in case X hurt you again."_ get furious when dinner is an
hour late" to which the other might respond, "I get furious when dinner is on
time and you aren't; let's el.ther move the regular hour or you call me when you
vyill be late (Zweben 195C, p. 74)." 'You're boiling. You want to hurt
me baek."I'm so sad. I miss you already,- "You're really let down. You
thought we'd make ti together an now you feel me holding myself back."
very_mad.at myself and mad et you because I need your approval (adapted from
Bobele, 1965)." "Hey, I've got a bone to pick with you:" "You're angry -- and
deeply hurt. You feel I don't give you any of myself -- my feelings, or my help.

I. Explore your im_act on tne other.

3elf-disclosu- type 40: the way you affect the ot i the o h_.
reactions and feelings t rd yo

:41ational Immediacy Scale

The degree to which the helper ignores or recognizes the helpee's reac-
tlons to the helper.

Level 1. The helper simply ignore.s all helpee messages that m ght have to do with
the helper. If the helpee is talhing about others in general, the helper aey
remain silent or ignore the feeling.
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Level_2. The helper reilects the helpee's feeling_ about others, but the heIpee
does not connect what the helpee is saying to what is going on between the helper
and the helpee in the immediate moment. The helper ic not closed to examining the
rel-tionship$ but the helper does not connect the helpee's expressions with himself.

Leverle_ The helper relates the helpee's feelings to himself in an open but
cautious and tentative manner.

.tevel 4. The helper explicitly relates the helpee's feelings directly to the
helper. The helper does not he i-ate to openly face the helpee's feelings tows-
him.

(Ldapted from Carkhuf, 326-32

Instructions to Helpers

Explicit yl openly relate the ether's express one about others directly
to yeur.elf, to his feelings touar e. you and toward what.is going on, between you and
him in the here and now. )irectly interpret the helpee's reactions to you in the
immediate moment.

esk yourself: what is the issue that he is workIng on with Adu is
his growth struggle being expressed in our relations p? Uhat behaviors of mine
activate him? Inlet in me is he responding to er ask ng for?

,re you triggerins en affectional issue for the other?

Examples: "Can I know you and yet love you?"4 anger fri_ htens you.
You're afraid I'll destroy you.- 'Awn I don't do things for you, you feel
uncared for.' "You want to take me hone with you. rince you can't, you at least
want me to give you one of the toys.- "You're mad when I pay attention to others.
You want all of me. You want me to stick to you like glue." "You're wondering
if I can really like you when I have other children coming here and I like them
too. You're afraid I might like them better."

Are you ge-'erating a coet ol issue for the other? Examples: "You ii_ce
me to follow your orders. g I do is good e,ough." "You want to be the
leader of the group instead of me. You'd like to show me that you could ru thin
in a better, more efficient way.

Promote the exper encins of the helpee's basic problem as an immediate
interpersonal process. Learn whet aceleeates the helpee's affective concern in
the current interaction. Examine your own previous behaviors which are triggering
the helpee's feelings. Examine your expressions as the force which probably activa-
ted particular dynamics in the helpee. For example, if the helpee is bringing out
past experiences where he felt punished, search for instances where your responses
might have been experienced as punitive. (Adapted from Kell & Mueller, 1966).

Instruc ions to Helpees

For practice in a communication wo kshop, the helpee can be given a
en instruction ss follows:
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Focus on the Helper's Dehavi_L

Lfter about two minutes of exploring yourelL indi
aspect of the helper's behavior that is having an impac sat
factory) upon you. For example:

wish I could find a way to maLe myself understood,

ctly focus or, an
factory or unsatla-

getting a sense of just ho-3 aood it feels to have someone trying to understand

'For me to be with my feeitngs, 1 have to be
I have some sort of trust.

"People are so phony and super

Exa pies

sort relattonshtp where

'Ilhen a counselor listens to a client's communication as a behaviora_
guideline for how a counselin3 relationship Is proceeding, then whatever the client
reports of his current life experiences may have some particular relevance to the
course of that relationship. To illustrate our point, 1Fr. Tom and his counselor
had been having a good deal of difficulty in communicating effectively with each
other. During the course of their difficulties, Ur. Tom approached one of their
counseling sessions by reporting difficulties he had been having in getting along
with people during the week. He spoke at some length about people being bothersome,
rritable and superficial. The counselor, insteae of responding to the dynamic con-
nection between these events as displaced feelings about the adequacy of their
present relationships talked with Er. Tom as though these incidents were unrel -ed
to their sessions. qe suspect that the counselor in this relationehip did not
respond because he was already feeling guilty and angry about being ineffective.
Had the counselor's own mdxed feelings about the client not immobilized him0 he
could have revitalized the relationship by incorporating the client's experience
into their interaction. (ell :St Lbsiler, 19660 pp. 41 42),"

-1 guess you're iac. at me because I'm leaving. I don't feel good about
it either. It just never feels right to me to go away and leave you in here.
have to go, or else I'll be.late for everything I heve to do all day today, and
I'll feel lousy about that. ---In a way, I'm glad youu don't want me to go. I

wouldn't like it at all if you eidn't care one way or the other (Cendlin, 1967,
p. 390).'

"i:ou I'm sad that ewbarrassed you in there. I am always worrying about
being late and I get rattled. ':ut I wish I hadn't rushed you in front of all

just what I vish you didn't have to put up withthose people -- that bad feelin
(Gendlin, 1967, p. 389).

Just then, when you
didn't know what to say, but now I wonder, Are you mad at me? (Gendlin, 1957,
p. 339).

7449 so maybe you ses me like your father, but I think my little speech
also was aggravating because it wes something you hnew, it was taking down to you.
can sound like you don't Itnov your AEC's. I have this tendency to overdo my

values and sermonize. LT only get is that you di4n't call me on the spot
(Steinzor 1967, p. 90)."

that face, I didn't eay anything because I
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In play with a child u like It when I do things for you."
hats -e when I say 'no."'

In a group: "You see her so weak and needy and you_ just want to take
care of her. You want that same caring when you're bleedi_

'You get mad at me when ever you feel me picking on someone. I bring
out the real protector in you. '7ou can't bear to see the angers in me that you're
trying to keep down in yourself

client may assure a counselor, for example that he is succeeding in
helping h- but at the same time the client may talk aoout how weak his father is.
!Jc believe that at such times, the counselor should consider the probability that
the client Is also concerned about the counselor's weakness ... If, for example,
a client repeatedly expresses critical feelings toward others, then ... the
counselor may suggest that 'Perhaps you feel critical of me.' The dynamic under-
lying the counselor response is that he is not fearful of the client's critical,
hostile feelings and that he is perceptive but not punishing. & Mueller,
196' pp. 40-41)."

g,xsgsss_fs2madadic interv ew.

Helper: 0. K., 1 kind o- see your as saying that, um, you know, "I'd like to get
mad ar I'd like to be able to take a stand that's opposite to someone,''

Hel?ee: Yeah, I'd like to be able to, but with love in it.

Helper: :nd have people still accept mem':

Helpee: Yeah, that would be ideal.

Helper: Lnd it bothers you that you haven' been able to accept me, as a person.

Helpee: L4s. It's not been that conscious. But certainly not. 0o, I guess
it's bothered me that I haven't.

Helper: Alen you think about

Helpee: Yeah.

Helper: T.Jhen you let your sel:c think about i

Relpee: uh huh. (pause) I've just been made so aware of destroying people, that
it's almost overuhelming, that I can't let myself do anything that's,
that's threatening to them.

Helper: You run.

H lpee: LInd I try to think that _t's g

elpe Lut you re not re lly convinced.

Helpee: 131-4 confused, b cause
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5-

Zxamole of relational iediacy from a dye during a communication wor
shop session.

Helpee:

Helper:

wIt's something that's, you know, it hap ens an awful lot to me, and
that's when I don't have things all nicely sewn up, and there are loose
ends hanging all over, I get really tense, and really jittery, and like
a big knot inside my stomach, and 19 I don't tune in to anything except
that. You know, last night was just a perfect example in class. I, 1

didn't hear a thing that anyone was saying, I was worrying about getting
an apartment and getting my thesis done, and things for this course and
things there, anl going to Calgary, and going home and where am I going to
leave my stuff, and, and, you know, I just uorked myself up into a real
state like I was really hyper. And I wandered around last night for jus
hours, you know, just talking and talking insanely --- sort of very quic
ly and not making any sense, uh, um, -- you know I'm really feeling it
right now, sort of like I need to go out and swim or do something to get
rid of some kind of energy.

You don't like it that you get so worked up.

Helpea: That I'm so compulsive that I, you know, everything has to be ordered
properly and it has to be done on time and in a good sequence, and if I
don't, tlien I get into a flap.

H lper: 'Aly can't I be more casual about things.

Help e: Yeah. You knov put iyself through undue strain going through this
because I know these things il get done but, you know, -- _ma minute
has to be organized.

Helper:

Tielpee:

Helpee:

This minute you feel tense, that you shouLI be workIng and organ,izi
loose ends instead of sitting here talking with

Yeah) I feel like I'n just going on rattling at you instead of being with
you.

7a,..tass.LIE2ra_isizsslic nterviey.

.and that prett, much the way I've learned to uh inhibit my uh, my
emotionality. 'Alien ,Isses me off. Because I want to blow up sometimes
and I can't. Like sometimes I want to cry, and I can't cry.

Helper: Right now you'd like to cry.

Helpee: I think I wouldn't mine_ shedding a few tears. It would be a very, a
great release. I never can feel that I Can let myself go.

Helper:

Helpee:

Helper:

Because I've been hurt and I afr id that I can get hurt again.

That's right.

.nd even here, I don't knoll- ti.w helper may not accep a
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He e: I don't, uh, yeah, C. I. Uo, I think you wnuld, it's sort of an experx
mental situation, right now the situation la iafluencing. t's face it.
Everybody is involved in his own life. Lnd you really don t get people
sitting down with other people and saying I ,usaly care about you. Your
feelings really matter to me." And I don't like being weak, a burden upon
somebody else to, you know, shed all my troubles on them or whatever it
Is. Ly troubles are my troubles or my troubles are my wife's and my

Helper: Lnd I guess I would want to be burdened w th yours.

Help (laughing) You wouldn't?

Helper: I would

lpee: You would.

lper: Yes, right now I uould.

Example of immediacy interpretation, relatIng the helpee's averted eyes
while talking with the helper to his avoidance of openness in other encounters.

Hnlpee: (constantly looking own) Yeah, that wheys I am, I see there I shouV,
change. And yesterday we went over to ths audio-visual center, maybe
that's what started it, and I couldn't believe it. I saw how I. and
everybody was just being themselves. An-1 it wasn't very long before I
just realized that I was just sort of being a coquette. I just didn't
let anything out I started feeling so useless (tortured crying;
still looking down at ern of chair)

ou see other people , ing progress and chang ng makes you feel
rotten inside.

Helpee: (sobs)

Helper: 1hy can't I do sorathing about this Thy eo i.have to be so -

Helpee: I don't know what to do.

Helper: It hurts when you --

Helpee: And I was so afraid to ask anyone to help me today. And so I asked IA such
a stupid way. I said 'Uavs you got any time at noon?" (deep crying,
still looking down at arm of chair)

Helper: It's so hard to be open -- You can't even look

Helpee: Yeah. I'm afraId to loci!: at anybody.

ht now.

_xamole from later in t e s me interactIon, of an inubedlacy Interpretation
aroufl the helpee's open g1v2.ng o: himselt.
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Heipee: I never really diel muca a: at -one unle-s i t was of use to me.
keep hoardirg or nyseL

Helper. liow it makes you feel bae.

Help ry bad.

Helper: You fe--.1 like sue,. a shit,

Helpee: (sobs) I always thougaL I was giving so much I was trying so har_, I
did try hard. But everything I gave was just like me being up on a
stage and giving people things because thats what the script read.

i loer: You lent it to be real now.

Helpee: Lnid that's vhy, whe ies), And that's why, when I meet sonebody after
haven t seen them fcr: a while, I go around the block or across the

street and avoid them. ecause I know that I really haven't given them
anything. And so why would they want to talk to me.

Helper: You want to run away ):ror. them.

Helpee: 11 my life I'm just running --- But I not going to run an

Helper: You feel you've done this with me.

Heloec: Yeah -- but not fo7 a while. hcA_ s why I wanted x22 this morning

Holper: You have given ... Tom -- there has been a change. I felt used be ore --
but not the last whilc -- and not today.

Helpee: (cries ) -- I can't believe that I actually Cid this (i.e., interacted
this openly now, givin3 of himself so openly). It's surpr sing to me,
this morning.

jatankle from a communica .on workshop sesston in which the helpee cannot
y and Oeal with his angers unttl the group letrle relates the helpee's expres-

sions directly to himself, Lo what is going on between leader and helpee im the
immediate moment.

Heloee: I'm pulling away from it. I'M off it. I didn't want to be
ot off it. I'm deteminai- I've got to keep it.

and I

I -lpe:: 1: You're always losing things. You lose the happiness, and you lose
sadness, and now you lose your anger. Ln4. 'you really want -o have th

Ae -- because I really,
losing. Like it wasn't th sa_ness I Ornited.. I was just _taying with the
feelings Yeah 0 .

to stay with my A: elings. Th. what.I-m

Helper You're determine yoe not going to.

ipe :- Getting it and losing .ing it

14

losir 0 I s all
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Leader: You keep getting fulls and you're scared both of
the fullness. (reflecting) "I'm really scared
and I'm also scared of losing it.

e fullness and losing
staring that full

Helpee: I fee. you're doLig something to meo You're making me feel something
that I don't feel. '.:he second part is right, but the framework of the
first part is wroL Pull doesl't mean

Leade - Full just meaLis full of whatever I am that ---

Helpee: (abruptly cutting i Zverytime I say it, you take it away from me.

Leader: You ve got to hit back 4ow, G. You've got to slap me in the f c

Helpee: 0. K. t' cha4e it let s say I want to -- hold you off.

Helper 2: It's like, let me have it by my lf. (Pause)

Helpee: Do I got something to sell you? You kLou, that's what it's about. It's
not -- I won't hits,.this is the truth, but I've got something to sell you
too. You've got something to sell you*

Helper 2: (reflecti!s) nd I do.lt thiA you're acceptin -hat I'm sellIng.'

Helpee: I feel defiant.

Helper 1: (reflectig) "You don't recognize oc,e.

Helpee: I'm doing the same thing In here right now that I did a few minutes ago
ia Ti's office. Ane I feel real good about It.

Excerpt from a communication workshop.

Helpee: I-m gettiag a seose of, uh ust how good it feels to have someon
trviA to uAerstand you* Realiy trying to understand you* I think
could be (sigh and smile) infinitely patient with someone who kept evu

understanding as long as they did it in the right way. So long as it
wasn't forced on me or anythiAg. If they really tried to figure out what
I paid, makes it seem so worthwhile* Like, I wonder every time I say
something whether it's worthy of being looked at. But when people are
really trying

Helper: That strikes a very personal chord in me. I know that at first you alu ye
thought that I was pushing thiss on you, that I was trying hard aad that
it didn't matter whether you were there or not. And that you have the
feeltig now, that you reel that I'm in the e trying, that makes ma feel
much better. That you don't think of Me es someone trying to do some-
thi.ig to you.

Helpee: It has a lot to do with the way, with that real care that you pu _t into
kqowing meaning, it's really helpful I just like
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Excerpt from a c- Acation workshop.

Helpee: I'm feeling sort of 3 Ull1g back f- m it right now.

Hel e : That's the way I'm feeling too. Somehow, I'm conveying that Im not with
you enough for you to be with me. I feel that I need to be w th your
feelings more.

Helpee: For me to be with my feelings, I have to be i some so-t of relatIonshIp
where 1 have same sort of trust. And those are few and far between. I

VAS talking with gim after the last session, and neither of us was in very
much of a positior. to empathize with the other. Oeither of us was all
that with our feelings either, but she die make one sort of attempt at
SO= sort of empathy. I was explaining where I was as far as the course
goes, end things like that. And she made some very simple statement, uh,
about "It must really hurt" or somethin- like that, a very ordinary ear-
pathic sort of statements almost cliche in this group, and yet, that did
get through to me. I did feel the hurt.

Helper: o that you have a se:ise of cari 14 that tIm does car- for you.

Helper: There's no conscious sense of trust there.

Helper: It just there. ic other people in the grotp, including me n7, soTe-
how we're not comum4cating the same degree of caring for you and being
really interested in you to help take away some of the hwt. Somehow
you're not getting that message from us. So you pull away.

Example from a dyadic helping Interview In whi h the he1e has been
lizing, teliing storiec.

Helper: You're still holdi4g off talking about how you

Helpee: Yeah. I feel jitt

Helper: You don't want to let anything touch you.

Helpee: That s a good description.

Helper' You've concealed yourself InsIde. You're stuck -- afraid to go in.

Helpee: Yeah. I'm not thinkin3

Helper: _ou're blanking out.

Helnee: It snirnys me that I don't 1 Any feeling there! onfused.

Helper: Tr7 f Ir:7 i1 . on how you Try just sittIng with yourself, listening
Don't 107.:-

Fec.7 bodily n !

and. 11:1*z

Helbee: I ;'pc-11 ang-ry, confused.

. yourself :7ith words, but just let it come.
you are-now - what's central for you -

;:,rds -coMe fro:11 your feelings.
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H --r: _:u're hurting 0..

-H10-

e-t es weep 0.0. angry that you feel so sad.

Helpee: annoyed at y-c:

Helper: You feel I'm forcing you. You don't wane me to come too near.

Helpee: Yeah. I m trying to keep just a reflect!ng surface.

Helper: You maybe don t believe thnt I want to come near.

Helpee: I feel confused.

Helper: It's hard to get tngry et

Helpee. Yeah. I can ju g- annoyed because you're coming.

Helper: I'm looming there. You want to hold me off

Helpee: I feel out of breath! running.

Helper: r11 it! Le catch my breath.,"

Helpee: iait for me to make up A story.

Helpe You've run out of s :les and I'll be there nd you n't know f you want
me.

Helpe I'm backed up against a wall.

Helper: You e afraid to cone toward me.

Helpee: I panickly! There's no e c pe!

Helper: u're not sure you re lly want to go ins

Helpee: There's nothing there.

Helper: You resent having to keep telling me that.

Helpee: I want to tell you I feel something.

Helper: You're afraid I might see you and be disappointed.

Helpee: I don't know.

Helper: I hard to share your shahitic s.

Helpee: 1.7 _e in a Confrontation. Pm tense -- as far back as I can

Helper: UDOfltt come near me I don't uit you to see the nothin

Helpee: I'm p.ei_ed back against the e and you're still coming.

Helper: You're wondering if it wIll turn bloody -- if you'll be attacked.
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Helpee: Yeah. You're attac ing me and I don't iant to do anything.

Helper: You feel helpless. Don t kr whether to run or not.

Helpee: I feel relaxed. 7Je're at a truce. You've stopped.

Helper: I fon ttack you.

Helpee: I Confused why you're just sltttn

keep coming.Helper: You wan

Helpee: I feel you're not coming any more. You're s ill sitting there, not
forcing me- though commanding the whole si u tion.

Helper: You want me to keep reaching.

Helpee: I feel weird. I don't %now what -cu'r- going to do. Seel:

do anything -- I won't let you.

Helper: u feel strotr. You're in command and can decide.

Helpee: Yeah. I tj11 onfusee. Uouder if the bield will stay.

Helper: Yor're triumphant

Helpee: I f el very sti

Calm but disappoin-

you won't

Helpee: S tisfied. I felt anxious and pressured. You approached but never en-
I could keep you there.

Helper: I feel a huge che tween us.

Helpee: You have the ability to touch me and only went so far.

Helper: You're saying 1 didn t really want to come. You're throwIng It at meo
I still want in.

Helpee: It's gone now. You n't cone though you had tho power I didn't atop
you.

Helper: "You didn't really want to know me.

Helpee: People don't want to know

Helper: You don't trust that I d-

Helpee: I felt out ofbreeth.

Helpe- To let me in would only crush.

Helpee: I feel annoyed.
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Helpe- I feel a 1 bound up.

I throwing the blame on you.

Helper: I feel you s-opped me and are angry with me for having stopped. You want
me to force my way through in some way - to smash the barriers.

Helpee: Yeah. People should jum2 on me.

Helper: You don't believe anythin else.

Helpee: Yeah I don't. I never understand why people would hold a high opinion of
me. They don't knau me. But I don't either,

Helper: 'Zoit don't kno- if you want to know.

Helpee: I feel relieved.

Helper: I don't:

Helpee: You want 0
Helper: I feel annoyed - in a bind: I can't eo anythin h : You've set

it up so I either c ush you or n t want you.

Helpee: (laugh6i I'm laughing at you.

Helper: You're in power.

Helpee: I feel happy you're like that.

Helper: It's all my fault.

Helpee: Uou're on trial.

Helper: u re happy I m flaIlIng around.

Kelpee: (laughs) I feel ha= y I don't take it seriously.

Helper: Because you' e so controlled and anger shows that person up. You're
egging me on to be -stupid."

Helpee: I like to see you swim. 3iat I will feel sad when I walk away.

Helper: You kept me away and you ei n t want to.

Helpee: No, because I laughed.

Helper: You're killing off something in you.

Reacting to the o her-with construe ve sel -disclosure.
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:;enstructive Authentic' t Gcale

The degree to whIch the helper is genuine with the other, genuine in ways that
facilitate growth and that do not destroy.

There are several aspects of authenticity. One aspect of constructive authentic
is how much the helper is himsekf in the relationship. This centers on the cons
tency between the helper's experience, his awareness and what he openly reveals.
is he distant from his own experience? Or, does what he says and does express
exactly what he is feeling and thinking as he says it?

The second aspect of constructive authenticity is how much the helper
removes himself in the relationship. Is he behaving impersonally, according _o a
prescribed role concerning hou a helper "should" respond? Or is he clearly in-,
volved with the other as a person?

A third facet of -onsl uctive authenticity is the degree to which the helper
honestly ex.resses his itmediate £eelins toward the other on in the present
moment. This applies partIcularly when the helpee s growth struggle clearly involvet4
the helper or when the helpee wants to know the helper's feelings toward him. Is

the helper clearly contradicting his feelings toward the helpee? Does he avoid
expressing his exact feelings toward the other, for example, by speaking in a neu-
tral or flat and unspontaneous voice, by using cliches or abstractions, or simply
by reflecting the heipee's own feelings? Or, does he freely tell the helpee
exactly how he feels about him tt the time?

fourth aspect centers on the construe iveness of the helper au hen icity. Does
the helper, when he does openly react to the other, label the other as bad or blame
his character traits? Does the helper tell nothing og himself, of his own feelings,
but give only condemning evaluations of the other? Or, even if negative and
anxiety arousing, does the helper describe his own iamediate inner experience in
response to the other's concrete behaviors? Though often crisis precipitating, it
Is such experientially descriptive, nom-condemning honesty which another person can
use for his growth.

The helpe- s exprescions are clearly different from what he is feelIng
at the moment Or, the helperle only genuine responses are condaniing judgamente
of the other.

The helper may be defensive. Or, the helper s wor s are contradicted by his voice
quality or body movement. Frou the helper's voice quality, it might seem evident
that he is irritated or disgusted with the helpee, or strongly attracted to the
helpee, but he tries to deny thin by expressing the opposite or neutral feelings.
Or, it might seem from the helper's nom-verbal behavior that he is uneasy, per.
plexed, or frustrated, but he atteapts to deny it, or to express the opposite feeling
that he is composed and in control.

The helper might respond strongly and spontaneously, but with condemn ng judge-
ments which tell nothing of hthsel but which only label or blame the helpee as
bad, crazy, stupid, etc.

Level 2. The helper responic iiepersonally, according to a prescribed ro e con-
cerning the way a helper "should- respond in that situation. There is a 'profes-
sional- manner or a rehearsed quality, suggesting little involvement of the helper
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a person in the interaction.

The helper may respond uith appropriate words, but iLth a flat or neutral voice
quality as though he were 'miles away", with no enthusiasm, intensity or sponsi
taneity. Or, the helper may speak in a stylized way, for effect (e.g., a sing-
song pattern). Or, the helper may be understanding the other in a mechanical,
techniqued way. Or, the helper may be intellectually and "objectively" teaching
or analyzing the other.

Level. 3. The helper does not contradict his feelings about the he pee, but neither
does he exrwnss his exact feelings toward the other. He is neither authenic nor
inauthenth neither congruent nor incongruent- but acongruent.

The helper gives no positive cuea about his own feelings. The he per may be under-
standing the other as an involve 'alter ego," genuinely feelIng with the other,
and expressing his understanding in involved, intense ways

_Leve1_4. The helper expresses his feelings in a constructive way, although he
somauhat hesitant about expressing himself fully.

The helper hesitantly gives eoe pon itl:v0 ClUetA about hie fø.elIng and there is no
doubt that he really means vhat he says.

Level 5. The helper freely ane deeply expresses his imriediate feelIngs, both
loving and hurtful.

The helper owns his _Immediate feelings and explores what goes .on inside of him
uhen the helpee behaves in particular, concrete waye. The helper explores deeply,
searching for his full reaction to the other. 'The helper's response opens further
avenues for both helper and helpes exploration and grouth in the relationship.

(This scale represents combinations and extensions of Yie ler (1967) congruence
dimension and Carkhuff s (1959) facilitative genuineness scale.)

Self-disclosure type 0 -4 S: Disclose the other's impact on you, that
your feelings toward the other.

Elmer entiallv_Reapond_to Zeleee Prohes. Share and explore your feelings
toward the helpee or what he doec, erpecially when the helpee searches for how you
feel toward him.

The basic repeated questions for helpees are: whether you really care
(the ganuineness_of your_resgast), whether you really think he is worthwhile and
competent (again, the genuineness of your respect), and whether you are really
interested and really do want to understand him (the peemineness of your empathy)
Such issues are particularly keen in communication workshops where the early work
and the early structure typically bring forward "techniqued" rather than genuine
caring and understanding.

group leader will be tested out on his genuineness by every member of

the group in turn, before the group member will truly let the leader in. Vicarious:),

experiencing the leader's caring and underatanding for another group member is 1

mver enough. Ls a leader, you've got to melte it ulth each person, in a dyadic
relationship with each.
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To be truly genuine and constructive you need to do what you usually
ask the helpee to do. Helpers are accustoned to thrauing the burden for self-
exploration onto the helpee. issues of genuine regard and empathy arise, the
helper teeds to explore himself ji. order to open further areas of growth for both
himself and the helpee.

1. Focus upon your feelings and own them.
2. Experientially describe your own immediate inner experience in

response to the other's concrete behaviors. Ube the experientially descriptive,
non-condemning formula "I feel (describe your immediate inner experience when you
do (describe the other's action) adapted from Dyer, 1969, p. 1969. "Avoid con-
demning judguentss labels or blaming. For example, "I find it maddening to live
w1th this mess. I'm neat aed orderly and it is driving me to distraction," rather
than, "You are the messiest person I've ever seen! 'Lou don't care about tidiness
or cleanliness. You are just terrible!' Oote how in the latter statement, the
speaker tells nothing of htmself, of his awn upsetness, of his 22B feelings of
being driven to distraction, bue gives only condemning judgments and labels (adapted
from nogers, 1969, p. 113). It is very difficult to shake off a label. 4n experi-
ential description, which is non-judgmental, is concrete and can change. FOT
example, a person can start makine sense to people, but it is very hard for him to
stop thinking of himself as crazy once labelled crazy.

3. Carry forward what else you directly and feelingly have there. Find
the inuard edge in your feelings. Find the why _in you which makes you bored, stiff,
detached, angry, tense, afraid, hurt, or worried. Focus on your needs with the
other -- e.g., your need to be effective, your wish to be successful in helping,
or your fear of losing yourself in the helping relationship -- and let your feelings
move forward. Then, "I feel bored when you talk about the weather and social chit-
chat" becomes "I want to hear more personally from you,' or "You tell mo what
happened, but I want to heae also what it all meant to you (adapted from Gendlin,
1967, p. 390)," or "I've just been saying back words to you. Inside me I'm
strangely stiff and detached. ;:nybe I'm keeping my own similar selfdoubts from
welling up."

4. Express your ambivalence, your nixed feelings. "Suppose I have
strong hostile feelings touard another person to the extent that I feel like
punching him in the nose. t the sane time another set of values elicits some
feelings of guilt about the hostile feelings; theoe other values suggest to me thet
should be trying to °love my neighbor as myself'. In fact, these other valuea

direct me toward a goal of trying to understand and accept others the way they are.
I do not want to live my life responding in quick, hostile, punishing ways toward
others even if I currently feel that way. I do not want to adopt the scorpion
theory that this is just the eay I am; therefore, 1 will be congruent, and this
makes everything justifiable...

'If I feel hostile and punishing toward another person and at the 8606
time have feelings of concern or guilt for feeling this way in light of other values

share all of these feelings, not just the hostile ones. If I were truly
congruent (and this deuands that I be aware of all my own values and my range of
feeling experieece), then I should express the range of feelings toward the persen
in words such as these: 'John, when you try to dominate the meetieg, I want to
hit you on the nose. You mem me feel very hostile-and angry. But I don't like to
feel that way. I also would like to accepe you and work with you. How can I *Irk
out these feelings with you?' Dyer, 1969, pe 166 "

5. Open yourself to 1=eedback. Empathize.
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It ce in a communication workshop the helpee can be given a
n to either carectly or indirec probe for helper feelino

Indiect1y ?robe for Helpez Feelings

fter about two minutes of exploring yourself, indirectly ask your
hel er for his feelings toward you in relation o the issue you are working on.
For example:

"I wonder if anyone else in the world has these kinds of problems
'It would be nice to Luau someone actually cared about me."
I wish someone would tell me whether I have what it takes to go to

greduate school.'
'Sometimes I wonder if everyone thinks I'm a phony "
"It would be nice to knoW that someone really under- me."
"I can't talk about it because I'm scared of what it Bays about mm.

Directly Pcobe for Helper Feeling-

After about twe minutes of explo ing yourself, directly ask your helper
for his feelings toward you in relation to the issue you are working on. For
example:

"Have you had these hinds of problems.
"Does this Sound weird, sort of crazy?"
"Do you think I'm crazy
"Do you think I neee help?"
'Do you think I'm ranking progress?'
"Do you understand what I'm saying?"
"How do you really feel about me?"
"Do you think I m avoiding really dealing with my husband?"

(many o. the examples used in the above helpee instructions were adapted from
Niesler's (X9613illustrations of ways in which therapist congruence may appear

Exam- les of e.erientiaLdescxi,ive encounterin v_, iabell n from a .therap-
termination experience w eenage girl. I had started with her when.she wss
13 years old, when people told her whe was crazy.: and brought her to the clinic for
her craziness. She was expressing wild, horrible fantasies. Her mother had died
from a rare bodily wating disease which had taken years to run its course. The
girl was indeed in a bad way when therapy began. ,:.alter several years, she mas
functioning beautifully. Che vas a pleaSure to relate to in therapy and he was
doing well in her life. Her school work was- good*

She was beginning to date. She was around lo when we started to terminate. In
our final session, she suddenly wondered whether she was really ready to end and
musee things like "Tlell, you know, crazy people. Cnce crazy, always crazy." I
realized that she was asking me whether I thought she !las still crazy. I didn't
say "Ho," because I didn't think it helps to say "You're not crazy" either. I
didn't think either the positive or negative use of the label would be helpful.
Instead, I turned to her, and really meant it when I said "Weetie, (her nickname)
I can tell you how I feel about you, and that is that I'd be very proud to have
you as my daughter." And that's all she needed to walk out clean. And In fact

began calling my actual daughter nSwee
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That a nice story of conotructive genuineness. Even when there was
the opportunity to say "'Llo, you're not crazy," the label was avoided. The answer
was given in a very personal way. I couldn't even thinh of her as "not crazy.-
That vas experienced was, '3he's a great kid and I'm very fond of her" and the
experience of her was share with her in ways th t could contribute constructively
to her sense of self-respect.

Example from a cammunication workshop, of indirect probing by a helpee
around whether the helper wants to hear something which might risk his losing
respect for the helpee.

H-lpe

Hel,er: To face it.

It's really hard for me. Because I know why I went blank. Bec
was something about myse that was really hard to accept.

Helpee: Like rLght now. Like I still can't feel it but I know what it is that-
making me not be able to feel. And yet I can't talk about that b cause --
I'm really scared about what it says about ma,

er the dyad)

(to helpee): I think you were askin- ghat would you thi-

Helpee: (nods agreement.)

Helper: I don't know what I said n7. I could&t even tell youwhether I goofed
it all up or not.

Leader: I don't th nk you picked up on S's asking I recoil from aelf, -Joui_d

you recoil from me?-

He e- :ell, I fe_t at that tiie that I had to go along with that she couldn't
face herself. (Turning to helpee), I felt you could have maybe, with me
alone. But in the group situation, it was hard for you. Because that's
the way we related in the past.

Leader: Co then you might have wanted to say Gee I really think I could go with
practically anything -Zrom you. I sure feel that uay based on what w ve
had between us in the past. In other 7Or3, If you felt S was asking
you, you could've said just what you said right now.

Helper: UM, hm. Yeah, it hurt when she said it h

ader: It hurt you.

Helper: Yeah. I realized 'chat she vas saying. Ly not being able to say it use
around hurting the group, the people here. (Turning to helpee) I too
don't think that you could say it in front of these people. Lnd I would
have had to say that

Leader. It was hard for you,to addr s yourself to this because you fel
be a slap at the re t of u
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Helper: Yeah. For me to say something like that u uld drive it home to the people
here. That was my fear f I did respond.

Leader:

Helper:

Leader:

Helper:

Leader*

Helper:

Leader:

Helper:

Leade :

Helper:

Leader:

Helper:

Leadex

Ju t acknowledging the good relationship between you.

Tqould be to separLte us from the rest.

And the agony was of course that I knew S wa ted to do a dyad, I sensed
that, I sensed that I should get involved with h r.

So you acknowledged the special relationship but you can say It.

I really wanted to be with her and yet not re lly with what we a--
working on in this group, I'm not up on things, I'm not really ready to
consider congruence, all I know was I want to get with Sp I care about
her so much, so I wanted to help, but I got disappointed by what she was
saying. That she couldn't get with it, she couldn't talk about it

That she couldn't share with 22m.

Yeah, yeah.

"Damn it, she enying our relationahip!'
you're hurt.

Like,

It's
e."

e tal in ;I
LI 0

feeling,

It's me. Then it becomes, Am I at fault? o, it's not me the
class situation.

(to group) Oue of the issues that's raised Is: is it all right for
people in the group to have special relationships with each other. Cer
tain people in the group have indeed established closer, more trusting
friendships. They feel a special caring for each other. And we have to
hide them from the rest. If I say to the group, there's a special rela-
tionship between ma and someone el e here, is it a slap i the face?

Helper: I guess I felt our relatIonship wouldn't be accepted.

Example from a communication workshop.

Helpee: This,feels right, but I have no certainty that I'm aying something real
and meaningful. Yet, it's coming from somewhere. Just sometimes I know
that it's real and 4.. but I don't know what it is. How I know it's real
....it feels like nothing is real until I can somehow be sure that I
believe it. As long as I'm preparing, it's not solid.

Helper: You seem realest to me when I play ball with you in the gra. TA n you'
fighting When you're determined. Especially when you're f ght ng from
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behind. n you're six points behind, I can ju t feel the "I'm gonna
take -t."

He_pee: That's what fee
just fight all

s real to me. I can't go into the bad pa
he time.

Helper: Yeah. The only time that spark c
spark,

when you

Examp e from a communication workshop, of probes about the helper
understanding and cering for the helpee.

can

Helpee: I was ieeling very much alone in the sItuation, not knowing If anyone else
understands it.

Helper. You're wondering if I understand how you're feeling.

Helpee: ybe. There is somethIng In there.

Helper: I think I understand sone of the anguish that you're feeling, as I have
felt in very painful relationships, and I was very relieved when I had
the guts to breakaway. I have felt the anguish, maybe some of the
anguish that you're feeling now, and your confusion in your relationship
with Kim You're also feeling your isolation from the rest of US.

Helpee: Very often that's the hardest part of it. Hot being able to express.

(Later)

Helper: and other people in the class _ncluding ne now, somehow we're not
communicating the same degree of caring for you and being really inter-
ested in you to help take away sone of the hurt. Somehow you're not
getting that message from us. So you 21111 away.

Leader: Susan, you re feeling guilty for not showing you caring for

Helper: Yeah, I am fe ling guilty. But I m working on how much do I really c
for Joe? -- I do care for Joe, I do care for you, Joe, but I don't know
to what extent I do care for you. To what degree I would put myself out
for you.

Helpee: "hen I ask a question like that of myself, "How much do I care for some
body else?,', I always end up wondering "How much is it focussed on the
other person and how much is it just that my feelings are tied up with
that person?" if the other person is feeling pain, it's not because I
feel it too. I sometimes wonder if anything that I call caring in myself
is basically that. I'm responding out of my own, to avoid my own pain,
by helping another person. An awful lot of caring that I see in myself
is really that.

Helper: You wonder if you, if you hon y are really caring
but somehow I'm too busy or I oo rushed really to

Le de You're holding yourself back.

feel some con e
the time
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Helpe . Yeah, Vm -till pulling out

Leader: You're cautious and guarded.

Helper: I think one of the reasons why I feel cautious and guarded is because of
that one Wednesday class, a long time ago, when I think I was experiencing
some of your pain around your relationship with Rim, and I vas feeling very
overwhelmed by your pain and just not sure of what I could do if there
was anything for me to do, to reach out to you, I think what I ve done
instead ise pull back, pull away, and not get involved because somehow
and I want to stop pulling away now. I'm gonna try to communicate, Joe.
Lnd part of the deal is that you try to communicate back.

Leader:

(Later)

Baybe I'll risk. Zut I want to be sure you'll risk.

Leader: (to helper) I've felt the sane battle with you, and it almost he way
you said it to Joe, 11i much am I willing to go out of my way? How much
am I willing to put out7" That's what you've said to ne every time we've
been in the crunch. /much am I will:y.ng to give of me?"

Helper: Yes, that's true, everytime I come to 3ee you that s the is ue.

Leader: "Do I really have to work? I don'
so much potential caring in you.

Helper: I don't want to lose myself when I give something of myself

Leader: You do need strong guarantees. "i4y fear of loss
really want a strong guarantee that I'm gonna do something

nt it to take over my life. There

You
h you.

Helpe I think as I get stronger, the guarantee doesn't have to be so strong

A. Self-disclosure, type 0 L, Disclose the other's impact on you, that is, your
feelings toward -he other.

EX2ERIZ1.TI4_LE1ELIOG with your feelings t aid the other.

1_ Think _of amaor roblem ou are ex th -d late

Ask 'How is it for me with you? Hot are

we doing Do not begin by asking a perfunctory "How are you?" Address yo self

A) the state of the relationship, the u- /hat are the most important issues

between us? How am I in this _elationship? What issues in our relationahip would

t likely benefit from a constructive fight? !that, in our relationshi_ is really

eating at me?" Especially look at the more confli tive or hurtful aspects. Aim to

share the rough edges, to actively explore conflict areas. Seek a fight for h tter

159
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understanding, in which both of you win, In whIch you exchange basic information

about each other, in which you= feelings can e forward not a fight in which to

land a knockout punch (adapted from Bach & uyden, 1969)

Wait quietly for a while, letting words go by until you freehlY senpe.

Let your words and bodily gestures

come from your feelings letting your fee ltng8 come through into your voice and

bodily movements. Vigorously, intensely, express your bodily feelings in fresh,

immediate notative word furious.. teeth stand on edge... If

you feel yourself blociing focus on the nature of the blocking. If you f el

yourself getting lost, take another moment of silence and listen for what freshly

comes when you ask !hat 4 eontr for n right now with him?" If the oth

fel( nk him to be quiet ith you for a while. Keep foilowli

of the problem as the feelings move forward to new levels.

3 n lingE_AELPiglincittatimE.

y_ai feel like insIde. '71-len you intend to refer to his feelIngs or actions, mak

that equally clear, Specify uho is the owner of the behavior. (Adapted from

Gendlin, 1967, p. 377)

Use the EXPERIBriTI:Zu-DMICItIPTIVE. non-condemning formula:

"1 feel (describe your immeeiate inner experience) when you do (describe the a on).

bodily feel

Tell what

(Adapted from Dyer, 1969, p. 1 For exampiea I find it maddening to live with

the mess. I'm neat and orderly avd it is driving me to dist ction," ra her then,

You are the messiest person I've ever seen: You don t care about tidiness or

cleanliness. You are just terrib Note how in the latter statement, the speaker

tells nothing of himself, of his oin upoetness, of hisvown f- lingo of being

driven to distractIon, but giv s only condemning judgements. (Pidapted from

1969, p. 113)

Carr d what else you directly and feelingly have there.
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F nd the Inward edge in your ieelings. Find the why ALL2211 which makes you bored,

stiff, detached, angry, tense, afraid, hurt, or worried. Focus on your needs wIth

the other 0g., your need t be effective, your wish to be successful in helring

nd let your feelings move for ard. Then, "I feel bored when you talk about the

weather and social chit-chat" beco ai want to hear more personally from you,

'You tell ne what happened; but I want to hear also what it all meant to you,

or, I get to thinking that all our time will be gone and I'll have to go without

having done a thing for you, are. that will bother me all day" (adapted from Cendltn,

1967, p. 390). I just saying back words to you. InsIde ne I'm strangely stiff

and detached -- maybe I'm keeping my own similar self doubta from welling up. (b)

Verbalize ambivalence. 'Suppose I have strong hostile feelings toward another

person to the extent that I feel like punching him in the nose. At the same tine

another set of v lues elicits some feelings of guilt about the hostile feelings,

these other values suggest to me that I should be trying to understand and accept

others the w y they are. I do not want to live my life responding in quick, ho ti_e,

punishing ways toward others even if I currently feel that way. I do not want

adopt the scorpion theory that this is Just the way I am; theref r 9 I will be

congruent, and this makes everything Justifiable.

If I feel hostile an(1. punishing toward another person and at the same

have feelings of concern or guilt for feeling thIs way in li ht of other values

.1 share all of these feelings, not just the hostile ones. If I were truly conr

gruent (and this demands that I b aware of all my own values and my range of

feeling experience) then I should express the range of feelings toward the per on

in words such as these: 'John, when you try to dominate the meeting, I want to hit

you on the nose. You make me feel very hostile and angry. "aut I don t like to

feel thet uay. I aleowoulci like to accept you and work with you. How can

out these feelings wIth you? (flyer, 1969, p. 166).
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Open yourself to feedback. Empath ze. Carry forward the other's

reactions to you and himself.

6. Retain your senne of humor. Laugh or jom benevolently during the

ht in ways that bring some moments of joyous relief to both of you.

So don'

Dirty, hurt ul, Zighting, deflating the o her ego.

Uninvolved, passive evasive disengaged fig.Ln, rolling with the

punch, letting the other fell 7 fight

3. Hiding behind a fr nt-man. Disowning or displacing feelings by

calling front men into play, quoting outsiders, or asking participant observers

to back you up. 'Your mother says... "The doctor says

4. Ridiculing, mocking humor° sarcastIcally enjoying the other

suffering or eml-a rassment; flippant clowning when the other is se ions or upset;

distracting the other's concern by joking

5 There-a then focus. Focus on old rather than current, here-a

now concerns. Fighting about older or irrelevant situations, past failures, a

third person.

6. Labelling or analyzing the other as belonging in a large category

or pattern as contrasted with a focus on the other's specific actions or feelings.

Seizing upon specific disagreeable actIons and broadening them into generalized

character traits e.g; 'Your bitchiness "Your bl n-nosing or a more intel-

lectual Your paranoid distru

:TIoiis TO THE

You will now have a talk lith each other. Your part is to think of a

major roblem you are now experiencing in your relationship with your partner.

Choose a problem which is per ona/ and of real im, rtance in your lives. Lok

yourself, That in our relationsii i' really eatin t me? How is it for um
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-h hi_ (her) now_ .....T.Fhat is central for

t quietly f

ght now with him hor)=

while without talking at yourself until you get a bodi y feel

of the problem. Then, let yo words come from your gut reactions Tell the

other person what y2.2 feel like inside about the problem. Mien you begin, avoid

using words which will condemn the other person. Instead, begin the talk wlth a

non-condemning sentence, that is, "I feel...when xsal do such and such:" Once you ve

begun, carry forward what you dir ctly and feelingly have there. Share all your

feelings with your partner. Your feelings may be pulling you in many directions

the same time. You-may _reel two ways about him (her)3 Share this "puliing'

ith your partner. Finally, to repeat, remembot to explo e your feelings in your

relationship which a e really eating at you.

In the final pa_t of your talk, you will witch and your partner is going

_o tell you what ( )he feels about the SAVE problem. Your j b then, is to be as

helpful as possible by showing that you understand how the other feels about what

(s)he is telling you. Focus only on the other's concern and t y to deepen its

meaning for him (her).

Bec use your partner is expressing feelings -bout you, you will be very

t-mp ec :o defend yo elf...bur hold back. Uork at helping your partner explore

his (her) feelin s by showing a full understanding of what ( )he's feeling It

may be tempting to explain the problem away, or to d fend yourself but try to

resist this and emphasize, instead, expressing your understanding of your partner.

To sum up you will first express your own feelings about a problem b

tween you, and after I a-k you to switch, you w 11 try to show understanding o

your -tner s feelings _award yoU

T 101 Kr.

You will now have a t lk wIth each other. Your partner is going to begin

this talk by expressing a feeling ( )he has d you or a feeling about your
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relationship together. Your job is to be as helpful a- possible by showing that

you understand haw the other feels about what Oahe is telling you. Focus only on

the other s concern and try to deepen it- meaning for him (her)

Because your partner is expressing feelings about y u, you will be very

tempted to defend yourself. but hold back. Uork at helping your partner explore

his (her) feelings by showing a full understanding of what (s)he's feeling It

may be tempting to explain the problem away, or to defend yourself...but try to

resist this and emphasize, Instead, expressing your understanding of y:ur partner.

In the final part ox your talk, you will switch and you will then tell

your partner what ylLu feel like inside about the StBE problem. Ask yourself,

h.t is really entino at me about this proble m? ..,.How is it for me with him

(he regarding the problem we've been talking about Wait quietly for a

while, without talking at yourself unt 1 you get a bodily feel of the problem.

Then, let your words co e from your gut reactions. Tell the other person what yam

feel like inside about the problem. 'Alen you begin, avoid using words which will

condemn the other person. Instead, begin the talk with a norr-condemning sentence

that is I feel...when yam do such and such:" Once you've begun, carry forward

whet you dIrectly and feelingly have there. Share all your feelings wIth your

partner. Your feelings may be pulling you in many directions at the same time,

You may feel two ways about him (her). Shate this "pulling" with your partner

Finally, to repeat remember to explore your feelings in your relationship which

are really eating at you.

To sum up, you t7111 fIrst try to show understandIng of your partne

feelings toward you and after I ask you to switch, you will express your own

feelings about the problem between you.
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LEW= 'DIG FEEDBACK FR,

After a confrontatton, devel p a profile of each person's "fight style'

by marking each item with a dot as plus, minus or zero e the zero if 70u cannot

classify as plus or minus). Connecting the dots with a solid line g ves the

-profile. Rating.; of a dyad cen be pooled by upembcrs, and a profile drawn

mm the majority ratings. 2ach member of the dyad can then expl re the meaning

of his 'fight style."

Shared rough edges

2. Shnrod xango of fogalinge

Close to feelings

Owned feelings

Current issues with other

Specific actio_ /feelings

7. Deecriptiv , n n-condemning

Clean, above the belt

9. Involved

10. Benevolent humor

11. Opened to feedback

i 0
Av d a hassle

d At outer edge of 3

Remote from feelings

Disowned feeling

There-and-then

Labelling/categorizing

Judgmental condemning

Dirty, below the belt

Uninvolved

Sarcastic/distracting humor

Impervious to react ons
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Examples of Experiential Leve ng.

Exam e of experiential leveling and crIsis precIpItation from a
pa e t counselling session.

1, powerful executive-type father of L passive-aggressive boy was vigorously cross-
exanining the child's therapist about what was wrong with the boy, about the ef-
fectiveness of play therapy, about improvements noted, etc. The boy's therapist felt
hiG insides tightening, his jaws clench, his teeth stand on edge. In an experien
ttal-descriptive manner, the boy's therapist described with immediacy, his gut
veactions to the father and pointed out that the man's own therapist guardedly
chose his words with his hand covering his mouth. The boy's therapist connected
these reactions to the man's cross-examining "pinning-me-to-the-wall" manner and
raised the possibility that the man's passive-aggressive son was responding to him
in the same way. This shocking confrontation precipitated a crisis in which the
father first checked out the therapist's experience of him with his wife, children
and business associates. He thought his behavior was part of his being super
responsible, super-competent. He did not believe that he was scaring people. Yet
one of his own values was to be a constructive person, not a frightening person.
At a deeper level, he did not wantto do what his own father had done to him, yet
he now found that he had kept his father from stepping on him only by copying his
father's ways:: The man began e period of intensive self-confrontation. For two
weeks, he literally stopped all 'practical" work at his regular job. He asked his
colleagues "Am I like this?" He jetted across the continent to viait his sister
and checked himself out with her. During this crisis, the therapist had his
heart in his mouth, worrying, ill he pull together? ghat did I do? He is Iii fact
super-responsible. He is supporting many people in h.2.3 work. What happens to him
and to them if this work stoppage lasts a long time?" The man, who had risen to
many challenges in his life, took a hard look, and rose to this one. A process of
intensive self-exploration, coupled with constructive personality change, ensued.
(Adapted from Hallowitz, Bierman, Harrison & Stulberg, 1967)

Example of experienti 1 leveling in a commun cation workshop Session.

She: :That comes to me moat is almost a lack of a hassle between us. I feel shut
out from you.

He: Llmost no c ntact at all.

She: Very superficial contact. i'iostly I feel shut out. I can't grab h- d of
you. I think partly I don't try very hard but another part of me just
moves away. You knou, I, 1 get the feeling of just a wall.

He: There's no way at all that I 11 let you in.

She: Yeah. Like the chair facing the back. Really of being cut off. I get two
feelings. One of just wanting to hit you, like 've been promising to do for
a couple of days. Lnd another feeling that really hitting you is what you
want but it should come another way. 19 I get tied up between those two
things. Of wanting to make contact but not knowing how.

He: How do I do it?'



She:

He:
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ild really like to hit you. But I don't think that would

It sounds like that's not really what you want to do.

any differer

She: Yeah, it's telling you I mad, but that's as far as it goes- and I don't

want that.

He: 'hy the hell is he shutting me out?

She: 7here can I get hold? I get a feeling of a, a coolness an iciness, a kind

of detachment that I doa't think is really you. Baybe that's what nakes ue

so mad. Uh -- like I don't think you're really the cool Frank Burns.

He: But everythIng that takes p ace between us

She: 0 0 is one that level.

I get the feeling now of you banging against my door. new feeling.

Leader: Switch,

She: You didn't have the feeling of my tryIng t_ ma_e contact.

He: I'm gonna have to keep what you said strongly in tr to count

act some of my stuff. Alat stops ue is I don't want to

She: It's frightening to you to let go.

Later the eleven member group pooled ratings to give the following feedback on

She.

in -ind to
let go.

the pairs leveling profiles.

Chared rough edges

Shared range of feelings

Close to feelings

Owned feelings

5. C'jrrent issues with other

djpecific actions/feelings

Descriptive, non-condeintn

Cle n, above the belt

Involved

10. Zenevolent humor

11. Opened to feedback

Avoided a hassle

Stopped at outer e
feeling

IBeuote from feel nt

Disowned feeling

The-e..and*then

Labeling/catego- Lz

Judg:--t 1 condem

Dirty, below the bt

Uninvolved

Sarcastic/dis _act

ervious to r ic
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The pair was then askeet what the prof Lies meant to them.

I hear, well I also eNpe:Aence too, that I need more directness, more kind
of focus, more (sigh) more intensity and more, what sounds to me like more
gut. Uh (sigh) and, in addition to that like a general explanation, like a
deepening of the encounter.

Leader: Like you wcnt with a -ie e of it. But you hedged on the fullne

She: Yeah in a sense. There's more to it You know. And like as a helpe
couldn't rate myself, because at that point, uhen I get all, when that
feeling's churning, I coulAn't think of what I'm doing, you know, I just
respond (laugh) and so I can't think about what's coming out of my mouth.

Leader: There's a flood of feelings inside of you.

e: Yeah, like just wh000l

Leader: But it came out much nice controlled.

She: Yeah.

Le-der: I think that's what we're saying. It w n't the fullness that came acros

he: I think I'm talking about the fullness of my feelings, and then trying to be
helper.

Leader- You hadn't finished. In other words, I swItched on you t-o soon.
that part of t?

She: It might be. I don't know. It we- just -hat, the whole the whole encounter
thing got me going so much that my head didn't work.

Leader: Your guts were working.

ale: That to me is kind o:7 a grightening feeling.

Leader: You weren't figuring. hIr1 -ut any more.

She: Uot even not figuring him out, ilot havLng uh

Lea er- Control.

She: Not having contrci, not even, not havIng any ',tine of hea_ _ense of Frank
but just a gut sense that goes.

Leader: Just plunging in.

Ghe: Uh, that's scary (laugh).

Leader: Y- " yes, ju- plungIng -n aed movIng by Lnatinct, that's scary

Che: (_augh).
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Leader: 1 had that last night in wo king with a guy and I literally felt that I
was fighting for his life. And I had to feel that fear aad just plunge ahead,
without any, with just trusting my instincts that I knew what to do. Really
frightening. illmost blind.

That the feeling: blind.

Leade Blind, I only had my smell
the open, and maybe what your
fight a dirty fi h- I don't
intensity.

Yeah (laugh).

Leade_ The scare is "irlhat if I ye
clobber?"

and my feel. -- 0. K., the intensity viten t on
afraid of if the intensity comes that you'll
know. But you fought a clean one, with low

lly get hot? If I really get hot-

'Tell I wouldn't mind hitting him.

Leader: I mean clobbering destroying him.

an, that to me is clean fighting

She: That's one of the things th t scares me about 11A really intense. Yeah.
73ecause then in another sense I'm also blind. But, it's a blindness that
doesn't take in the other person at all. Lnd that's me when I'm raging.

Leader: 'Then you reach the boiling point, you see blood. "Ca- I feel my angers

end a91.219-2111E-1122212':

Le

I'm not sure about that,

er: al haven't learned to do that, to really count on ft. " You know
possible to be furious an4 not to kill

And I don't think I've ever let myself be that fu ious to experience that.
I'll pull back first. -- 2ut this didn't hurt so much, so maybe

Leader: 0. K. Frank, what do you make out of 7

He: I wes thinking about whet 'led happened s getting in deeper, which
didn't happen, and sort of sharp the rough .edges instead of going for the
good solution. !Then you started talking about that, the primary feeling
I got was: Yeah, right. 14nd, and I knew what you were saying, and I had
a feeling of what you were gonna say before it came. Um, I had to fIght
back two things. One, e feeling of saying "7eah, I know, now what can we
do about it?' And I was trying to keep these things out of my mind. I felt
that, rather then getting deeper into it -- and into the conflict, my own
way was to say "0. Um what happens?

Group Smber sense this as vhat happens in the future " hot, "now u.
happens?' You jumped from what's happening now into the gap. But it s
when you go into the future.

She: For me. Frank, when we were doing it right then that was a bIg change.

1159
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Direction of the encount -: accent acting choosing, taking responsIbilItIes.

Exlicitclallenetiseofself-coistetInsic as a criterion for life deci-
sions. Loosen the identification with the Self. hbve the person toward re-experi-
encing his wholeness, his responsibility in anf for his actions. Encourage,
meeting each situation with fresh awareness (including the awareness of similar past
experiences) and with fresh ability to shosIseinter_m_p_iitrimsicroertie
of the alternatives in the situation and the creativity of the person (Adapted

om Bugental 1965, p. 324.)

Examples.
"You have never done that sort of thing in the peat, you say. /hat's

that got to do with now? (Bugental, 1965, p. 325)"
"Pell, if you're not a queer underneath, what are you underneath?. 6...

I want to know what you mean by 'underneeth;' 77hat would it mean to be or not to
be a 'queer' or lnything else 'underneath?' .... In your genes? ... I think you
mean in part, 'Maybe I don't have to take responsibility for all my choices. Maybe
some mysterioos thing basically in me makes some of the choices.' ..So you lost
the chance to just be there feeling your feelings in the situation because of this
idea you were something or other underneath or basically (Bugental, 1965, pp.
325-326)."

"You really soun0 pretty enthusiastic when you get going on cussing
yourself out. .... You're just no good, huh? OSO there's really nothing to
feel badly about, is there? ... 'Jell, you're no good and you cover have been any
good. So plainly it's not your responsibility. Somebody else nessed you up:
God or your parents, but you don't have to carry the load. ...Sure, you're taking

_y. Is it? I don't think so. (I don'tthe blame and doging the responsibilit
think blame and responsibility are the same thing.) I've heard you take the blame
a dozen times, and all I can see that it does is pay a little emotional bill for
your drunk. Then the next time you can't deal with things you can get drunk again
and pay the bill with blaming yourself and do it all over. You've never taken
responsibility for yourself, only blame. 0000 (The difference is) Just this: If

you took responsibility for the feeling you had before you started to drink, if
you tooh responsibility for starting to drink, if you took responsibility for the
way you treat Leah and the kids when you're loaded -- instead of blaming it on
the alcohol -- If you took it on yourself to know what you were doing at each of
those points, what do you think would happen? ...That's the point.' Before you
knou it --' You're not taking responsibility. L11 you do is sing the 'Ain't I
bad!' song so you can do it ell aver again (adapted from Bugental, 1965, pp 339-340

B. Confron_ wIth choices

Examples. "So you decided to let her go with John? you've dee d d
too. You've chosen to let her go with John 0.. -hat you're doing is accepting h r
insistence. ..So you've decided to forbid her to go with John. I didn't say
that you should do anything. You have a choice here, but you seem to be insisting
that either your daughter is making a choice or that I am. It's a hard choice
(Bugental, 1965, pp. 345-346)."

"Whether you agree ulth me all the time or disagree just to please me,
you're doing the sane thing: :kith are ways cf demanding that I be right all the
time and thus relieve you of responsibility for yourself (Bugental, 1965, p. 350

"After we are sure we want to continue meeting, we can discuss the &oz.
If Tie don't agree on the financial part of our contract, it is better we part on
that basis. Otherwise the necessity of personal choice is obscured by issues of
oney (Steinzor, 1967, p. 13)."

170
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'You probably expect me to interview you, to ask you why you are here
and to determine whether I thin% I can help you or whether I think you need help
If this is necessary in your case, you would be a usual 'case.' But as I'm here
to discover something about you, you are here to discover me, too. I'll be glad
to answer any questions you have about me as clearly as I can. If I don't know the
answer, I'll, of course, say so (Oteinzor, 1967, p. 11)."

"The only absolute position I take is that neither the patient nor
has the right to determine whethe-: he or anyone else should live or die. Lbrder
or suicide is one action about which no therapist has the right to say to the
patient, implicitly, or explicitly, 'That is your choice. (Steinzor, 1967, p. 20).

Example from a communication workshop session. .You can make it an
exercise, you make ne feel like it's an exercise. You want to keep it that way.
It's not an exercise for ne....Zvery time that I've been with you in group, Jean,
you know that this has happened When are you gonna do something about that?
I know you don't like it....You don't have to get a master's degree this way, if
you don't want this ... But this is the kind of program this is. There's personality
programs and there are child programs and people hwye made those choices if they say
'To, I don't want this.' I'm drawing the issue that way. You don't want to
draw the issue but I am. I mean, what 'he hell are you doing here' Yes, you
are (being singled out) ... :veryone gets singled out I know so 9ho7 Jean
has consistently said 'No,- You want to raise the issue for Ken? .... I'll
raise it for anyone who says "ilo, I just want to go through the motions." I've
raised it with others when I've felt the door shut the way Jean shuts it. And
I'll take your challenge and I'll say "O. K., what about you too, Ken?" ... She
says you are Jean has said "Ho. She's said "ilo,' to ue every fucking time
I've been here with her ... 7ou have! Everytime! 1ell you always feel "No'
and I'm saying, alright you have a right to feel 'Ho' and you just now told me you
feel No" generally. So own u2 to it, dammit"
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ApperNdci

n Inter ersotial Processes.

A Scale for Measurement
1

Level I
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the helper disregard the content and
affect of the helpee's expressi ns which have the potential for relating to the
helper.
Example: The helper may simply ignore all helpee communications whether

direct or indirect, which deal with the helper-helpee relationship.
In summary, the helper simply disregards all of those helpee messages that are
related to the helper.

Level_2

The verbal and behavioral expressions of the helper disregard most of the
helpee expressions which have the potential for relating to the helper.
Example: Even if the helpee is talking about helping personnel in general

the helper may, in general remain silent o: just not relate the
content to himself.

In sulamary$ the helper appears to choose to disregard most of those helpee
messages that are related to t e helper.

Level. 3

The verbal dhd behavioral expressions of the helper, while open to in arpre-
tations of immediacy, do not relate what the helpee is saying to what is going
on between helper and helpee in the immediate moment.
Example: The helper may make literal responses or reflections to the

helpee's expressions or otherwise open-ended responses that
refer to no one specifically but which might_refer to the helper.

In summary, while the helper does not extend the helpee's expressions to
immediacy, he is not closed to such interpretations. Level a constitutes the
minimum level of facilitative interpersonal functioning.

Leve14
The verbal and behavioral express ons of the helper appear cautiously to relate
the helpee's expressions directly to the helper-helpee relationship.
Example: The helper attempts to relate the helpee's responses to him lf

but does so in a tentative:manner.
In summary, the helper relates the helpee's responses to himself In an open,
cautious manner.

Level 5
The verbal and behavioral expressions of the helper relate the helpee's
expressions directly to the helper-helpee relationship.
Example: The helper in a direct and explicit manner relates the helpee's

expressions to himself.
In summary, the helper is not hesitant in making explicit interpr t tio-- of
the helper-helpee relationship.

1. The present scale is a revision of earlier versions of immediate relationship
scales Berenson and Mitchell, 1968; Leitneraid Berenson, IS67)
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A p d 1 se slA V 1

Ititetive Si ii Diti.ihnre LnInteperutina1. Pro

An Fxper5mentti 1
icr Aeas!ire(1ent.-

Jmies C. Martin and Robert R. Carkhuff

Leve-
The f irst person ctively attempts to remain detached from the second person(a)
and discleses nothing about his crwu feelings or personality to the second per-
son(s) or it he does disclose himsolf, does so in a way that is not tuned to
he second person's interests and nay even retard the s cond person's general
progress.

Example: T0 -st person may attempt, whether awkwardly or skillfully, to
divert the second person's attention away from focusing upon per-
sonal questions concerring the first person or his self-disclosures
may be ego shattertng fw7 the second person(s) and may ultimately
cause htm to losk faith n the first person.

in sumtry. ihe first person activoly attempts to remain ambiguous and an unknown
'unntiLy to the second person(s) or if ho is self-disclosing, he does so solely
Out of his own needs and is oblivious to the needs of the second person(s).

Scale 4

Level 2

The, tirst nf-rson, ito nr)L al-4ays appenricg
lever volc -rs person. iform6t ,.)n about,

;)(arri

in summar
th- tirs(
C-7
1_ -IC

igevc

The
kee-

and 1!

Exa

iveiy to avoid self-disc o u-es,

ie fi rr person ,Itay resond briefly _,o direct qu--dons from the
chent abuul h1ms.21 f, ,ver, he does so hesitantly and never
crovides more iuforniiioi about h-mself than the second person(s)

requeLs
- c:ccinld pero:1(s) ,ther does out ask about the personal =y of

or if he does. t:o barest minimum of brief, vague and super-
ses are offered by tim first person.

,ve:!

n.!-TiA;c_

guneir
ond 111:,

mnary,
a. with tile

as a 'Achille peTso-,

AcLk!rperNonat twit.

nteer
-nd p0f!-;

4i)OUi

rst

erou:iJ information about himself which may be in
n's i:t_rest _ t this information is often vague

characre- nIT the first person.

'nreers personal information and never
pre tk:a does not wish to disclose more about

vcr(' leSS, th. coid-elL of his verbalizations are
upon reactions to rhe second person(0)

coccrnj- aeir interaction.
doon ow; iotroduco more abstrac , personal idea A

in,orests, but rhesc ideas do not stamp him
ottstH.ntr,s tTe minimum level of facilitative
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Scale 4 - p. 2

Level 4

The facilitator freely vo un_eet :otma ton about his personal ideas, attitudes
nicI axperiences in accord with the second pers n's interests and concerns.

'eattmple: The facilitator may discusa personal ideas in both depth and
detail and his expressiona reveal him tc be a unique individual.

. summary. the facitita or is free And spontaneous to volunteering personal
information about himselt and in so loing, may reveal in a constructive
i'ashion quite intimate material about his own feelings, values and beliefs.

uevel S

The facilitator volunteers very ini:iinate and often detailed material about his
own personality and in keeping with the second person's needs, may express in-
formstIc,n which might be extremely embarrassinv, upder different circumstances

if revealed by the second persou to an outsider.

The facilitator gives the impression of holding nothing ba k and
of dieelosing his feetings and ideas fully and completely to tne
seacala peesort(s) and iC seme af his feelings are negative con-
cerning the second person(s), the facilitator employs them
constnntiveiy as a basis for an open-ended inquiry.

In summary, the facilitator is operting in a constru ttve.fashion at the moot
intimhte levels of selt-di sclosure.

scale, "Facili tive self-disclosure in interpersonal
aracenses Ica be. derived ia part from "A tentative scale for the meaaure-
uCri th_ r i t. etF disclosure" by W. Dickenson which has been validated
rz process mnd antenme research I.!, v)unseling and psychotherapy (summarised
in Truax aad Carkhuff, 1967). In Adition, similar measures of similar con-

rurL hcie received support in Lia literature of counseling and therapy.
The preset le was wriftt:n tr. apply to all interpersonal processes and
represent:, sytommrlc ii ternit. IC reduce the ambiguity and increase the re-
liahIltL I e et,4tAior 5L.La1c. lv! the process many important delineations
and addit )as 1.Ave for omporat ive purposen, a particular point
of (flffer, in the qc4i1 thc consideraiJon given co non-fscilitative
seli-discl . - twale. Level oL the present scale is ap-
pro,,-matel. aal of. the (--2 ir 6(:01.4..; Level 2 to Stages

3 a'r,1 4; 3 ii F Levtl lj Stngcs i and 8; Level 5 to

bb/- .

reN., 1+2
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is tilt

LcAt-J.L&uct f %-v:AWL-elless in LnLe onai r oce e

A Ccale for Neasurew iti

aobert R. Carkh.

Level 1
The first per -.11-S verbzL ations are clearl,; rrelated to what he is 5!1-

ing at the morr. .-t, or his only genuine 1.--!spc.-1. sa are negative in regar. to
Cne second pel- an(s) and appear to aye a t.):-.,Ity destruetixe effect upmn
i-he second perc,on.

Example: The first person may be defensive Lvt his inter tion, with
second person(s) and this defensiass may be demonstrated in
the content of his words or his voi. quality and where he is
defensive he does not employ his reaction as a basis for
potentially valuable inquiry into relationship.

In sumL;.a y, there is evidence of a considerable discrepancy between the f rst
person's inner experiencing and his current v?rbalizations or where theve
is no discrepancy, the first person's reactiors are employed solely in a
destructive fashion.

Level 2
The first person's verbalizations are slightly unrel ted to what he is feel
ing at the moment or T:hen his responses are genuine they are negative in
regard to the second person and the first person does not appear to know
how to employ his negative reactions constructively as a basis for inquiry
into the relationship.
Example: The first pevson may respond to the second person(s) in a

"professional" manner that has a rehearsed quality or a quality
concerning the Tlay a helper 'should respond in that situation.

In summary, the first person is usually rwvonding according to his pre-
scribed 'role" rather than to express what he personally feels or means
and when he is genuine his responses are ndgistfve and he is unable to
employ them as a basis for further inquiry.

Level 3
The first pervon provides no"ne ive" cues between what he says and what
he feels, but he provides no positive cues to indicate a really genuine
response to the second person(s).
Example: The first person may listen and follow the second per-on(s)

but commit-0 nothing more of himself.
In summary, the first person appears to Make appropriate responses which do
not seem inOncere but which do not reflect any real involvement either.
Level 3 constitutes the minimal level of facilitative interperson l func-
tioning.

Level 4
The facilitator presents come positive cues indicating a genuine nAsc,
(whether_positive or negative) in a non-des_ uctive manner to te te
person(s).
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Exa ple: The facilitato'c expressions are c_ngguent with his feelings
although he may be somewhat hesitant about expressing them
fwtly.

In summary, the facilitatol: :espends with many of his own feelings and the-::e

is no doubt as to whethcr he really means what he says and he is able to

employ his responses whatever their emotional contain, as a basis f.cz
further inquiry into the relationship.

Level 5
The facilitator is freely and deeply hi -e: 4.11 a non-expl-itative ion-

ship with the second pe-ilson(s).
Example: The facilitatol: in completely spontaneous in his interact

and open to experi nces of all types, both pleasant and
ful; and in the event of hurtful responses the facilitat
comments are employed constructively to open a further er,2n
of inquiry ';:o.:: bw:h the facilitato:: and the second person.

In summary, the facilitato:: is clearly being himself and yet employing h s
own genuine responses constl:uctively.

1-The present nr:ale, 'Facilitative genuineness in in -erpersonal
processes has been derived in part from 'A tentative scale for the
measurement of therapist genuineness or se1.1-congruence by C. B. Truax
which has been validated in extensive ,process and outcome research on
coutiseling and psychotherapy (summarized in Truax and Carkhuff, 1967)
and in part from an earlier version which has been similarly validated
(summarized in CarkhuU and Lerenson, 1967). In addition, similar measures
of similar constructs have received support in the literature of counseling
and therapy and education. The present scale was written to apply to all
interpersonal processes and represents a systematic attempt to reduce the
ambiguity and increase the reliability of the scale. In the proSess, many
important delineations and additions have been made. For comparative
purposes, the levels ci;: the present scale are approximately equal to the

stages of the earlie.i: scale, although the systematic emphasis upon the
constructive employmetv: of negative ronctiono kepresents a prolumaced
divergence of emphasis.

_
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Appendix XVIII
A Controls by systems arid technic! , fOgilc and

pro*, ainnsid routines.. nts toward retionslien .
scientific approach, preginstIc cellon, technical
proficiency. efficiency, A productivity end
utilliarieniwn. Accents sidnino power end 0OntfOl
neer oneself end one's world.
Delimits epecifIc Content for dioxitaion.

hichcatto that tonal states ere irrational sod directs tieweed ti;vhr
reduction or suppression by logical analysis or by syst--n int technioure
such as programmatically combining elements Of behailor ond/or courtterkaa
Ona emotion with an inconicatible nronipt emotion- Emphasised adherence
to preconeeiwid scoodutes. timetables. *quinces, prOgrerill, techniques. wed
ideological or operational formulae, Structure* Wweele, condition* EIEIREIS.
response*

Orients toward other's mesoletes. es din-Wined man
decisions by practical reason .e objects. deciding a

n rols by force:
Determines other's behavior by force, by
authority, inducing fear, forcefully flooding 'sr
sopprsiseing a particular racoon Dogmatic*
pucloiones and punishes, coerces. threanne
reprisals.

Dirscti other toward negation, towond
destruction by direct terroristic action.
other toward turvival by dogeat-dog ruthiessnese

REJECTING

REJECTING

Direct§ toward stiodardoring, conforming,
fitting in, adjusting Emphasizes Social
responsibilities, tocietat mores, tradition.,
ccoventionsi forms. organizational rules end
procodures, teamwork, group protases.
Accents gentility, propriety_ manners, drotor
Accent, meeting eltooctaltonl fur "epproptiati
behavior, adhering to "boil roles, relating

Wing to the protocol,' associated with
pie S Itatuert

Atteeka, *MUM globale.
Ilaiitt las, rniniatimie
praiseworthy behmior.
Criticises inners! dank
disproportionnety. Actively
amPheatia negOtivi awed -
accents other's binning and
lack of wank

Tan oriented, bui4olka , Kructiffed.
rationalistic, ecientific, proeternrived.
Stylized expreerivenses, for effect othar
Authoritathrak guide,. euthiwitith10
prescribes other e action, euthortiaLlyaly
Xripoies own preconcehod ideas, forMulea,
routines, philosophy, values.

etteritial,
artunctory,i

Confronts with irredanotion
ceeriwootionslhen, or
NOW:Wits of other's
Odurrintione and aearestions

Owner.' WSW'S opmprimes.
vdriellocl lawny, illistroto
otAnedistIons, WINO PM

weelviolatiorsolforinulas
other's sepiliatiOns.
finucturesersi super.

Imp:de
(ARIUS other** prolusions as
a weapon. Direst* corshoren
with cother's deficiencies,
inadeouticleg.
Turns wheel; naternents
mann the other.

AL

A
Throning eadoeure.
+abandonment. social isolation
and ostracism. Threetaws
to hare or to send the other
refey. Withholds, grudgingly

c? thf-vf.cfss withdrawal
or attention comrnuniCatiOn
interection. Expreigions convey
suffering. hurt, peon a though

Ing wouraled by the ether.

Son
0 not fi

nano" proprieties or reel
distruni, ridicules. dlicredits other

preerions Suspects hidden move
incisor ulteriOr main& Olsen

uvqgOiQ1h.' seprespons

irritated, annoyed:
bisnoue, impatient, I

disdainful, aloof, Cored.

In

IS

Intensionally &tattled. nest
Attempts so remain ernteltisou
noncom:mild.

It.

ou

If'

as ospective panivity. Enwseregasiniterninellon
ma thoughtful, !maternal, abstract. emotional y remote

to situodows, Guides or *Pews abovest. intellocuselleed dlieurtion
yrnouk gonarlited tame. Provides few or no explicit Coel

specIfk content of ditcusion. Eissphottee insightful sowers*
throki511 knowledge of one'. wit
Oetweniniens ounce: dOsete etteolloh to the irresereohel play of Weft fetes. Of
reflexes which Sterie made the other a Outure Of habit or circumnance Mead
much leewiy in behavior. Indicates thin freedom and choice wee illuelons;

reduce* wadies to esilwerving elements. directs toward policy
of noncommotment of continuously gueetionirig everything

178

A

Irving. "Scent* murkier Oncattun
mutts* influence, closeness, tomato
hew
Dimas toward at wig from a centered telf
lirrisiOnlisol Ong' dIZIctson, ;multi, and values
nravonaboiry for consequences tat ,rig fflitiar
101 ons'a own life relating o s *If and a
rractich*Vdmrolinerl ujeetures eltO es lagrid
SSiNtOrs es butord generators r,t Weak thin
Oi'ientt tOnarg tha,nti cleat/yet y err,
rneeningtol frying. tOward ContinuOut. COW
boundaries, venturing into uncharted taws wit
confronting the natidtall y attenoant tsar And
ri* es well as integrating

Directs toward rhe courage to be Ono
maintaining emotional

approval with
heroin

Holds
rothing beck.
Freely and deeply expresses
loving and hateful feelings. Erotic or
hurtful responses are constructively used
to open new uses for exploration. Discloses
paranal information and values in relit ion to
other's interests and concerns. freely offers ow,
perceptions and ideas advice, guidance. soggesi
help with specific piens as a stimulating and C4
problem solving perticicant, leaving a wide mar
for other to choose what is meaningful Iiitio
!lidos self hilly, wholly, sod openly in dlr.?

reedy confronts with
(mon* of the

her upuo Activsty_

extends other's Iwarinets
of his Impact On people
ern of his aCtion
tendencies Prongs other into
more direct contact with
Whet he does to people
what he wants to do.

_nsitively ea-
's aware

intenso infen
d pens affect, brings ot

into more direct contact wit
deviance Finely and openly

tuned in to ell the unique and n
rnianin of the other.

Recognizes other's awns and Strength
110* the other 's strengths are excessively

in reactive living in opriositionel, contrail
ing Or placating reactions to 0th

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

Solt the world thrsugh,th
frn. Corweys porticuleriz
perroialized understand i
other' dletinct individual
experience, gnaw' other's
Restates, accurately ifIet
summering oven mean

resistantly with other's
of tefirenci.

KI Elects
periences

nd n

Encourages further. olo
Anis probes, listens
tlympathelically
Agrees, complies.
Reflects content

WI

_-nt I

and interen
rier. .

ly iv. bland,
ith the

0 k.
Reaponda -aporopreetely-. Not
insincere but conveys no reel

rwavernent. To direct quations
about himself. briefly reveals a
minimum of Oaperlicial information

Promote* partociostion, inter
continued inters/clans withOul
Reawres, waters down, dilutes other
fee+ wise

El



y Nyetems and tess
routines Orients tow
roach, precntetillt

ereetiod Pend
n. Acrants pining Dowet end control

one's world,
Ific content tor dhouseacti.

nd directs mooed their
el by systematic techniques

ntS of behavior and/or countering
ion. Emphetitee sdherence
, programs, techniques. and

ellePee. conditions

es ditelplirrod man
kal retion.

sinesellke, *rumored.
latic. wleMitk, programmed.

preolvenees. far OWN on other
titivaly ',ides, authoritatively

fl action, WitiontetIvely
own lead ideas, formulae.

iphlloasphy. values.

na
jot

ties,
unc Cory,LIgefrel-

confronts with irrationellern.
tern, or
other's

seemptione and a
know Woes osmationce.

led Inquire. larantaist
°Ornate:Defiers% MOW Piffehl

end elotatiOnsOf feemulaa
hoes expromione.

Structures end anw
hepos

ML

NAL

P
len n

d It
Is hidden

r mat I

It

t
intense
fw Of no P

ntighthal experiarke

the mpersonal play of Ione" f
u a of habit or CireueneRenge without
eleJern end etat:ke lee libations;

@mann, direct* toward Pare
nrJOUIly Questioning everything,

-

A

V
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pacaerm mutate! encounter,
mutual infkience, eh:marina, *Prate
ram
Onsets towerd aCting froth a sentestd tall to affirmatively
trnOftessent one's darecticin, goals, arto isi choosing wtth
11411410ndbiltly Int r()F u5nCeI ts.ng oiliattva arra responethifity
tow ono.* ,,wr Ii. teletIng 10 orw a self ell hbatAiatek not only es
Malogi4111111-thrwei CtiettlureS. tx,i1 also es &Indicant nifty/innsi
traitors is oitztent gerkettetOts tif ideas, things, *elf and other pe,Jatli-
or foots tn,er a spaogs. lowaol Cr Pa t y cowing. amergang. dnowng, OIN pending
meentrtgfol Irving. lOwara continuous courageous Izellt, briar loo through Witte
boundaries, venturing inIO tirtC±Iatted IOW. With unkhOVert rtiky trrittheAtions, end
confronting the naturally attendant fear and guilt. toweed continual roadinees to
ries separating es wtii os integrating

Directs toward the COutage to be anima in relationships-discriminstele
maintaining emotionally close relations of intimate exclunge end

approvsl with those 'spar ienced as good and
r ngthening discriminately turning fvom thole

experienced as diminishing and de-
structive. Requires that reelect

and temmittment in the
slation,diip be mutual.

autocracy
ploitation

Holds
nothing back .
freely and deeply
loving and hateful feelings. Erotic or

ihurtful responses age constructively used
to open new areas for exploration. Discloses
personal information end values in relation to
other's interests and concerns, /reel y of fers own
perceptions and ideas . irtvce, guidance, aiteleniOns,
hap with specific piens as a stimulating arid catalyzing
Problem solving participant, leaving a wide intrgin of freedom
for other to choose whit is rewind-NI nr fitting for him .
RiUrt self lolly, wholly, end openly in difilrtt OlcdLintef

Directly confronts with
aibiective impect of the
whirr upon hiinsilf Activel
extends other's awareness
of his Impact on people
and Of his action
random's% Br Inas other into
meliedireet confect with
whet he does to people a
whet he wants t...) do.

_nsitrrely ex-
s other's ewore-

intensifies insenin
deepens affect. brings MN

into mere direct contact with
'tersee . mely and openly

tuned in ta alt the LMIClul NM new
rnsanings of the other.

Recognizes other's emits and strengths end,
how thri other's strengths are ex ceuively Went

n reactive living - in oppoStional, controlling,
withdr ingot plecatind reactions to others

Pt RSONAL

PERSONAL

Expenerierivid

RoWl Piermen. PII.D,
Septenber, 1960

University of Vsterloo
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.

Directs attention to cu
the higaese Intersietkin.

Peresnal, the specif IC. the immediate, the
guides dhcanaion toward full exprenjort

tenilly talevent feet Inv and rrieenIngi .
emotional immediacy.

Stimulant, Wooden. other's constiOutneet Of
mif In relation to sesticiates Accent, Mending
to one's own unique voice and IseWInf other,
tuning In on oneself end when. Ascents opening

olt to the unique end now posileilithe
can inlet In Mph encounter.; orient) Ward
experiencing nrw meemenge end opyreitile diet
Niel tersely from die interaction betwomard'es

Unimhiguoualy as Mem
fondnese. pride in the

other Accents positive feel-
ings end minimizes, hedges
criticism.
Actively emphasizes
positive retard and. when
aiticel. disapproval exPlicitly
limited to immediate behavior
mild is clearly not directed to
personality es a whole.

ervi oneself rather than from the intOgetIon
between mhos end one'. pricorsealVel Wei
Indices's that anxiety Is natural in Me bine ef
world we flee In. Orlenu other towerd

identifying whet he genuinely ord dahtly
in is daily living, orients toward

fel guilt WM( oNnpromised
end aortal creativity. Dirac% tarok) rowans

me pat by choosing -
Ina Miro life promoting whets

ACCIPTIN

ACCEPTING

5eas the world Lbrough.the ober
C.crways perticularized,

portonalized understanding of
lflss"i distinct Individual

experience, grasps other's dant
Restates, accurately reflects,
gamma( i Jos Ove4 meanings

neatently with other's
aferencei,tflects

per tentes
nd fcolirm

Encourages further e 7ri
Asks. probes, listens
sampetheticolly
Agrees, complies.
effects content

Shows profit/140M acceptance and interest
in pitscribad "haying role" manner.
Gentle, kind. apparently friendly, blend.
calM and pleasant. laughs or icrites with the
Other- Makes smith talk.
Responds -appropriately-. Not

ncere but conveys no reel
Off-irwolvernent, To direct terertions
ablaut himself. briefly rehash.
minimum of superficial information.

War
support, Interest; end concern.

Promotes participation. interchange EliCiti end yucca/pi
conrcejed interaction, without deepening the lierel of interaction
Rea/buret, waters down, clootes other's warble* guilty. upon
twinge

Pwnlesivs: anew" othir to act as theist's
completely tree and unberund by WW1*

kimono.
Directs attention to other's excretions+ of
waif and conotnscthe wows?, tendernise,
Ignoring inational or daimons tendnIclea
RediriCte ditionsion to material eke*
Introduced by the other.
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BEHAVIORAL SYMTPOM CHECK LIST I

INSTRUCTIONS: On the following page is a list of behavioral cyrntoms of emotionally
dieturbed children. Meese indicate which of the following eymptom items are
charecteristic of the above-nemed child. These symptoms which have been manifested
nt some time during the lent three month. are Lo ,,e chocked if they appenr to be
in come way a part of the eee%on fof.hich the child has been referred.

CAUTIONS: 1. Do floe check items which appear merely as inferencec from pcycho-
logical inetruments; 0.3., et Lome point in the evaluation of almost every child
the inference will be made th:_ the child is fearful, depressed or the like,
but do not check these items unlees

a) the child repoetc that he is expeviencing these feelings; or
b) there is eepented mention that different people have obeerved

these eyaeLoms; or
-) llere in cleee '.chavioral evidence for those symptoms.

Do noL include common teems, e.g., headeches, which are ref_rred to
only in the course of a physical examination. Include ouch items only when they
are of adnormal proportionn or are also mentioned outeide of the physical examina
Lion.

3. Do not check moee than one symptom on the checklit
of behavior. For example, if the child reports hnvins headache .

any given item
ust the itom

-headaches' ehould Jo choc:. cd, while 'pains- ehoulL1 not be chee_ d unless there
_ mention of other painn which cee not covered pecifically by another item like

-stomach echos'. Likewiee, 1_2: the child has a strong fear of come specific thing
e.g., dog phooia, the tem "pho.ias- ehould be checked, eut "fearful Lhould not

ec checked unle e it is etated thz_t the child Is also fearful in a general non-

;pccific way.

4. If phyoical enueee arc found fer a >trAptom do not include the symptom

it in found thee :dlueeed vicion is being caueed by poor eyes.

Each item on the eymptom checkli t ie to be regarded as the description of
class o behavior not entieely normal in degree. If behavior fitting one of

these class descripeione ie noted, that claes should be checked, unless the beha,...1
vior is of apparently rloraal degeee. For example, -fighting" should not be checked
for a single mention of "Lishts with brother', 'but should be checked if it ic fro-
quenely mentioned, if it appeare to be of abnormal degree, fee if it is one of
the reacons for which the child vas referred; 'crying- should not be checked
unlec. s the child criee very eenily or is subject Lo unusual crying spells.

1 0
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BOY

DEULVIORAL SymPTOM CIECKLIST

Apathy, underactive, no initia-
tive, slow, lethc.-..-gic

Asthma

Nightmares

Obese, extremely fat

Obsessions
3. Att ntion dernandinrt

Ovcrtired, fatigued) dr.
4. Bizarr noel odd behavior

+mrm

P s, physical complai
5. Compulsions

Phobias, fear3. Confused

Poor Schoolwork
C uel(:y, bullying, ueanness

_

C. Crying
. Refusing to eat- not eati 8

well
_

9. Depression, ilappincss,
sadness

35. Running away

36. Seclusiv_
10. D tructive

37. Self-conscious
11. Disobedient

Encopresio, soilirrr
Sexual delinquency, incect,
homo-exuality

13. Enur sis, wettido hoing off

14. Fantastic LhirLzinC, delusions,
hallucinations

Shy, timid, submis-ive

Skin eruptions
15. Fearful, anxious

Stealing
16. F an, own impulse

tomach aches
17. Fighting, assa z331: 1.Ve

behavior Stuttering, speech problem

Fire-seLLin 3
45. Svearing

19. Headach Temper tantrums=3.TsENEm.

47. Threatening peopleA. Hyperactive -cractive
43. Tics, trembling, hakin-----
49. Truancy

21. Inadao.uate guilt 170e,r1
50. Vandalism

Insomnia chronic inabi it), to
sleep

51. Vomiting
Withdrawn

23. lying, cheati-g Worrying
Nausc, feels c% Seuual perve _.onc, cxpoctng

25. Negativistic, stuborn, sullen
irritable

-elf

6. Nervous, high f:t:z.urt,

-Checklist and Instructions 2rom ixhenbach, T.11. The classification of children
psychiatric symptoms. A factor analytic study. Psychological Monograph's, 1966,
00, No. 7 Whole No 615.
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Child's Name

Teache- Name

Date

t

3E1!LVIORAL SYMTPOM CHECK LIST

INSTRUCTIONS: On the following page is a list of behavioral ymtomc of emotiona ly
disturbed children. Please indicate which of the following symptom items are
characteristic of the above-named child. These symptoms which have been manifested
cL: some Lime during the last three month_ are to be checked if they appear te be
in some way a part of the ::er.:;on fof which Lhc child has been referred.

CAUTIONS: 1. Do not ch ck items which appear r_eroly as inferences from psycho-
logical instruments; e. some point in the evaluation of almoat every child,
the inference will be made the child is fe rful, deprcased or he like,
but do not cheek these items unless

a) the child reports that he is c; riencing these feel go; or
b) there is repented menLion that d fferent people have obaerved

these symp:Loms; er
) there :,ohavioral evidence for these symptom

Z. Do no_ include common item e.g. headacles, which are referred to
only in the course of a physical examinaLion. Include such Items only when they
are of adnormal proportions or are also mentioned outside of the physical examine--
Lien.

3. Do not chec:: than one symptom on the checklist for any given item
of beh vior. For example, if the child reports hnving headaches,just the item
-.headaches" should be checked, while wane:" should not be checked unless there
is mention of other pains which are not covered specifically by another item like
-stomach aches'. Likewise, if the child has a strong fear of some specific thing-
.g., dog phoJia, the IL:m hobias- should be chec%ed, but "fearful" should not

be checked unless it is stated Lhz1: the child is also fearful in a gener-1 non-
specific way.

4. If physical cnuscr nrc fou d fcr a ::ymptom do not include the sy-p om
e. it found that :,Tiu:7cd vision is cing caused by poor eyes.

Each item on the synptom checklist it,; to be regar_ed as the descrip ion of
a:0 of behavior not entirely normal in degree. If -:)ehavior fitting one of

these class descriptions is notQd, that class should be checked, unless the beha..*.
vior is of apparently normal degree. For example, -fighting" should not be checked
for a single mention of fights with orother", 1)1.07 should be checked if it is fre-
quently mentioned, if i appears to be of abnormal degree, or if it is one of
the rea-ons for which the child uas referred; "crying" should not be checked
unless the child cries very easily or is subject to 4nusual c ying
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flEW.VIORAL

Nausea, fecic

COPY

SYMPTOM

GIRL

C ECKLLST

. Tics Trembling, shak

Pains, phy ical complaints Skin eruptions

Headaches Feelings fof Worth arm

inadequacy, infe ri
4. Stomach aches

Ob se, extremely fat
5. Phobias Lea5.%,

Disobedient
Vomiting

Lying, cheating
Double vtzion

Stealing
R fusing to cat,
not eating well Fighting, assault, rsive

behavior
Obsessions

Running away
1D. Fearful anxious

-.r1J4J. Swearing
111. 1101Lhdrawn

39. Quarr-1 ome
12. DDeprcssion, unhc inc-

sadd ss .0. Threatening people

13. Dizzin--- -,u nty

14. Crying pc- ructive

15. Nightmares 4:. Poor School wo

16. Nervous, hign. 1.0 Att ntion demanding

17. Worrying Sexu 1 delinquency, iL1CCQ
homosexuality

10. Insmmnia (th nic 7

to sle p) tk). Inadequate guilt feeling

19. Constipation O. Sexual preoccupation

Fears own ipucc Thumbsucking

Breathing dilacui
/:-9. Masturbation
J. Enuresis, wetting

Compulsions 51. Temper-tantrums
.1=,111Vmlgli

Negativistic, stubJorn, sullen
Shy, timid su:)].lissi Nailbiting

Hyperactive, overactive
Overtired, fa igued, drowsy 55. Poor motor coordination
Sclf-consciou-

A. Confused

1-Cheekli t and strucLiorn Achenbach, T.U. The class fication oi children'
psychiatric symptom., . A 2acLor analytic study. Psychologicl Monographs 'GG 007X
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SLOSSON ORAL.READjNG_TEST_ SORT)

Copy ri ght 1963, Richard L. Slossor,

Keep this tes
safe drawcr or

This _Qral fleadinQ Test is to be given individually and is based on the ability ta pronounce words
at different levels o 1 di f f icu t y The words have been taken from st a»dardi zed school readers and the
fteadiaq Level obtained from test lug represents median or standardized school achievement. A correlation
f .96 (variability on a group o f 108 children from first grade thru high school: Gray Mean = 5,0, SORT

Mean = 5.0, Gray S.D. 2.0, SORT S.D. = 2.3) was obtained with the Standardiztd_Oral Reading_Paragrophs
by William S. Gray, published by The Bobbs-Merril Company, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana. Permission to
use this test by Gray for purposes o f validation is deeply appreciated.

A

can be
with these par t culor

reliabili ty coe f f ci t 0 f .99 (te interval of one week) shows that this Oral Reading Test
used at frequent intervals to measure a child's progress in reading, providing no specific coaching

ds has been given. Such periodic testing con be highly motivating.

1. Allow thP child to read fr )(11

YOU keep score on another. At t-
fol "/ want to ser hei
you cm read. Please hewn herr (

aloud as carejally i. ),(1 can."

list to start. ) "Wien you come to
do the best you ran and if yl
soy 'hi (Ink ' go on to tit('

DI.JECTLO_NS

ne shoet, while
he start, say the

/ these words
ruch word

(Indicate at what
ii dtiftrult in)rd,

run reiirl
one."

Z. Start a child with a list where you think he
can pronounce all 20 words in that one list --

redly. Note that each list of words is graded.
List P (primer) is for the first few months of

_first grade, List i is for the balance of first
4rade, List 1 is for second grade, etc. If the
startingjist is too difficult and the child makes
even one mistake, go back until you reach an easier
list wherehecan pronounce all 20 words correctly.

Aftei you have found the Starting Ji5t, go on
n to mo re ad v an c e d lists urit 1 you find the stoppinj
list, where he mispronounces or is unable to read-
all 20 words. When you reach a point where the, loords

become vely di f f i cu 1 t , say "Look quickly aintli thts

list (bid rem/ the iivirds you think you know."

4. When a child reads very slowly and takes more
than 5 seconds on each and every word, move him
along by saying the "blank" for him. Or call out
the number of the word at a rate of about 5 seconds

(Rea

GRADE_ SCORE .ORADE

0.0 26-27 1.3

0.1 28-29 1.4
30-31 1.5
32-33 1.6

34-35 1.7

36-37 1.8

each. Sti 11 another plan is to use ti small card or
Piece of paper, covering up a word after a 5 second
exposure, forcing him on to the next word.
3. (bunt as an error each mispronounced or omitted
word as well as a word which takes more than about -

5 seconds to pronounce. (if a child has a speech
defect such as a stutter, disregard the 5 second
interval and allow as much time as necessary. )
Count it an error when a child is uncertain about
a word arid gives more than one pronunciation, even
though one of them may have been correct. Be par-
ticularly careful about scoring the word endings
as they must be absolutely correct. Keep score by
putt ing a chOCk mark (,,/ ) after each error or a
plus sign (+) after each correct word. Enter the
number of correct words at the bottom of each list
as you go along. An analysis of scatter on the
test, as we, l us the types of errors made, will
indit!nte areas of wvakness.
6. To find a child's raw score fur reading, count
the total number of words he was able to pronounce
correctly in all lists and add the words below the
starting list for Which he automatically receives
credit. To obtain the Reading Level, look up the
value of this raw score in ta61-6 f below. A simple
way to determine the Reading Level is to take half
the raw score. For exaMOle: if the raw score were
46, halfof this number would he 23 and the Reading
Level would be 2.3 or the 3rd month of 2nd grade.

CHItil'4GING THE WM .SCOTIF. TO READING_ LEYEL
ng Grade Level Is given In Years mtd trinryths. For example, 5.2 means h- 2nd ni

0-1
2-3
4-5
6-7
8-9

11

_3

4-15
16-17
18-19
20-21
22-23
24-25

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2

38-39
40-41
42-43
4445
46-47
48-49
50-51

1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

SC SC E GRADE

52-53 2.6 70-79 3.9 104-105
54-55 2.7 I 4.0 106-107
56-57 2.8 4.61 106-109
56-59 2.9 4.2 110-111
60-61 3.0 4.3 112.113
62-63 3.1 013.49 4.4 114-115
64-65 3.2 9091 4.5 116-117
66-67 3.3 92-93 4.4 116-119
68-69 3.4 914-95 4.7 120-121
70-71 3.5 96-97 4.11 122-123
72-73 3.6 98-90 4.9 124-125
74-76 3.7 100.-101 5.0 126-1V
76-77 3.8 102-103 5.1 126.-129

5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.6
5.9
6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

130-131
132-133
134-135
136-137
131.1 139

140-141
142-143
144-149
146-147
1138-149
150-151
152-153
54-155

th of 5th grade.

6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
7.0
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7

E SCORE GRAD

156.157 7.6
153-159 7.9
160-161 5.5
162-163 $.1

164-165 8.2
166-167 8.3
166160 5.4
170-171 8.5
172-173 8.6
174-175 8.7
176-177 6.0
176-179 6.9
180-200 H.

FR TED IA1 U.
_

A.

at ion
El

Publications
1,1 V
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fako a. rtie4,44 trim )4001 va

-rar

LUUN UNAL HLADING TEST

~..

tan'IBIELL

#2110,0W

2 .

. mother
4 . little

here
CAD

7 . want
8. come
9 . one
o , baby
1. diree

. run
3. jump
4 . dowt)
5 . is
ft.up
7 make
B. ban
g( Ltd p
ri play

r,

ri
3 . came
4 . horse
5 . ride
6 . under
7 . was
8 . whaa
9 . bump

10 . hit
1. very

1-2- puppy
13 . dark
i 4 . &it
15% wish
16 . basket
17 foOd
18 . road

1.9 hin
20 . a

Citla
ACT0811 i safe

2 spigot
mnabla '
reward
evening
stream
empty
stone

3

4

6
7

8

10

1.1

1.2

3

14
IS

17

19

ocean
bench
dam-
tim
perform
destroy

lieious
hunger
excuse
understood

Lis
I honest
2 ri
3
4 silence
$ develop
6 ptomptl
7 serious

courage
9 forehesd

10 distant
anger

12 vacant
13 appearance
14 speechless
is region
16 slumber
17 future
18 claimed
19 common
20 dainty

cushion
2 generall
3
4 corn
5 tailor
6 haw

scions

12 Ir

14
15 pro
16

l7obed
18 anibl

atein01101.111111Mlinft

fr:21-et: the
trie:!"trita

rt, Ted
rystpo noi bit!
1:41:44

i.itistkituary
rietasT. ;Nis

spe.vair.uta

yr-of 14ng
iutrigatat

tjudniiti.i
f NrefhZe
sakillipir %IA

faii reed
A.11.4.*tar,4

IAA

m..tiet,

attg1=ZnitaCed1=311

- 44.) Lint 8 tion%

.1rit,atolotte7

k-4,tvirovunent
ctunierfeit

5 ertais
A isdustrions
-1 *approximate

zociety
4

hi mai ipant

manclardize
pormsve

a gch gect ure

$ ft:dm:wiled
is yessiniscesice

intrinsic
I 16 ci.stilainsperary

sttrAillively
compsaoionskr 1,

completion 19
ii fruniintiosnly tit gro

nnti
veattmit

3 nackus
4 antkun

6

9
10
I articulate
12 deprecate
13 remarkably
14 contrasting
IS irrelevanCe
16 s1WDimenl

men&
ant

exubeTE.n1

scsoo 01211

triaVergie
2 affable
3 compressibk
4 excruciating

um

wbin
proportional
intangible
formulated

List 1
List 2
List 3
Met 4
List 6

a ,
mu itaneous

. .....t...arotro.1,4,10111,1I.,441611111~WiemPWIVALSINIMIMINI,

1,du 10!.44e-, riemti vo.1

List
List 7
List $
List LB.

say
ses r.

(Total nastier of
corract words
Including th
wo rds below
et hrt /ply level.;
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GENERAL ANXIETY SCALE FOR CHI DREN

INSTRUCTION$:

My name is . I'm going to be
asking you some questions --- queitions different from the usual school
questimpfor these are about how you feel and so have no right or wrong
answers. First I'll hand out the answer sheets and then I'll tell you
more about the questions.....

Wtite your name at the top of the first page, both your first and
your last names. ..

As I said before, I am going to ask you some questions. No one
but myself will see your answers to these questions, not your teacher
or your principal or your parents. These questions are different because
there are no right or wrong answers._ You are_to listen to each quastion
and then put a circle around either "yes" or "no". These questions are
about how you think and feel and, therefore, they have no right or wrong
answers. People think and feel differently. The person sitting next
to you might put a circle around "yes" and you may put a circle around
"no". For example, if I asked you this question: "Do you like to play
ball?", dome of you would put a circle "yes" and some of you would put
it around "no". Your answer depends on how you think and feel. These
questions are about how you think and feel about school, and about a lot
-f othr things. Remember, listen carefully to each question and answer
it "yes" or "no" by deciding how you think and feel. If you don't under-
stand a que-tion, ask me about it.
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GENERAL ANXIETY SCALE FOR C

When you are away from home, do you worry about what mIght be happening
at home?
Do you sometimes worry about whether

(othe- children are better looking than you are?)
(your body is growing the way it should?)

3 Are you afraid of mice or rats?
L 4. Do you ever worry about knowing your lessons?

5. If you were to climb a ladder, would you worry about falling o
6. Do you worry about whether your mother is going to get sick?
7. Do you get scared when you have to walk home alone at ni ht?

Do you ever worry about what other people think of you?
9. Do you get a funny feeling when you see blood?

10. When yourfather is away from home, do you worry, about whether he is
going to come back?

11. Are you frightened by lightning and thunderstorms?
L 12. Do you ever worry that you won't be able to do something you want to do?

13. When you go to the dentist, do you worry that he may hurt you?
14. Are you afraid of things like snakes?
15. When you are in bed at night trying to go to sleep do you often find

that you are worrying about something?
L 16. When you were younger were you ever scared of anything?

17. Are you sometimes frightened when looking down from a high place?
18. ntl you get worried when you have to go to the doctor's office?
19. Do some of the stories on radio or television scare you?

L 20. Have you ever been afraid of getting hurt?
21. When you are home alone and someone knocks on the door, do you get a

worried feeling?
22. Do you get a scanwfeeling when you see a dead animall
23. Do you think you worry more than other boys and girls?
24. Do you worry that you might get hurt in some accident?

L 25. Has anyone ever been able to scare you?
26. Are you afraid of things like guns?
27. Without knowing why, do you sometimes get a funny feeling in your s-- ch?
28. Are you afraid of being bitten or hurt by a dog?

L 29. Do you ever worry about something bad happening to someone you know?
30. Do you worry when you are home alone at night?
1 Are you afraid of being too near fireworks becau-e of their exploding?

32. Do you worry that you are going to get sick?
L 33. Are you ever unhappy?

34. When your mother is away from homes do you worry about whether she
going to come back?

35. Are you afraid to dive Into the water because you 'might get hurt?
36. Do you get a funny feeling when you touch something that has a real sharp

ed e?
L 37. Do you ever worry about what is going to happen?

38. Do you get scared when you have to go into a dark room?
a,. Do you dislike getting in fights because you worry about getting hurt

in them?
40. Do you worry about whether your father is :7,ing to get sick?

L 41. Have you ever had a scarey dream?
42. Are you afraid of spiders?
43. Do you sometimes get the feeling thi. omthing bad is going to happen to

you?
44. When you are alone in a ro_ _ and you hear a strange noise, do you get

a frightened feeling?
L. 45. Do you ever worry?

187
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e X y_ I

Name

QENERAL X1ETY SCALE FOR CHILDREN

Date

1. YES NO 24. YES NO

2. YES NO 25. YES NO

3. YES NO 26. YES NO

4. YES NO 27. YES NO

5. YES NO 28. YES NO

6. YES NO 29. YES NO

7. YES NO 30. YES NO

8. YES NO 3L YES NO

9. YES NO 32. YES NO

10. YES NO 33 YES NO

11. YES NO 34. YES NO

12. YES NO 35. YES NO

13. YES NO 36. YES NO

14. YES NO 37, YES NO

15, YES NO 38 YES NO

16. YES NO 39. YES NO

17. YES NO 40. YES NO

18. YES NO 41. YES NO

19. YE NO 42. YES NO

20. YES NO 43. YES NO

21. YES NO 44.. YES NO

22. YES NO 450 YES NO

23. YES NO
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SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST

Date

sh

When I do

Compa ed with et familIe, nine

People think 1 am

My mother

6. It's fun to daydream about

7. I think my friends

8. My father and I

I like my mother but

10. S etimes I feel like

11. My family

12. I g t seared when

What people like most about me

My mother sometimes

15. If I had my way I would

16. I don't lik,; the sort of person who

17. My father someti

18. I am sorry when

19. My life is

20. I feel that my mother and I

21. My family treats me 14.ke

22. What gets me in trouble is

_3. My father

24. It hurts when

rtg my father
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25. I hate

26. I feel my tether doe

27. Th :tUug that r=a117

2E. b othe-ra and sista s

InY2;,-. When things g

I ireel sad whet)

very oLten

Inad is

MO*

1 0



No .

Father

2
8

1 7
2 3
2 6

Mother

5

9
1 4
2 0
2 9

..ELL2.1Ly.1

Siblin

8

4
1 0

1 3
1 9
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i_entence Co- pletion Test

icore Form

Ratin

Grand Total

Total

Total

Total
=!..=£=!.aien.ima

Total

Total
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Date!

RELATIONSHIP rhm fORYFORM 05-M-64

Below are listed a varlet, ways that one person may
:feel or behave in relatixl to another person.

Please consider each stiternent with reference to your
present relationship with your

Mark each s_atement in the 1,ft margin, according to how
strong y you feel that it is true, or not true, in this
relati -hip. Pleasc rrark ev r one:. Write in + +2, +1 1,
-2, -3 o stand fbr the following answers :

Les,
is t

trongly feel that it

Yes, I feel it is

Yes, I feel that it s probably
true, or more true than untrue.

No I feel that It
probably untrue, or nre
untrue than true

No, I feel it is not true.

No, I strongly feel that
it is not true.

I. He respects me as a perso-,.

2 He wants to understand ho- I see things4

Hs interest in me depends on the things I say or do.

He is comfortable and at ease in our relati, ship,

5. He fe ls a true liking for me

He may understand my words but he does not see the way
feel

Wheth r = m --ee _ng happy or unhappy with myse f
makes no real difference to the way he feels about me.

I feel that he puts on a role or front with me.

9. He is impatient:with me.

_ 10 He nearly always kno-- exactly what I me _

Depending on my behaviour, he has a be ter opinion of
me wmetimes than he has at other t mes

12. I feel that he is real and genuine with me.
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t ii

iik7! looks

dt7.!w.,11-v;

hi7T-

7t makes him unesy whf.,11 ) :K or J tbco.) cet.FAin
thlngs.

ur,ually r re,51i.;(-:. what I ikm

IM wants Tr 1=:? t,n be.7, partici

I earl'
exar.ti

rr.r,k o e

i-oel that h Selyo expresses
: he i%n he -6

r.torestimii

0;xn nf
verit ty:\rr

crin (rr
ram without hm

Lppl:(::c1,71.t1 ve

any ,fereltly

m( to mt.7 or undorstaAds

5Qrit-2times he thInks
the %le

things he does not like.

7

does nrA voie anythinq

feol that ht Jisapprove'?

a cQrtain way, be-cause

and tb

Is important

*her

Ho reoli!;e:i wnmt 1114. m pvril when I have difftcuity
In saying it.

31. His attitude toward me staw; the same; he is not
pleased with me somc!time critical or disappo..ned
at other timcs.

:12. Sometimes he i no; at all comfortable but we go on,
outwardly ignoring it.

He JUL tolerate

unua. deilieinds th4! whole of what I mcrn.

193
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show that
or angry with me

angry with hlm he becomes hurt
oo.

He expresses his t ue impressions and feelings with

He is friendly and warm with me.

38 He just takes no n tice of some th n s that I think
or feel.

39 How much he likes or di
anything that I tell hi

ikes me is not altered by
about myse f

40 At times I sense that he is not mware of what
really feeling with me.

41. I feel that he really values me.

42 He appreciates exactly how the th ngs I exper en e

4

feel to me.

He approv. s of some things I dot and plainly
disapproves of others.

44 He is willing to express whatever is actually intis
mind with me- including my feelings about himself
or about me.

45. He doesn't 1 ke me for myself

46 At timeS he
about a par

hinks that I feel a lot more s -ongly
cular thing than I really do.

47- Whether 1 am in good spirits or feeling ups
not make him feel any more or less apprecia

48 He is openly himself in our relationship.........
49. I see- to irritate and bother hi

does
ve of me

50. He does not realise how sensi ive 1 am about some of
the thinO we discuss.

/

Whether tihe ideas and n expre_ are "good"
or "bad" 'seems to make n o difference to his feeling
toward me.

There are- times when I feel that his outw&d re ponse
to me is quite different fr m the way he fee s
underneath.

53. At times he feels contempt for me.

54. He understands me. 94
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Sometimes
at other t

am more wor
es

_56 I have not felt
h:mself that he

ha
er,

_ in his eyes th-- I am

he tries
with me.

57 fe is truly interested in

5

h de anything from

HIs respon.e to me ts usual y 50 fixed
automatic that I don't really get througi, to him

I don't think that anything I say or do r al y
changes the way he feels to ard me.

60- What he says to me often gives a wrong impr-ssion
of his Oriole thought or feelIng at the time

61 He feels d -p affection for me.

62. When I a
exactly,

rt or upset he can recognise my feelings
.hout becoming upset himself.

what other people think of mc does (or would, i
he knew) affect the way he t els toward me.

64 T believe that he has feeli- _s he does not te l me
about that are cousing difficulty in our r-lationship.
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I y

4

Below are listed variety of ways that one peu:son may
behave in relation to *nothac person.

Please consider each
nt relationship with your

Mirk emch statement in the
ongly you feel that it is true
ase mark ever' one. Writo in 4.

ing nswers:

left margin, according to how
or not true, in this r ationship.
+2, 4-1 or -1 -2 3 for the

Yes, I strongly feel that it is true.

+2: Yes, I feel it is true.

1: Yes, I feel that it is probably
true r nre true than untrue.

feel that it
probably untrue

or more untrum
than true.

No, I feel it im not
true

No, I strongly feel
that it is not tru.

jaMiGye wailWft0M10103

She respects me as a person.

She wants to understand how I see things.

Her interest in me depends on the th ngs I say or do

4. She is comfortable and at ease in our relationthL

5 She feels a true liking for me

6

7.000=00 ~0,00

wiliiiiImIM001001000100..100
8**

9*

16

She may unders..and my words but she doe_ not see
the way I feel.

Whether I am feeling happy or unhappy wiun myself makes
no real difference to the way she feels about me

fee- hat she putm on a role or front with me.

She is impatient with m

She ne rly elways knows exacUy what 1 me

'pending on my behaviour, she has a better op4nion
me sometimes than she 11-,.s at other times

eel that Ale is real and genuine with me

eel appreciated byplay.

She looks at what I do from her own point of Vi.ew

r feeling toward me clesn't depend on how I feel
ward her

It makz her uneasy when I ask or taBcabout certain
0
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17. She La indifferen

18. She usually senaeslmr ra1Iase

19* She wta me to be a particulak kt of per

20 X nearly always feel that what she says expr es
exactly what she is ee1ing and thinking Mo AD au a it

,21. She finds me rather dull and uninteres

22 Ver own attitudes toward some of the things
say prevent her from understanding me.

23. I can (or could) be openly critical or apprecIatve of
her without really making her feel ftny differently
about me

24. She wants me ink that the likes me or
me more than she really does.

25. She cares for

26. Sometimes she thInks th& I feel a cer
that's the way she fe

She likes certain things about me end
things she does not like

iMmlisilliwit...EINt

28. She does not avoid anyth ng that is
relationship*

29 I feel that she disapproves of me.

way, because

t for our

30. She realises what I mean even when I have dIfficulty
in saying it

-dmimarawnigiAMIM

= :4=

Her attitude toward me stays the ame- she
pleased with
at other times.

32. Sometimes the is

afa.L.NMPANTWO,

outwardly ignoring

She just tolerates me,

She Usually understands the whole of what I mean.

5. If I show that I am angry with her she becomes hurt or
angry with me, too.

36. She expresses her true irrpresstons and feelings with me.

mes and cri ical or di

all comfortable but we go fan
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37

38,

She is fr

She jist t
or fel.

dly d warm

es no notice me th

39 Hew much she 1-kes or dislikes me
anythirg that I tell her about

40 At timev r sense that she is not a
is real4 feeling with me.

41

4

I feel %hat she really values me

ngs that X think

not altered by

e of whet she

She appreciates exActly how the things
feel to le.

She approves
disapproves of e

e things I do, and p
rs.

44 She is willing to express whatever is
in her mind with me, including any fee
herself or about me.

45 She doesn't like me for myself

46. At times s'%e thinks that I fee
about a pavticular thing than I really do.

47. Whether I am in good spirits or feeling upset does not
make her feel any more or less appreciate of me.

She is openly herself in eur relationship.

49. I seem to irritate and bother her.

50. She does not realise how sensitive I m ab u
the thing$ we discuss.

51. Whether trie ideas and feelings I express are
"bad" seems te make no difference to her fee
toward me,

52. There are times when I feel that her outward response
to me is quite different from the way she feels undern

At times she feels contempt few me.

She understands me.

xp

nly

e ce

tua ly
ngs about

more strongly

5S

or

54,

Somotirnes I am more worthwhile in her eyes than
at other times.

. I have not felt
herself th t she

at he tciøs to hide anything from
eels wIth me.
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57 She in

M Her response to me iu ua ually so fixed and automatic
tha

WirmATEMOC,111.11,

vjgjowarmaimitmi

Magoilserolim

n

really get through to her.
don t think that anything I say or do really changes

the way she feels toward me

60. What she says to me often givar! a wrong impression
of her whole thought or feeling at the i.me.

1 She feels deep affection for me.

62. When I am hurt or upset she can r ognise my felIrtq5
exactly, without becoming upset herself.

63. What other people think of me does (or would, if she
knew) affect the we she feels toward ma

believe that she has feelings she does not tell me
about that are causing difficulty in our relati hip.

199
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Iwspondent.'s ,:x:

r s sex:

RELATI1NSHT[' 1NVEN

64 item forms

SCORING SHEET

Type of reiationship

Level of Regard

Positive

Emp. Understandg, Uncond. of Regard

Positive.
rnsAns e-

Positive
Answer items

Form:

bate:

Congruence

Positiv
Answ

37

41

57

61

18

30

34

42

54

62

Suh-

ktor
i t Crith

X SUM
t:1)-101a

I 1

.1 1 t'

egative
tem Answer

Negative
items Answer

Negative
Answe

Negative
tems

6rand

200

sca es
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Husband ' s name

Your name

Date of rating

Ap endix XXV

Relationship Inventory - C HC

Husband-toward-Child Fo

Directions: On the following pages are listed a variety of ways that your
husband may feel or behave toward your son. Please consider each statement and
mark it in the left margin according to him strongly you feel it is true, or
not true, in your husband's relationship with your son. Write in the numbers
that stand for the following answers:

Yes, I s rong
true

eel that it is

.42: Yes. I feel it is true

I: Ye- eel it is probably true
or more true than untrue

No, I feel that
untrue or more

s probably
e than true

-2: No, I feel it Is not true

o, I strongly feel that it
not true

1. My husband usually senses or realizes wh t our son

2. My husband has never told our son things abdut himself that he

10.

ormwoonommil

would like to change.

My husband tells our son thIngs he does not mean and hence gives
the son the wrong impression of his whole thou ht and feeling at
the time,

my husband is very lively with our son.

My husband is friendly and wa to our son.

If our son leaves the
husband know where he
son to be back.

my husband's interest
does.

house he is dtfi tely required to let my
is going and my husband sets a time for our

in our son depends on the things he says or

My husband ignores o_r son's feelings.

My husband behaves just the way he is he is freely and openly
himself in his relationship with our son.

husband is disappointed in our son.
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C -

Yes,
true

+2: Yes I

+1: Yes, I
true or

:ongly feel that

feel it is true

feel that it is probably
more true than untrue

-1: No, I feel that it is probably
untrue or more untrue than true

feel itis not true

strongly feel that it
true

Whether my husband Is feeling happy or unhappy with him e
no real di ference in the way he feels towards our son.

.111MIEWM,M0

akes

12. My husband understands our son's words but he does not realIze how

13 mr.ii.MmnoM

our son feels,

my husband tells our son about his feelings.

14. have not felt that my husband tries to hide anything fr
self that he feels with our child.

15. My husband would rather sit by himself than particIpate or fool
around with our son.

16. At times my husband feels con empt for our son.

17.

18

My husband considers our songs likes and dislikes In setting up
the rules.

Ly husband's feeling toward our son do ngt depend on how
eels towards my husband.

My husband understands our son.

Son

At times, I sense that my husband is not aware of what he is really
feeling with our child.

21. My husband cares for our wn.

22. Depending on our son's behavior, my husband has a better opinion of
him sometimes than he has at other times.

23. husband does not realize how sensitive our son is about s
the things our son:discueses.

24. My husband never discusses mat ers concerning sex with our son.

25. husband likes to play rough and tumble games wIth our son.

26. My husband di9approves of our son.

28. My husband likes to know howour son spends his NO yl
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. Yes, I s
true

tonglv feel that it is

Yes I feel it
Yes, I feel that it _s probably
true or more true than untrue

$0, I feel that it is probably
unt ue or _ore untrue than true

No fe l it is not true

No, I st ong y feel that it
not true

29. Our son can be openly critical or apprec ative of my husband
out really making my husband feel any different about him.

30. At times my husband thinks that our son feels-alot more strongly
about a particular thing than our son actually does.

3 tly husband exp esses his true impressions and feelings with our
son.

32.

4.

.11110.1771..

Our son seems to irrit_te and bother my husband.

My husband's attitude toward our son stays the same: my husband
is not pleased with our son sometimes and crit cal or disappointed
at other times.

My husband nearly always knows axactly whet our s n means.

35. my husband t-il personal things about himself to our son.

36. My husband acts a part or puts on a front with our son.

37. My husband is mostly quiet Alen he is wIth our son.

38. hy husband feels a true likIng for our son.

39 My husband t ies to explain the reasons why he wants Our s-
do somethin that he wants our son to do.

40. my husband wants our son to be a particular kInd of person.

41. My husband appreci
feels to him.

exactly how the things our son experiences

SometAms my husband is not at all comfortable
they go on, outwardly i_noring it.

43. my husband r--pe .ts our son as a person.

44. There are ce tain things
are other things he does

45. My husband loOks at what
view.

_ur son but

my husband likes about our son, and there
not like,

our son does only from his own point of
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+3: Yes, I strongly feel that it is
true

+2: Yes, I feel it Is true

Yes, I feel it is probably true
or more true n untrue

feel that is is probably
unt ue or more untrue than true

No, I feel it is not true

No, I strongly feel that it is
not true

46. My husband ne e
or failed at.

told our son about thins that he has succee

47. My husband Is nearly always open with ou son; what he says to
our son nearly always expresses exactly what he is feeling and
thinking at the time he says it.

48 My husband can easily let himself go, be completely
gayly enjoy himself with our son.

4

5

My husband is impatient with our son.

nd

My husband would like to determine what our son does with his
future.

51. How much my husband likes or dislikes our son Is not altered by
anything that our son tells my husband about himself.

52. My husband wants to understand how our son sees things.

53 My husband mould really prefer our son to think th t he likes or
understands our son even when he doesn

54. My husband appreciates our son as a person.

5 If our son shows that he is angry with my
becomes hurt or angry with our son too.

56. Sometimes my husband thinks that our so
because that's the way he feels himself

husband has t

husband, my husband

eels a certain may,

ld our son what things worry or s are him.

My husband does Jot avoid talktng with our son about anythin
is important for their relationship.

59. husband usually waits for our son
do ng things together.

60. My husband disapproves of our son

61.

vs the first mcve in

If our son gets angry at my husband he can allow angry
he expressed by our son and be done wi h 1.

to
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+3: Yes, I trongly feel that t is -1: No, I feel that it is probably
untrue or more untrue than truetrue

: es I feel it Is true

Yen, I FA-_
truo n7 111:11:

probably
:ri untrue

No, I ful it is not true

No, I strongly feel -hat it
vr,t

62. T.7,1 ti r my ir 7,00 s fljjr r r

my hu band f.Le I any mor nr Ie s

64.

:ng upset does not mike
e lative of our son.

My husband can tell what our son means even when our son has
trouble saying it.

My husband's vagueness makes it hard for our son to unde -stand him.

65 There are times when my husband's outward response to our son i
quite different from the way he feels underneath.

66. My husband eagerly likes to go to new places and do new things
with our son.

67. My husband is truly interested in our son.

63 What my husband says has a lot to do with our son s choice of
friends.

69. My husband app 00.7es of some things that our son does and plainly
disapproves of others.

70. My husbanOs attitudes toward some of the things our son does or
says prevents him from understanding our son.

71. My husband expresses htmself clearly to our son.

72. My husband is real and genuine with our son.

73.

74.

75

76

77.

FjCWLA.

husband finds i t hard to let himself go and really enjoy hial
self with our son.

My husband feels indifferent to our son.

My husband trusts our son and generally lets
self.

e care of him..

Whether the ideas and feelings our son exp eases are g od" or
"bad" seems to make no difference to my husband's feelings toward
our son.

husband usually under t nds the whole of what our son means,.

7C My husband seems to "beat around the bush" in talking with our son.
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HC

Yes,
true

stron y feel that it i_

+2: Yes I ..i!eel it is true

Yes, I
tr7t,. o77

79.

probably

No, I feel that it is probably
untrue rr ro untrue than true

Nc

No, I

L ot true

Ly feel that it is

my husband uneasy wien our son :Lrl: or talks about certain
things.

When our son shouts at my husband, he shouts back.

husband feels deep affection for our son.

my husband feels that as long as our son lives under his roof, our
son should take orders from him.

83. Sontimes our son is more worthwhile in my husband's
other times.

84. My husband r sponds to r son rather automatically, without taking
in what the son ia expe iencing.

85. MY husband finds co crete words to express h

36.

mmaNinrimAWilm.

My husband is willing to express whatever

to our son.

itimally on his mind
with cur son including any feelings about hImself or about our son.

My husband would rather be alone in teed of betng with our son.

My husband finds our son r th-r dull and uninteresting.

89. My husband has confidence in our son in decIding things without
his guidance .or suggestions.

90.

91.

I don't think that anything our son _says or does really changes the
way my husband feels toward our son.

When our son is hurt or upset my husband can recognize
son feels aithout getting upset himself.

_ow our

92. My husband believes there are things he doesn't tall about that are
causing difficulty in his relationship gith our son.

Somehow our son irritates my husband.

What other people think of our son does or would, if my husband
knew) affect the way my husband feels t ward our son.
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Your name

Date of rating
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p

BLE

e-toward -child Form

Directions: On the following pages are listed a variety of ways that your
wife may feel or behave toward your son. Please consider each statement
and mark it in the left margin according to how strongly you feel it is
true, or not true, in your wife's relationship with your son. Write in the
numbers that stand for the following answers:

Yes ngly feel that it is true

+2: Yes, I feel it La true

Yes, I feel that It is probably tr
or more true than untrue

No, I feel that it
probeb y untrue or more
untrue than true

No, I feel it is

No, I strongXy f
it is not true

wife usually senses or realizes what our son is feelin

2. My wife has never told our son things about be
would like to change.

My wife tello our son things she does not me
the son the wrong impression of her whole, th
the time.

4. My wife is very lively with our son.

5 ife is friendly and warm to our son.

th t she

rue

and hence gives
ght and feeling at

6 If our son leaves the house he is definitely required to le
wife know where he is going and my wife sets a time for our son
to be badk.

My wife's inte
does.

8. Hy wife

9. My wife
herself

lo. my wife

n our son depends on the things he says or

ignores our son's feelings.

behaves just the way she is is freely and openly
in her relattonshjp with our

disappointed in our son.
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Yee,
true

ronglv feel that it i_

+2: Yes, I feel it is t ue

Yes, I feel that it is probably
ture or more true than untrue

-1: No, I feel that it is probably
untrue or more untrue than true

No, I feel it s not true

No, I strong feel that i
true

2. fe understands our son's w rds but she does not realize how our
son feels.

13. _y wife tells our son about her feelings.

14. I have not felt that my wife t _e_ to hide anythtng from herself
that she feels with our son.

16.

fe would rather sit by herself than participate or fool around
h our son.

times my wife feels contempt for our son.

17. My wife considers our son-s likes and dislikes in etttng up the

18,

rules.

My wif, eeling a d our son doesn't depend on how our son feels
towards my wife.

19. My wife unde -tends our son.

20. aim.lmwmairm At times, I sense that my wife is not aware of what she is really
feeling with our son.

21 My wife cares for our son.

22. Depending on our son's behavior, my wife has a better opinion of him
sometimes than she has at other timeo.

23. MY wife does not realize how senatttve our son is about some of the
things our son discusses

24. My wife never discusses matters concerning sex with our son.

25. my wife is comfortable and at ease with our son,

26.

27.

wife likes to play rough and tumble games with

My wife disapproves of our son.

28. MY wIfe lIkes to know how our son spends his money.
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?es I strongly feel that it is
true

+2: Yes feel it is true

+1: Yes, I feel that it is probably
true or more true than untrue

No, I feel that it in probab y
untrue or more untrue than true

No feel it is not true

No, I strongly feel that it isnot
true

21 Our son can be openly critical or appreciative of my wife without
really making my wife feel any different about him.

30. At times my wife thinks that our son feels a lot more s rongly about

1

a particular thing than our son actually does.

My wife expsses her true Impressions and feelings with our sofl .

32. Our son seems to itate and bother my wi

33 Hy wife's attitude toward our son stays the same: my ulfe Is not
pleased with our son sometimes and critical or dIsappointed at °the',
times.

My wife nearly always knows exactly what our son mt., ns.

35. My wife tells per onal things about herself to our son.

36

4.01~mmijAor

Wi=1.0..WWW.M

my wife acts a part or puts on a front with our son.

Hy wife is mostly quiet when she is with our son.

My wife feels a true liking for our son.

my wife tries to explain the reasons why she wants our rn to do
something that she wants our son to do.

40. My wife wants our son to be a particular kind of person.

41. My wife appreciates exactly how the things our -on xperiences
to her.

42. Sometimes my wife is not at all comfortable with our son but they go
on, outwardly ignoring i

43

44

45.

-ife respects our son as a person.

There ere certain things my wife likes about our son there are
other things she does not like.

My wife looks at what our child does only fr

209

otnt of view.
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Yeas, I st ongly feel that it is
true

42: Ye 9 I feel it is true

+1: Yes, I feel that it is probably
true or more true than untrue

No, I feel that it is probably
untrue or more untrue than true

No, I feel it La not true

No, I strongly feel that it Ls not
true

46. My wife never told our son about things that she has succeeded or
failed at.

47. My wLfe is nearly always open w h our son; what she says to our son
nearly always expresses exactly what she is feeling and thinking at
the time she says it.

48 My wife can easily let herself go, be completely free, and gayly
enjoy herself with our son.

9 My wLfe is impatient with our son.

50. My vtfe would like to determine what our son does vith his future.

51. How much my wife likes or dislikes our son is not altered by any-
thing that our son tells my wife about herself.

52. My wife wants tu understand how our son sees things.

53 wife would really prerer our son to think that she likes or
understands our son even when she doesn't

54. my wife appreciates our son as a person.

55 If our son shows that he is angry with my wife,
or angry with our son too.

56. Sometimes my wife thinks that our eon feels a cer a n way, because
that's the way she feels herself.

57 My wife has told our son what things worry

58.

tare her.

My wife does not avoid talking with our son about anythtng that La
mportant for their re ationship.

59. My wife usually waIts for our son to make the first ve In doin
things together.

60. My wife dtaapproves of our son.

61. If our son gets angry at my wife she can allow angry fealin
be expressed by our eon and be done with it.
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Yes, I strong-y feel that
true

Yes, I feel it is true

Yes, I feel that it is probably
true or more true than untrue

No I feel that it :s probably
un: ue or more untrue than true

No, I feel it Is not true

No, I ctrongiy feel that it is not
true

62. Whether my son is in good s irits or feeling
wife feel any more or less appreciative of our son.

does not make my

63. My wife can tell what our son means even wh n our son has trouble
saying it.

64. My wife's vagueness makes It hard for our son to under tend her.

65. There are times when my ui e's outward response to our -on is quite
different from the way she feels underneath.

66. My ife eage ly likes to 3o to new pl-ces and do new things with
our son.

67. my wife is truly interested in our son.

6G. What my wife says has a lot to do -ith our son's choice of fr ends.

69. My wife approves of somethLnga that our son does and plainly
disapproves of others.

70. My uife's attitudes toward some of the things our son does or says
prevents her from understanding our son.

71 My wife expresses herself clearlyto our son.

72. My wife is real and genuine with our son.

73. My wife finds it hard to let herself go and really enjoy herself
with our son.

74, my wife feels indifferent to our son.

75. My wife trusts our son and genera ly lets him take care of himself

76. Whether the ideas and feelings our son expresses are "good or
"bad" seems to make no difference to my wife's feeling toward our!
son.

77. My wife usually understands the whole of what our son means

70. ny wife seems to 'heat around the bush in talking with our son,

79. It makes my wife uneasy when our son
things.

talks about certain
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-6- WC

es, I strongly feel that it
true

'r Yes, I feel it is true

drl: Yes, I feel that it is probably
true or more true than untrue

el that it is probably
trItrue or more untrue than true

No e 1 it is not true

No, I strongly feel that it is
wttrue

GO. When our son shouts she shouts back.

61. MY wife feels deep affection for our son.

32. My wife feels that as low, s our son lives under her roof, our
son should take orders from her.

$ometmes our son is more worthwLle in my wtfe'B eyes than at
other times.

Iy wife responds to our son ra her aut
in what the son is experiencing.

ly, without takIng

35. 'rife finds co c ete words to express her emotions to our son.

a

07.

38.

89.

my uife is willing to express whatever is actually on her mind with
our son includins, any feelings about herself or about our son.

MY wife would rather be alone iwtead of being with our eon,

MY wife finds our son rather dull and uninteresting.

MY wife has confidence in our son in deciding things wIthout
guidance or suggestions.

I don't think that anything our eon says or does really changes
the way my wife feels toward our eon.

91 When our son is hurt or upset my wife can recognize just how our
son feels, without getting upset herself.

9 My wife believes there are things she doesn't ta k about that are
causing dIfficulty in her relationship with our son.

93. Somehow our son irrit tee my wife.

94. What other people think of our son does (or would, if my wife knew)
affect the way my wife feels toward our son.
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Name o r?ator

Name of natee

FN-Cre rt.,c11 y

94 ItemsJ.7=-11Jlgo=

:;corin 3hect

Level of
Regard

Item

Pre

Post

Date

of Rela ionship

Empathic Unconditional ity Congruence
Understanding of Rec,ard

Pos. Pos.
Ans,

Its- Items

os.
ns.

Items

Sub-To al
No 1

Neg.
ii Ans.
Items

Neg.

Items

Tog

Items

Jub-totaI

o
-!ach oa e -

Grand T: al theie 4 am
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Name of Rater

Name of Ratee

Relationsh p Inventory

Disclosnre
and Concreteness

Pos.

Pre

Po t

Date

Type of Relationship

Activeness Democratic
Control

POs. los.

Ans. D.C.

35

-o al
Io. 1

Ans.

Total score
7,ach scale

Grand Total: these 3 scales

Grand Total: 7 scales

rolmmMIWIIIIIM.111AriW

in peor.inc, child toward self form - do not verse
sign-for negativc Dmocratic Control items.
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Appendix XXVI

Family Unit Inventory

In uc ions:

For each of the inventory items* cir,
how true the item is for your family -

the n
is n

that shows

You can circle any number, from "0" to "V. At one end, "0"
means the item is complsttlly_fAle for your present family. At the
other end, 3", means it is _very_ rue for your family as it presently
is.

Circle one number to the right of -ach iteii. Please make no
other marks on the paper.

For example, if your family is now very active, you would score
the sample item in this way:

Leas
presen

SAMPLE: We are an active family.

like Most like
family present family

0 1 2 3 4 5 7 CP (&)

If your family was not at all active, you w uld have circled
the "0". If it was neither active nor inactive you would have
circled the "4ss .

use the various numbers in all of the positions, whichever best
fits your answer, from "0", completely_fal e to " very_true.

Please ask any questions if it is not clear what to dos If you
are sure you know what to do, fill i your complete name at the
bottom of this page and go ahead and answer each item according to
haw well it fits your family as it actually is now. Antiwar every
item and be as careful and as accurate as you can.

Thank you.

Name

Date

-Ferdinand van der Veen, Ph. D., 1969. Family Research Pros a:-
Institute for Juvenile. Redearch, Chicago, Illi-ois.
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E.22,ilr Unit Inventpry
Present Family

Least most
like like

like to do new and djfferent things. 0

can usually depend -ach other. 0

have a number of close friends. 0

re often do not agree on important 0
matters

Ea h of us tries to be the kind of
person the others will like

Good manners and proper beh-vior
are very important to us.

feel secure ( afe) when we arE
-h each othe-

ye want help with our pro lems.

Ve do many things together.

10. Each of us wants to tell the
others what to do.

11 There are serious dif :-rences in
our beliefs about what is right
and important

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 4 5 6 7

O 1234567

O 1

O 1

O 1

O 1

O 1

O 1

11. loe feel free to express any thought or
feeling to each other- 0 1

13 our home is the center of our acti147
ties. O 1

14 We are an affectionate family (show
our love for each othe- ). 0 1

The difficulties that we have in the
family are not our fault.

(Continue to next page)

0 1

2

2

2

3 4

4

4

5

5

5

6

6

6

7

7

7

2 34567 3

1 4 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 4 5 6 7

2 3 -4 5 6 7 0

2 3 4 5 6 7

least most
like like
Present Family

(10)

12)
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16. Little problerts often become bi
ones for us.

17. We do not understand each other.

i. Ve get along very well in the
community.

19. vre often praise or compliment each
other.

Present Family

Least MOst
like Zike

O 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 (16)

O 1 2 4 5 6 7 S 1(17)

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 19)

20. Ye avoid talking about sexual matters. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 20)

4 5 6 7 C (21)

O 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 (22)

Fe get along much better with persors
outside the family than with each other 0 1 2

22. If we had more mony most of our
present problems would be gone.

23 We a e proud oZ our family. O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 (23)

24. we do not like each other friends. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 C (24)

25 There are many conflicts (disagree-
ments) in our family.

26. We are usually calm and relaxed when
we are together.

27. We are not a talkative famly.

Fe r-spect each other privacy.

Accomplishing (actually 5 tting done)
what we want to do seems to be
difficult for u

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 f3 (25)

O 1 2 3 .4 5 6 7 (26)

O 1 2,3 4 5 6 7 13 (27)

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 V (20

O 1 2 4 5 6 7 9 (29)

30. We tend to worry about many things 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (30)

least
like

Presen

(Continue to next page)

most
like
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Ve often upset each other without
meaning to.

J fhin- exciting ever seems to happen
to us.

TA7e are a relirlious family.

3_. Ve are continually getting to know
each other bett-r.

e need each other.

Present ramily

least most
like like

O 1 2 34567E .

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0

36. re do not spend enou h time together. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 C

37. Ire do not understand what is ca sing
our difficulties.

Success and reputation are very im
taint to us.

We encourage each other to develop in
his or her own individual way.

40. re are ashamed of soie things about
our family.

(Continue to next page)

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 C

0 2 3 4 5 6 7

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 E

O 2 3 4 5 6 7

least most
like like
Present Family

(39)

(40)

S x of dlient
(1-male,12,mfemale) .

Age of client

Family position
(Fa - Mo-Ch)

Family ID Code

1(46)

(50-51)

62-63)

(67 70

Date of test: Month (73)
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41 have warm, close relationships
with each other.

42. There are some things which we avoid
talking about

43 Together we can o- rcome almost a y
difficulty.

44. We really do truLt and confide in each

45

46.

47.

49.

50.

51.

52. are all responsible for famIly
prcb1ems.

There isnot enough discipline in
our family.

54. Ire have good times together.

Present Fa

least
like

moat
like

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

other 01234567
T-e riake wany demands olL each other. 0 1

It is hard for us to p ease each other. 0 1

Our activities togethe- are usually
planned and organized. 0 1

The family has alw ys been very
important to us. 0 1

Ve get more than our share of illn- 0 1

We are considerate of each other. 0 1

We can stand up for our rights if
necessary. 0 1

55. We are sometimes frightened of ea h
other.

(Continue to next page)

8

2 4 5 6 7 G
J

(6)

2 34567 0

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7 (10)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 (11)

4 5 6 7 (12)

4 5 6 7 8 13)

4 5 6 7 Es 14)

4 5 6 7 )7;

01 2.3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 2 3

least most
like like

Present Fa .11r
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Present Family

Least
like

56. We often become angry at each other. 0 1

57. lee live largely by other people's
standards and values (what is right
and important)-

5fl . e are not as happy together as we
might be.

59. We are critical of ach ther.

60_ ve are satisfied with the way in
which we now live-

61 Usual_y each of us go s his
way.

separate

62. we resent each other's outside ac vi-
ties.

63 We have respect for each other feel-
ings and opinions even when we liffer
strongly.

64. We somet mes wlsh we could be an
entirely different family.

65. VYe are soc able and really enjoy
being with people.

O 1

O .1

O 1

O 1

0

O 1

O 1

O 1

66. We are a disorganized ixed p) family 0 1

43, it is important to us to know how
we appear to others

Our decisions are not our own, bu
are forced upon us by things beyond
our control.

69. We have little
other

ondness for each

70 V'e are a strong, competent able)

family

0

0

O 1

O 1

2 3 4

Most
ke

5 6 7

2 34567 0

2 3 4 6 7 0

2 3 4 6 7 8

2 3 4 5 6 7 0

3 4 6 7

2 3 4 5 7 6

2 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 3 4 5 6 7 C

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 3 4 6 7 8

2 3 4 6 7 8

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7 C

least most
220 like like

Present Family

16)

I
(17)

(20

(21)

12)

(26)

(27)

(29)

(30)
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71 re avoid telling each other our
real feelings.

72 Ve are not satisfied with anything
short of perfection.

73 Ve forgive each other easily.

74. We are usually someWhat
each other.

rv-d with

75. re hardly ever hurt each other
feelings.

76. Fe like the same things

77. Ve usually reach decisions by talLing
t over and some give and take,

7C. re can adjust well to new situations.

79 re are liked by most people who know
us.

re are full of life and good spi

Thank you.

Pre ent Family

Least
like

Most
like

0 1 2 3 4 6 7 I;

0 2 4 5 7 6

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 C

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 3 4 5 6 7 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 d

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3

least most
like like

Present Family

Sex of Client
(1-nale, 2-female)
Pge of client

Family Position
(Fa - Cho 8 C

Family ID Code

Da e of Test: Month
tc.)

pay
A-Jan, B-reb,

(31)

(32)

(33)

34)

35)

36)

37)

(38)

(34)

(35)

(46)

(50-51)

(59)

(60)

(62-63)

(67 70

(73)

(75-76
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by
HARRISON G. GOUGH, Ph.D.

University of California (Berkeley)

Name Age Sex

Date Other

DIRECTIONS: This booklet contains a list of adjectives. Please
read them quickly and put an x in the box beside each one you
would consider to be self-descriptive. Do riot worry about dupli-
cations, contradictions, and so forth. Work quickly and do not
spend too much time on any one adjective. Try to be frank, and
check those adjectives which describe you as you really are, not
as you would like to be.

CONSULTING PSYCHOLCkosSTS PnESS

577 College Ave., Polo Alto, Calif,

Copyright J95 by IIarr1un G. Gough

223
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absent-n ided

0 act
adalatabl

3

El
4

affct ed
5

affect i
6

aggressive
7

alert
8

aloof

O ambitious

anxi( IS
11

El apath
12

app iVe
13

argumentative
1.5

0 arrogant
15

artistic
16

El assertiv
17

attractive
18

autocratic
19

awkwaid
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Appendix XXIX

Pre- ntake Parent Communica ion Workshops
Parent-Child Play Interaction Sample

Procedure

Physical Setting.

The play sessions will take place at the Child Study Center
playroom. Tape recorder should be set up and on before fam
enters room.

Instructions to Parents.

"As part of our_ etting an understand_ng of how you get along
together, we'd like you_to spend a half hour just_by yourselves,
without any of our staff being with you during this time. The
tape recorder, over here, will be kept running.so that we can
later; hear the way things went. During this time_we would
likVto try to enable your child to play freely with you for,
as you probably know, children express what is on their minds
through_the means of play. As you.play with your child, try
to really listen to what he (she) is bringing out. Step_ into
his shoes for a moment and put into words, what you feel he is_
experiencing at that moment of time_when he is playi.ng or_talk-
ing with you, while letting yourself also openly and freely_
express yourself and enjoy the play. In .other words, the aim
of the play session is really to be_ helpful to each other _and
the family as a whole. Remember, be as frank and _open and direct
with each other as possible anti also try to really listen to
each Other."

C. Instruct -ns to Child.

(child's name) you and your mommy and daddy are
go-Fig to -have a play session at the clinic because your mommy
and daddy are interested in learning how to play with you in
a different, 'special' way. Your mommy and daddy will attentt
meetingS at the Child Study Center because they are interested
in learning how the family can get along in different, better
ways. We would like to ste.lhow ydu play together today. The
tape recorder, over here, will be kept running So that we can
later hear the way things-went-but you try not to pay any
attentton to the recorder. Just spend the time :with mommy and
daddy playing with them with any of the .toys or, games over here
that you feel itke (Point out the toy cabinet)

Do you have any questions? .0.K.
I'll see you a-a n at

the clodk).

the session will end at
hat ime." (Point toward
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End of Sess on.

Let the play cession run for 30 minutes from the time you leave
the room. When you return, enter the room and sit down and: elicit
s(xiie brief discussion of how things went; assist In cleaning up
the play materials if the family has not done so already; check into
the return of questionnaires and urge them to return everything if
they have not done so already; tell them that you should be calling
the parents very soon to set up the first_ workshop meeting as soon
as all the preliminary data are in; end the session and turn offthe
tape recorder; note the numbers on the tape recorder counter which
mark the beginning and the very end of_the whole session as well as
the counter numbers which mark the beginning and the end of the
play session,
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Appendix XXX

INS1RUCTIONS TO THE HELPER

You will mw lave a -hour talk with each other. Your partner

i s going to begin this t1k by expres ing a feeling (s)he has to ard you or a

feeling abou_ your relationship together. Your job is to be as helpful as pos-

sible by showing that you understand how the other feels about what (s)he

telling you. Focus only on the other concern and try t_ deepen its meaning

fo_ h (her).

There are a number of ways chat people try to be e p u :

1) by asking questions.

2) by giving advice.

3) by offering explanations for the problem.

4) by reflecting back how the other feels.

5) by bringing In one's own similar experiences and related fee ings.

6) by being quiet at times and really trying to know and feel what the other

person is talking about.

used by pe

We believe that al h ugh the first three ways are moat oft-n

the last three ways are usually more helpful.

Because your partner is expre sing feelings about you you will

be very tempted to defend yourself. .but hold back. Work at helping your part

ner explo _ his (her) fee ings by showing a full understanding of what (Ohs s

feeling. It may be tempting to ask a sertes of questions, to give advice, to-

explain the problem away, or to defend yourself. .but try to resist this mod

emphasize, Instead, expressing your understanding o_ your partner.

n the final fifteen mInutes of your talk, you will suite

you wIll then tell your partner what xag. feel like Inalde about ths $ANE probo.

(When the time to swi h arrIves, I'll knock on the door and coma in for

28 coned.
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a b ing.) Ask yourel %at is really eating at me about this problem

.How is it for me with him (her) _egarding the problem we've been talking

about9 i, Walt quietly for a while, without talking at yourself until you

get a bodily feel of he problem. Then, let your words come from your gut

reactions. Tell the other person what you feel like Inside about the problem.

When you begin, av id using words which will condemn the other pe son. Instead,

begin the talk with a non-conde ning sentence, that "/ feel...when you do

such and such!" Once you've begun, carry forward what you directly and feeling

y have there. Share all your feelings wIth your partner. Your feelings may

be pulling you in many directions at the same time. You may feel two ways about

hi- (her). Share this "pulliig h your partner. Finally, to repeat,

ber to explore your feelings in your relationship which are really eating at you.

To sum up, you will first try to show understanding of your part-

ner feelings, and after I tell you to swItch, you will express your owr Nita

ings about the problem.
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Appendix XXX

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE HELPEE

You will now have a half-hour talk with each other- Your part is

think of a major problem you are now experiencing in your relationship with

your partner. Choose a problem which is personal and of real importance in

your lives. Ask yourself, What in our relationship. is __ lly eating at

.-Ho- is it for me with him (her) n .nat is central for me right now

th him (her)? " Wait quietly for a while, without talking at yourself

until you get a bodily feel of the problem. Then, let your words come from

your gut reactions. Tell the other person what you feel like inside about the

problem. When you begin, avoid using words which will condemn the other person.

Instead, b--in the talk with a non-condemning sentence, that is, I fee

-hen y u do such an( such:-
and fe lingly have there.

Once you've begun, earrr forward what you directly

are all your feelings with your partner. Your

feelings may be pulling you in many direc ions at the same time. You may feel

two w,ys about hi (her). Share this "pulling" with your partner. Finally,

to repeat, remember to e _p o e your feelings in your relationship which are

really eating at you.

In the final fifteen minutes of your talk, you will switch and

your partner is going to tell you what (- )he feels about,the SAME problem. Your

j-b then- is to be as helpful as possible by showing that you understand how the:

other feels about what (s)he is telling you. Focus only on theother's concern----

and try to deepen its meanIng for him (her).

There are a number of ways that people try to be helpful:

1) by asking questions.

) by giving advice.

) by offering explanations for the problem.

4) by reflecting back how the other feels.

2 0 coned.
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by bringing in one's own dlar experiences and related feelings.

by being quiet at times and reafly trying to know and feel what the other

person is t lking

e b lieve that, although the first three ways are most often

used by people, tho last three way_ are usually more helpful.

Because your par ner is -x.ressing feelings about you: you will

be very tempted to defend yourself...but hold baek. Work at helping your par

ner explore his (her) feelings by sho 'ng a full understanding of what (s)he's

feeling. It may be tempting to ask a se ies of que-tions, to give advice, to

explain the problem away, or to defe d yourself...but try to resIst this and

emphasize, instead, expressing your understanding of your partner.

To sum up you will fjrt express your own feelIngs about a prob-

lem, and after I tell you to switch, you will try to show understanding of- your

partne 's feelings about the.problem.


